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The Zetas talk about how there will be Government Collapse due to the Devastation and plans for a Carry-On
Government or Martial Law or a Bunker Government will be thwarted; what the future form of Government will be;
why in the US a New MJ12 emerged and an Aftertime MJ12 will exist; that Live ZetaTalk will likely continue and
even the Internet will be functional; and why ZetaTalk on Coast to Coast radio will be explosive. The Zetas talk about
how worldwide there will be Devastated Cities with even the Machine Age halted; that stocks and paper money will be
Worthless Money, and how what are considered Precious Possessions will by necessity change and the Barter system
will rule. The Zetas talk about how offers of Safe Havens and Individual Preparations and Personal Decisions and
Rescue Expectations prevail going into the shift; how there will be Survivors despite the Death Rate; whether
Magnetic Pulse during the shift will affect humans; how to deal with Preexisting Health problems and Unhealthy
Environs; the composition of Survival Groups and if Group Policy can force cooperation, and why Small Groups are
best. The Zetas talk about how some humans are operating in Service to Others already, Guided in this, a Mainstay for
Others; how mankind will change for the better After the Cataclysms and there will be Great Opportunities; how the
orientations differ in dealing with the pending Pole Shift and the Aftertime; whether an Orientation Test can be given
and how Actions are a guide; when Sharing Supplies is advised; how Anxieties will be reflected in Aftertime Religions
and if and how the game Survivor and being Self Sufficient are related. The Zetas talk about who will end up in High
Tech communities, their determining Characteristics, and the Sorting Out process; how Spontaneous Groups will form
and Survivor Allegiance tested, and where the Elite Enclaves will be found; why many will be Led by Children after
the shift and find What the Heart Seeks and why contactee Coordination increasingly occurs; how communities will
have help in Aftertime Raids from Prison Gangs; how many will even share Hybrid Homes and the Cataclysm Link to
the hybrid program, and what the Time Frame is; why isolated Hybrid Colonies will develop and how Intermarriage
with humans the hybrids consider their Team Mates will eventually occur; and how aliens will Walk Openly among us
in the Aftertime.
The Zetas talk about how Quake Swarms and Pre-Shift Quakes and Meteor Showers and Imploding Cities and
Exploding Factories will occur during the Months Before the shift and especially during the week Rotation Stops; how
Dark Side Clues that the shift is eminent and the Scripted Drama about to begin; the Hour After the shift and how
Rotation Returns within a day; how there will be a New Geography and a Sharper Axis and Climate Changes resulting
in a New Climate and fewer Deserts and how Some Countries will fare; how the Prevailing Winds will re-establish
themselves and being Downwind from ash avoided; how a Return to Normalcy may take several decades and why
Exploding Toads relates; how there will be inundations due to Melting Ice Caps with Rising Seas; how long the rise in
Sea Level and Atmosphere Loss will last; how a Nuclear Winter will not occur but volcanic Gloom and Drizzle will
descent; how there will be renewal of Natural Resources and a Rebirth as the Seeds of Rebirth are in the wilderness
refuges. The Zetas talk how Human Health will be impacted and many will be in Shock and there will be Rotting
Bodies and Starvation; how to address Social Services and deal with those who Beg to Die; how Starvation will be
rampant and how to achieve the Best Nutrition; how the Seasons Shift and how to Forcast Seasons for your locale;
when to Restart Gardens and that Crop Adjustments will be necessary; how Flocks and Herds will fare during the shift;
how life will be on the rebound with oxygen from the Ocean Life and Inland Lakes will often prosper. The Zeta talk
about why Generating Electricity or Storing Fuel will be difficult and hopes for New Sources futile, but for some a
Perpetual Power Pack will appear; how hopes for a return of Civilization will be different this time, but Short Wave
communication will prevail and Magnetic Pulse damage minimal. The Zetas talk about how not all water will be Safe
Water but Pollutants outside of Industrial Areas will have dissipated; that Ruined Worlds can undergo a Cleanup; how
the eventual Earth Switch to 4th Density will occur and what will be Left Behind.
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ZetaTalk: Government Collapse
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

Consider what constitutes the government of the United States, which we will use as an example, as it is indeed the
strongest government, and the first and foremost democracy. This government, by and for the people, is founded by
elections. Elections even in the best of times are difficult to pull off. Turnout is frequently low. Counts must be
checked and rechecked for accuracy, and computers and the ready hands of volunteers assist in this process. And then
there is the pre-election publication of candidates and their views, debates and other such enlightening affairs.
How would all this take place in a world having undergone a cataclysm such as we describe? The existence of
electricity will be spotty. Communications will in the main return to what it was in the previous century, by letter or
carrier. The concept of legislature even at the county level would be difficult to maintain, much less at the state or
federal level. Add into this the fact that the geography will change. Some lands will disappear, others rise from the
seas. The poles will align in different parts of the world. What is north? What is south? Maps previously drawn up will
be useless. How can the polls be sure who is to vote when the survivors will wander, in search more of others living
than anything else.
We are not describing a world where the established government is likely to continue as it was. We are describing a
world where new forms of governing will emerge. The type will depend on the nature of the group of people. As we
have detailed, there will be an increasing separation of Service-to-Other from Service-to-Self. Those groups oriented
to Service-to-Other will not require the same controls that are required today. Rather than the problem of citizens
stealing from each other, held in check only by the enforcement of law, these new communities will share.
Consideration will be the rule, rather than the rule of law. For those groups oriented increasingly to Service-to-Self, no
laws or corps of police would hold the self-serving actions in check. There, the rule of law is supplanted by the rule of
the strong.
How will the governments take being so supplanted? Will they attempt to collect taxes, order cooperation, or demand
allegiance? Some lone individuals will attempt to do so, perhaps in small bands, but where there is no food, and the
citizenry is essentially homeless, these attempts will turn about on the so-called representatives of the people. Where is
the government assistance? What does the government anticipate doing for its citizenry? Why, when the government
was assuring the populace that they should not be alarmed by the approaching comet, should the populace now give
any heed to the so called government? Any attempt to continue federal or state level government will in all likelihood
be short lived. On the local level, there may be some continuance, according to the competence of the local
government. Leadership will have to be earned.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Devastaton
Note: added during the Dec 14, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Those fearing a takeover by the elite, military units used to commandeer control, need not fear. Bridges and rail lines
will be broken, so trains or cars will not be moving about. Planes need runways to lift off, and runways to land, and if
one is in place, the other will not be. Communications will be utterly disrupted, no satellites working, phone lines
broken, and none but local communications possible. Fuel supplies will explode and burn, equipment break and be
unfixable, and personnel distracted or insane of absent. It is simply not going to be a mechanism that the elite can use,
outside of their immediate area!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Carry-On Goverment
Note: written on Dec 15, 1997

Increasingly as the year 2003 approaches [Note: see 2003 Date explanation], there will be sculpting of reserves in the US for
not only the military but also what is termed a carry-on government. Those whose lives have been in government
service cannot imagine life otherwise. As the population would be likely to swarm onto military bases, demanding to
be fed, those bases that will be set aside for a government recoup will be made undesirable to the public - the storage
of biological warfare components, nuclear war-heads, or armaments likely to explode during massive earthquakes.
There is no way for the public to determine which report of storage of undesirables is true or untrue, and we are not
advising that this be done. In truth, all such locales, whether the story was true or not, will be undesirable.
Any survivors close to such a military depot or processing center for biological weapons disposal or nuclear weapons
reserves will find themselves equally distressed. If the stories are true, then they are living if living at all steeped in
poison during the Aftertime. If the stories are not true, then they are living close to former government workers and
military who want to re-establish a government. The rationale is that the populace will be better off with this
governance, so they are doing a service. In truth, there is nothing such a tattered remnant of a federal government
could do for the populace that they could not do better for themselves. Naturally, the first thing these former
government workers will be looking to do is impose taxes, and without a money base, this will be in the form of food
and supplies.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Martial Law
Note: written on Dec 15, 2001

Martial Law is a device that cuts both ways, so will not be used lightly by those in power, and only if they feel they
have no other recourse. The threat of Martial Law is tossed about a great deal, as it seems an obvious trend given the
nervousness of governments and the power they hold in wielding their military. But this conclusion assumes the status
quo to be continuing. In other words, adequate food for the troops, and stability elsewhere. Martial Law can be quickly
wielded to quell a riot, or quarantine disease, and is accepted by the populace. In these cases, the troops consider that
their own families are being protected by these acts, and go along with the orders. The riot is being prevented from
spreading to family and friends, or at least the soldier comforts himself that should such a riot spring up in his
neighborhood, the same means of quelling it would be used.
What would the attitude of the soldier be, if starvation were rampant, news of this coming from home, and the soldier
asked to protect the rich and powerful from demands from the starving? The willingness of the soldier to go along with
this erodes, rapidly. Especially if it is apparent that the government, the elite, have not been open and honest about
what is besetting mankind. Desertions would occur, erosion of the troops such that the generals soon find they have
left their posts, leaving the defenses vulnerable. The military knows this, discusses this, endlessly. They have great
history to examine. The common phrase that an army marches on its stomach is a clue. This is known. One cannot
fight an effective battle unless the troops are heartened, and feel that there is a general advantage to continuing. Only
groups of thugs operate solely for themselves, and these are not what the military accepts in its ranks.
Martial Law will be utilized only as a last resort, often dropped as soon as possible thereafter, and we anticipate only
in those countries where the rich strong-arm the poor today. In those countries, this will be no change from their status
quo, in essence no Martial Law being enforced. Martial Law is in effect today in some countries, for instance China
and Indonesia, though they would not call it such. Human rights are nonexistent, and the government uses the military
to support itself. To the extent that governments use these techniques today, they will continue up into the time of the
shift. To the extent that these techniques would be a new imposition, they will not, we predict, be deployed. This is, of
course, in the hands of man, something we do not control, and therefore could change. Britain and Canada likewise are
exploring their limits. These also are countries with a strong history of human rights and law. Like the US, we expect
they will conclude that such measures are counter-productive. The repressive will get more so, the democratic or
socialistic remain so, with the coming changes not addressed in the media.
Countries are striving, at this time, to do the least that will disturb their populace, already uneasy due to weather and
crop changes and a world-wide depression not yet called that openly. Thus, they will not rock the boat, but will to the
extent they can impose Martial Law techniques without fuss from the populace, do so. Thus, the US has the Bin Laden
crowd not on US soil, and are not calling them prisoner's of war, so they can torture them freely without challenge.
Even this has not passed without challenge, and they have taken note of this. Thus, Martial Law in the US is not
expected. We anticipate, rather than a Martial Law setup, that troops will be sent home just ahead of the shift, to be
with their families. In this way, they will be disbanded, less of a threat, and more likely to assist their families than run
as gangs. We anticipate that the rich and powerful will go into enclaves, with immense stores of goods, with armed
guards often gathered from the military. These will not prove to be a good setting, however, and will become the worst
hell for those expecting to be protected and live well behind locked doors. Thus, Martial Law will become a reality
only for those rich enclaves, where the strongest and most ruthless will rule.
Note: below written during the Mar 29, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

There has been speculation that the Iraq war was begun to remove US troops from their homeland, to lessen the
likelihood of a coup during the coming times. There is truth to this, but to only a small degree. Securing the oil
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interested is prime, and the expectation that the troops would simply move to take over the Saudi fields after wining in
Iraq. The troops are deemed an enforcement mechanism, thereafter, an occupation, despite empty words that they
would be resident only until democracy could be installed. These empty words are coming from an administration that
is busy removing liberty from its own people, as fast as the people will allow. There are many agendas among the
elite, and where a plan can mesh several agendas, it gets faster approval. Thus, the invasion of Iraq, allowing reserves
less aggressive to be the defenders of the homeland, suited more of the power mongering elite than not.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Bunker Government
Note: written during the Feb 23, 2002 IRC Session, and added to during the Jul 13, 2002 IRC Session.

Underground bunkers where the US government expect to proceed as a carry-on government have long been in the
news. Mt. Weather was a shock and an expose when first discovered, as it was so well outfitted and financed that the
issues was more how such a facility could escape notice, not only physically but financially within the budget, rather
than any other implication. Since its discovery, and exposure, Mt. Weather has not been the location of choice. This is,
obviously, because it is well known, and in times of trouble the public would crowd the entry and lay there, dying and
stinking, complicating life at this facility. Instead, other facilities not exposed, and supposedly secret, have been
promoted. This includes, as is well know by their neighbors, a spot in Indiana, the prime location now. Near Kokomo,
Indiana, in the hills surrounding this small town, burrowing goes on as the shift approaches. Other facilities are know
in the mountains of New Mexico, adjoining to facilities above ground in Utah and Colorado. Less well known are
facilities in Houston, which will be much under water but were placed there to satisfy the Bush family, who were not
into listening to our warnings about Earth changes and flooding. These in fact received the greater amount of funding,
and are stymied now as to what to do - move or stay and risk drowning? Facilities to house the elite are also fairly
well know, in North Carolina and Wyoming, prize locations of the ultra right.
In other countries, such as the Urals in Russia, there are known locations. Britain is planning to leave their island and
head elsewhere, most likely Australia. This is little publicized, but the rules about immigration in Australia reflect this
mindset. Canada has become a mass of public opinion the Brits do not welcome, and Australia has pockets of the ultraright well in hand for many decades, which the Brits feel they can count upon. The Australian elite are planning,
surprisingly, on being inland, the very places where flooding will occur. They reason that they will be safest where
least expected to be found, in deserts where little life except the peaceful aborigines exist. Thus, they are setting up,
like the NASA elite in Houston, in the worst place, flooded for sure. However, we expect them to change these plans at
the last minute, and thus they will be obvious as to where they are headed. Just follow the truck loads of supplies!
Africa, where expected to be above the waves, is considered a cesspool of infection, Ebola not the only issue of
concern. Muslim countries are expected to remain, the ruling class sitting tight, as they have no confidence in their
ability to move and still be on top of the pile.
Note: below written during the Sep 7, 2002 IRC Session.

In the past, the elite in the US planned to go underground in facilities such as Mt Weather. Mt. Weather, like
Greenbriar, got revealed and of course this ruined their ability to house the elite out of the reach of the maddening
mob. Many, many other facilties were constructed, as rumored, with the idea that the pole shift would ruin the
atmosphere but not cause extensive quakes and shifting of the crust. In those days, the CIA, who was dominant in
MJ12 in the early years, listened to the Service-to-Self aliens who impressed them with technology, and talked their
language, frankly, one Service-to-Self group to another. The Service-to-Self aliens spoke of saving the few, the elite,
and leaving the masses to their lot. This resonated with the CIA, who were composed at the start with recruits from the
Nazi SS.
What the CIA did not understand was that these Service-to-Self aliens were not into truth telling, and cared not for the
CIA one wit. The goal is to harvest Service-to-Self souls, and the more hardened the better, so despair and a sense of
being abandoned and abused were the emotions and setting they hoped to achieve. Thus, they lulled the CIA into
believing they would survive, even encouraging the Sr. Bush to institute underground facilities in Houston, which will
be under water well before the shift. During the past few years, while the truth of these Service-to-Self aliens vs the
truth of ZetaTalk have emerged, some hysteria has emerged among the elite. The orginal underground facilities, which
were in areas subject to flooding or mountain building, were abandoned in the plans, and new facilities such as
Kokomo begun. The problem with these new facilities is that the construction has revealed them, and thus they too are
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no longer suitable. Thus, at this time, all plans are up in the air, though any and all facilities may in fact be used by the
desperate. They will be entombed, or drowned, or attacked by angry mobs gaining entry, and thus in the true light of
Karma get what they deserve.
Note: below added during the Dec 21, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The US with their Mt Weather is not alone in their expectation that underground facilities would be the best bet in the
event of a possible pole shift. Human scientists present, in their limited view, the nuclear winter scenario, where all
life above ground would die. Humans tend to put a few facts into the mix, ignoring a massive amount of other facts,
and thus come up with wrong conclusions. This is done for several reasons,
1. the limited human IQ,
2. the desire to arrive at a conclusion and thus limiting the options,
3. limited human knowledge in the first place.
Thus, given the projection that a nuclear winter, caused by volcanic eruption, could and perhaps has in the past as in
the case of the presumed dinosaur extinction, the elite planned to go underground and live several decades thus.
In fact, as we have stated and any thorough analysis of the facts will present, dinosaur extinction was not caused by a
nuclear winter, as not all forms were so affected, thus it was species selective, not global. It was a virus, not a nuclear
winter. But given that military personnel are not know for their deep thinking, are brusque and bossy, they grabbed at
the projections and plotted their course. Given the size of the quakes, Richter 9 force worldwide, with mountain
building and renting of continental rifts, these underground facilities will hardly be a safe place. It takes little to trap an
outlet, torque an elevator such that it cannot rise or fall, and create panic in the tomb. Air circulation will not work,
slowly smothering those trapped inside. Water will find its way into underground pockets, drowning those trapped.
Electrical equipment will falter, plunging those into darkness. A fitting end of the elite who have, in their greed for
power and wealth, sent the poor into mines and such circumstances.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Government
Note: written during the October 19, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The Aftertime will find most of mankind in a dearth of government directives. Even small towns, governed by mayors
well known on the city streets to all, and traveling bands governed by chieftains, will feel the lack. Insanity, depression,
loss of life and confusion will remove the firm hand so familiar from governing. Families will look to their elders, the
family man, the religious leader, and find them all staring, shaking their heads, and unable to speak. In these situations,
leadership arises from the needy, natural leaders emerging. Often they are children, to whom most of life is startling
and strange, the unfamiliar presented almost daily. To the child, this is more an adventure, an opportunity to act
without constant parental admonitions. They will make suggestions, and be allowed to proceed, and often lead their
dazed and depressed parents and elders about like rag dolls.
Beyond the children, who will be inventive and energetic in the main, women will assume command by doing daily
chores. It is often said that men, who have single tasks in society, suffer when retiring, but women, who had the many
tasks keeping the household going, are without retirement. Thus, women see what to do with their time, and proceed,
and being useful live longer and in greater health. In like manner, after the shift, women will wash and clean, gather
and cook a meal, and thus be looked upon as someone who can direct activities. When the depression clears, and
survivors begin looking about them, determining if they should seek out a government rep or make a report, perhaps
seek help from their government, a different conclusion will arise. Each initiating, others observing and offering to
help, and sharing, has taken place. This is the Service-to-Other society of your future, and once established by
survivor groups, should not be supplanted by ego driven directive by the power hungry. Tell them to sit back down and
fall silent, as you did so much better before they found their tongue.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: New MJ12
Note: written on Jan 15, 2001

The members of MJ12 who formed the new group have in almost all cases physically disappeared so that you could
not find them in the phone book or locate them. The government cannot hack at them. They don’t have relatives or
children so they cannot be harmed in that way. They are free agents. The new MJ12 group has determined an agenda
and course of action.
To prevent disinformation and misinformation from ruling.
Not that it cannot be spread, but it cannot prevail as the only message the people receive. They want
the public to receive the truth. They will arrange to have cover-ups exploded and leaks to occur and
countering information to come up from unusual sources.
To maintain the democratic ideal.
They do not want to see democracy completely bite the dust and martial law imposed so that people
become literally serfs of the wealthy or powerful at gunpoint of the military. This new group is not
restricted in the same way the old group of MJ12 was, in that the old MJ12 had rules. There was a
need-to-know basis between the various intel organizations and arms they utilized, the CIA and
FBI. In many cases these agencies had no idea they were doing an MJ12 service. So MJ12 had full
access to the government bureaucracy and agents, but they had many rules, such as not assassinating
somebody who was in the public eye. Therefore, someone in the public eye could get away with
maneuvers and thumb their nose, so to speak, at MJ12, knowing they were a public figure and
therefore could not be taken out. This group does not have such restrictions.
To retaliate against the initiator, not the agents.
They are carrying forward an earlier MJ12 routine, which was to attack the instigator of an action,
rather than any agent. In other words, if a high level executive of a corporation desired to have
something blown up or someone killed, when this was against MJ12’s rules, they would punish the
person setting off the bomb or person carrying the gun. These people would be stopped, but the
person to be retaliated against would be the person setting this in motion, in this case the executive,
who would be tortured in front of his compatriots or killed. This stopped a lot of nonsense in that
those who would create chaos tend to live in fear of having this come right back at them in their
front door, like a type of karma. So this new group is continuing this and going right to the top to
the person who has perpetrated the crime, rather than to punish the agents and it is remarkable how
effective this is.
This new group is very effective and has been functioning for some weeks at the time of this writing. The group has no
name. You can call it the new MJ12 if you wish, and if and when they decide on a name they will announce
themselves through ZetaTalk. In such a group as ours, a close-knit group, working effectively together, where there
are human telepaths who communicate with us as Nancy does, pretty effectively, names are not necessary.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Aftertime MJ12
Note: Written during Dec 8, 2001 Live ZetaTalk IRC session.

The new MJ12 will be the least devastated during the coming shift, in terms of communications capabilities and travel
and a safe and secure place to live. These individuals who formed the new MJ12 are with us, being to a one highly
Service-to-Other. They are living on the surface of Earth, in 3rd Density, with a group of Zetas who do likewise in
order to live with those humans who have teamed with us as a result of prior association with MJ12 and the necessity
of our being present, so to speak, at all times. Just where these living quarters are is not something we care to
announce. They are, to facilitate travel and pickup, of course wearing implants. None of these folks, nor we, have any
time to lose. Their travel is via the means offered to the old MJ12, with our space ships and the cloaking they can
effect, so they are invisible. Their agenda has changed little since we announced the formation of this group.
Their communications are highly telepathic, as there are a number of telepaths employed formerly by the old MJ12
among them. We boost this capability so this communication means by these humans is enhanced. The old MJ12 had
40 members on 2 boards, but no females. Due to the nature of the old MJ12, there are few females in the new MJ12.
But there are a few. This group is likely to grow, over time, after the shift, as conscious awareness of the alien
presence is all that qualifies for initiation. That, and a strongly Service-to-Other orientation, of course. The count today
of the new MJ12 member is 57, but this in no way compares to the old MJ12 which had approximately 2,000 member,
of which President George W. Bush was one, and Cheney.
How will matters change for this group, who have left human society in the main, after the shift? They will find
humans more open to their message, having suffered the shift as ZetaTalk has predicted. They will be busy helping
Service-to-Other communities become aware of the wider world and universe, no small deed in that introduction to
alien lifeforms may indeed be made with the new MJ12 being ambassadors. They will be busy continuing their agenda,
which is to block and frustrate Service-to-Self human groups from having their way on the new Earth. Thus, they will
be busier than ever, as will Nancy and some of her human acquaintances.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Live ZetaTalk
Note: written Feb 15, 2002

With all of ZetaTalk we jointly decide matters. Nancy suffers from various health problems, is not a young person,
works extraordinarily hard, and is carrying a huge workload. Thus, we must consider her needs [re the Live ZetaTalk
IRC Sessions]. As a team, we were also looking for a time when the world as a whole could participate. Nancy posted
suggestions, and this time was not objected to much, so is currently the time [for the sessions]. It is possible to have
more, other times, but for now this seems to be sufficing. We are not allowed to warn of Earth changes other than the
broad message of the coming shift, for instance, in response to the Call. To alert that there is a likely quake due in this
or that part of the world is considered interference, parenting, and not allowed. To step in and attempt a warning would
send us packing! So, we hold our breath and say nothing.
As with all of ZetaTalk, teams are assembled based on the expected questions. We indeed know who will be attending,
who plans to ask what, and sense new questions arising before they are voiced. In that we are highly telepathic and can
assemble a team in an instant, this is not problem to change the participant mixture. We have a broader range of
specialties than humans imagine, as we come from many different worlds, and have lived more lifetimes, in a more
technological society. We are multi-faceted, but as most humans have discovered, they can contribute more with some
specializing. Are we physically present? No, we stay at our tasks, perhaps taking a break in part to participate.
Telepathic brain waves go long distances, are highly tuned as to frequency, and we are all participating as though
picking up a phone! Thus, we are ahead of you, at all times.
Will Live ZetaTalk continue after the shift? Where will Nancy be? Will she be connected via the Internet? Short wave,
as we have mentioned, is the best means of humans to contact one another. For those Service-to-Other communities
that will setup with this means, inability to link due to a hilltop missing an antenna will not be a problem. They will
find this network intact! Angels at work. We mentioned during a prior chat that Nancy has been invited to live with us,
in hybrid communities. Those humans invited into these communities know who they are, and have either declined or
quietly accepted. This is not necessarily an easy life, as we bustle. There is not an idle moment, in spite of fatigue, and
no quarter given to weakness such as the need for a good cry or a distraction. Thus, as hard as Nancy works, she can
expect to work harder, experience more grief, in her old age. The means of communication is being deliberately
withheld at this moment, for obvious reasons. The self centered, the power hungry, the elite desperate to continue their
grip, are trying to position for the future. More as the hour of the shift approaches.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Internet
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

The months before the cataclysms, satellite failure will be sporadic, but enough to impact technology as it support
lifestyles today. Land lines will be reliable, but cell phones will not. This will be most disconcerting to the power
brokers among the elite, who will find business floundering, stocks which have fallen almost to the ground unable to
be salvaged, and the reliance of the military on communications creating choas among those expected to protect the
elite. These groups will be screeching at each other, making shrill demands where no fix can be made. The little man,
the common man, will fare better, especially if they are using short wave technology. They will rely on this
increasingly, and it will be old hand and familiar by the time it is needed solely, for communication at a distance from
the site.
Computer networks will remain in place following the cataclysms in accordance with their structure. Any electrical
appliance protected from damage will operate after the cataclysms as before, provided a source of electricity is
available. Networks are another matter, as there are many parts to the whole, and in the main any breakage will disable
the whole - the weak link theory in action. Networks relying on wires run over the Earth cannot be expected to be
operational. Likewise, networks operating by satellite bounce will find themselves with a problem when the satellites
are torn from the skies. How then will computer networks operate? We would suggest that short wave radio networks
established by dish, not relying on satellites, may be a solution. From high point to high point on Earth, such a network
could operate after the cataclysms. And where the pole shift will affect land lines, which will be torn, and satellite
bounce, as the satellites will be ripped from the skies - short wave radio communication bouncing off the Moon or the
ionosphere will survive.
Cloud cover does not much affect this short wave communication, today, so the murky atmosphere and low cloud
cover will not prevent short wave communication in the years following the pole shift either. The ionosphere will
reform, within weeks of the pole shift, as this is a factor or the component of the atmosphere. Like the separation of oil
and water, which takes place after a bottle of salad dressing is violently shaken, the components find their level and reestablish their relationship afterwards. The ionosphere will be lower, however, due to an overall loss of atmosphere
which will only gradually be replaced, which will require using a different angle during communication to achieve a
bounce. Thus, radio operators should adjust to their changed circumstances after the pole shift as they would in any
changed circumstances today, using the same approach and choosing their techniques accordingly.
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ZetaTalk: Coast to Coast
Note: added during the Nov 30, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The Coast to Coast radio show, reaching on their estimate some 20 million listeners, has long been viewed as a way to
spread disinformation and information by the establishment. During the Hale-Bopp episode, Art Bell could be counted
upon to echo the establishment/NASA line, which he did, being none the wiser as to his role in spreading
disinformation. Likewise, he regularly had on Ed Dames, a former CIA agent, and Hazelwood, the son of a close
friend of Art's, also none the wiser that disinformation was or is being spread. To Art, or George for that matter, who
are not personally privy to information sources nor themselves contactees, one wild line is the same as another, and the
issue is keeping the audience rapt and coming back for more. But Art began to notice the relationship to earth changes
and prophecy, which was evident to the regular listener who caught him repeatedly bringing the subject up. Still, since
quakes and weather and even Global Warming or periodic climate changes are cited by the establishment as within
normal swings, he did not buy into the Planet X and 2003 pole shift theory at all. George on the other hand is a more
logical individual, as Nancy noted during her interview. He laid the information out for the audience, in a logical
progression, as this is how his mind works! Thus, for himself personally and for the audience, they were arriving at the
logical conclusions.
Both Art and George do not entirely chose their subject matter, nor their hosts. It should be no surprise for those
working in large corporations, or major media, or working within clubs or associations, strings can and are pulled,
though this is denied. In a large corporation, a CEO may pronounce a decision as his alone, when in fact the phone
wires were burning with activity just prior to the announcement. In the major media, top executive and even major
stockholders hold the calling card, can squelch a planned documentary or suggest subject matter. All the while, the
host is claiming these are matters solely in their hands. And likewise, something as simple as pillow talk, or a golfing
buddy making a tangential request, can result in a change in agenda. Thus, both Art and George were asked to address
the Planet X issue, and George was asked to revisit this repeatedly as it is a hot internet item. The Coast to Coast
listenership is a gabby sort, which is why they burn the midnight oil listening to interesting gab. As a result, the
comments of the listeners get passed around a lot, and the grapevine being what it is, people at least are aware of our
predictions, and the inbound planet being imaged. Thus, when this becomes the dominant obsession of all, due to
seeing it in the skies, they will recall having heard about it, and go research! Thus, it is expected to have reached 35%
of the American and Canadian populace, indirectly, no small feat!
By his closing remarks, George indicated he felt he would be having Nancy back in May 2003 [Note: see 2003 Date
explanation], to explain a failure, but this will soon change to a frequently, perhaps even weekly, schedule. Little time
was spend on the ZetaTalk accuracy track record, so Nancy has spend a lot of time on email pointing this out to the
skeptical. In future, we would like to see this issue given George's considerable logical analysis, as it is certainly due
us, and ZetaTalk, and most importantly Nancy who has sacrificed so much for little respect.
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ZetaTalk: Devastated Cities
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

The stories about Atlantis, which has never been found, are supported by myths of great cities destroyed suddenly by
rising water. Well, that of course happens extensively all over the world every time there is a pole shift. Cities in the
main are established on coastlines and broad rivers, where fish and transportation ease abound. When the massive tidal
waves slosh back and forth, these cities do slip under the rising water and are utterly decimated. The cities are
destroyed, completely. Buildings that remain are not repaired, as there are no hands to do so. They crumble under the
weather, stones eroding and covered by blowing volcanic dust and eventually rooting plants as the endless rains have
made the volcanic dust into inviting soil.
On mainland China there are remnants of ancient civilizations, and the stories of their past glory seems to exceed the
humble peasantry of today. Was there a great civilization that fell? Yes, as on all continents during the pole shifts, the
devastation is so great that cities essentially are brought to dust. China of the past was in keeping with the Chinese
people, who are intelligent and diligent. But their development was no more impressive than what they have today. Of
course, there are places where today there is but a village, the inhabitants of which can scarce do more than tend to
their fields for survival. And if there are traces that indicate a great city once stood nearby, one could postulate that
mankind fell. However, after the pole shifts the few survivors regularly migrate, constantly, seeking to escape the
gloom and constant rainfall which is everywhere. Of course the survivors disappeared. They went elsewhere.
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ZetaTalk: Machine Age
Note: written on Apr 15, 1999.

Consider what is necessary to run the average manufacturing plant, which runs heavy machinery. Gears, metal plates it all looks quite solid. Lets say the building stands after the pole shift, having been retrofitted and braced, and the
machinery itself is pretty durable. Some parts break, but one can replace them, so why would it not run?
There are factors in this scenario that are not being considered. All the necessary small parts, the lubricants and
additives, that will not be available. Most lubricants are necessary, to maintain a certain chemical balance, or there is
corrosion. Without these lubricants, parts burn out, wear out, and you can't simply pour water or any chemical in, you
need a particular chemical. The chemical industry will be very hard hit, as much of their stores are liquid and will
burst, spray, disburse, and require specialized ingredients to create in the first place. So you back up, endlessly, and
anytime there is a break in the link, the link is broken and affects everything downstream. So it all goes down the
chain. Even a tiny broken part can stop the process, as perhaps a particular metal or particular alloy is needed. Without
this a particular function won't occur, an electrical impulse will not occur, or an etching will not occur. If that alloy is
missing, all the rest of the machinery becomes idle, and simply is not effective. And if it's not effective, what is the
point of maintaining it.
What motive is there for staying and maintaining this factory? Who is going to feed the workers, or pay their salary?
There is simply no flow of money. Bridges are down. The grid is down. The government is in chaos, and gone off to
huddle and get drunk and discuss among themselves. Workers do not come out of loyalty, starving to death, to keep a
corporate fat cat in business. They go off, attempting to find food for themselves. If the industry loses its skills, what
occurs? Any industry that finds that its skilled workers are no longer available fails! This is a common fact, and one
reason that bringing immigrants into the US, educated and with a skill set, is considered a necessity. 3rd World
countries can't even get started unless they have this educated skill set. If it goes off, because its more important to
feed the family than keep the boss in power, who's going to run the factory?
It's for these reasons that industry will not run, but will go idle. There are cities discovered in Central American and in
China, found under the jungles or under the shifting sands, with no explanation for where the inhabitants went. These
were great cities with grand steps. They had irrigation, water flowing through the city, so why did it collapse? Was it a
great plague? Was it a terrible drought? Did someone come and slaughter them all? These are remnants of pole shifts,
where great civilizations have fallen in the past. The survivors wander, in search of a better life. They are often
confused, as they don't know what has hit them. They are sure this is a local event and they are off to find out where
the sun is shining and the grain is growing. They all wander. So your industries will be idle, for these reasons.
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ZetaTalk: Worthless Money
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

Money will begin to lose its value long before the cataclysms hit. This will be worldwide, and in almost all human
cultures. Why should this be the case, when, as we have stated, the majority of humanity will either be unaware of the
coming cataclysms or in denial? The financial structure of the world's financial empires is really quite fragile. Look to
the swings of the stock markets, the bond markets, and other speculations. Panic sets in at a moment's notice. The
problem is that financial matters are based on human perceptions of worth. This moves about, even in the most stable
of times. The value of an item increases during shortage, plummets during times of plenty, and otherwise is affected by
various perceptions of being in the right place at the right time. There are gamblers aplenty in the financial arenas.
One of the reasons that financial giants among the elite seek to negate awareness of the alien presence is their fear of
the repercussions on the financial markets. If they cannot negate awareness, they seek to minimize panic. Look to
history, to see how little it took to create financial panics. What with the millennium approaching, and all the dire
predictions made by many, true or untrue, many people worldwide will be on edge. Add to this the increasing crop
failures, with consequent food shortages, affecting the markets in commodities.
Humans of good heart concerned with survival through the cataclysms are advised not to look to the money markets
for assistance. Put your money into land and stable structures, documentation on the technologies and scientific
knowledge of today, and apparatus with which to grow hydroponic vegetables and tanks for fish and crustaceans on
the nutrients from recycled sewage.
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ZetaTalk: Precious Possessions
Note: written Aug 15, 1996.

During the Transformation, human society will not only find their moorings lost, they will also find their priorities
changed and their sense of what is considered to be a precious possession drastically altered. During stable times,
civilizations build on the past, the past dragged forward as welcome or unwelcome baggage. The past is intrusive,
something the young and old are constantly reminded of, and serves as models for the young, rules to be guided by,
and social norms for the newborn to adapt to. During tumultuous times the grip that the past has on society is broken,
and priorities are reassessed. What are termed great works of art by humans are considered valuable only because they
came from the past and carry a long list of credits. Each new admirer is thus bolstered and each potential critic is thus
intimidated. Even frankly ugly works are thus floated forward, gaining in price. Possessions such as houses or land
carry value as they are assumed to be permanent, the house standing until deliberately torn down and the land
maintaining its view or agricultural productivity on into the future.
After the coming pole shift surviving humans will be starving, broken, frightened, and will find that the price of a meal
is nothing so worthless as a painting or statue from the past. A sharp knife, a sewing needle and thread, some seeds,
these things will become the precious possessions.
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ZetaTalk: Barter System
Note: written Dec 15, 2001

We predict that long before the shift, a barter system will be replacing the current paper money system. The value of
the dollar, in allcountries, will be falling, such that in any transaction one or both parties will feel they are getting a
fair deal only if a thing, not a representation, is given or received. This is a common practice in countries where the
dollar is falling, and a natural migration as the thought occurs readily to mankind, the barter system being recent in
their cultural evolution. What will this mean for the common man, and what will it mean for the rich? The common
man will find they are pleased with themselves if they have had the foresight to secure goods of value, such as seeds or
tools or dried food. The value of appliances that are dead and not able to run, even of cars unable to run over broken
roads, will be zero. The value of items that can increase worth, such as a needle and thread which can repair clothing
otherwise worthless, or a shovel that can create a garden otherwise a weed patch, will balloon.
The rich will of course whine endlessly, and try to convince anyone who will listen that their goods will return in
value, which it will not. Moneys will be used as a medium of exchange, as will jewels and art, in some settings, for a
brief period of time. This will occur until those being offered these at bargain prices realize the shift has happened
worldwide, and rescue and a return to civilization as they knew it will not occur. Perhaps months, but more likely
weeks, and only in limited settings. We advise the common man, as we have in the past, to relieve themselves of stock
and jewels and paper money that will fall in value, perhaps suddenly and without warning. Better to stock up on things
that will have value, candles and matches, school books and a guitar, than what the rich treasure.
In that one's skill sets can be considered a bartering item, one should examine their own skill set by the following
exam. If you were in the middle of a wilderness, alone, what steps would you take to survive? What is the first skill
that you would need, and not have? Whom do you know that you would wish about you, in such as circumstance?
What is that skill that they possess, that you perhaps could develop? Imagine a group in such a setting, having arrived
at a land dump where various pieces of junk are about and could provide mechanical devices or shelter, if utilized
creatively and resourcefully. How would you go about creating a comfortable home for yourself, and others, in such as
situation? If you are clueless on how to use junk to structure a home, recycle and hook up, then perhaps you should
work with a junk man, in his yard, and take lessons! What we are telling you is that you should mentally put yourself
in this setting, and you will have no difficulty determining what is useless or most worthwhile, in a skill set. If you are
an accountant, and cannot translate this skill into becoming a tailor or herdsman or cook, your skill is useless!
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ZetaTalk: Safe Havens
Note: written Oct 15, 2001

Where we have mentioned that increasing polarization will occur, between those in the Service-to-Other and Serviceto-Self orientation, this will become noticeable and even publicly announced during 2002. The population of the Earth,
to the extent that it could travel and move about or establish economic interests in a country of choice, has been
polarizing for some decades, such that the Scandinavian countries have become supportive social democracies and the
entire continent of Africa has been enslaved or brutalized for economic reasons. On a local level, communities living
almost within shouting distance of each other have likewise polarized, families choosing to move or maintain
friendships based on their orientation. Thus, within a city, one suburb may be strongly Service-to-Other in their
support of community needs while another is filled with self focused individuals ignoring each other and intent on
personal agendas. So how does a community announce that it is of a certain orientation, if this is to occur?
Sensing that troubled times are soon at hand, many strongly in the Service-to-Self will attempt to line up a soft life for
themselves, where they can be in control of others and dictate the daily events. This takes the form of attempts at
leadership, and offering a safe haven to desperate people unable to do anything but grab a life-line. These safe havens,
of course, will be anything but that, and are in essence slavery and abuse. Such offers, to the public at large or to
selected groups recently made desperate by disasters in their communities, take the form of offers of assisted
relocation, guaranteed work, loans with easy payment terms, and joining a community of supportive individuals. A
quick determination of the sincerity of such offers can be done by gauging the longevity of the organization. How long
have they been in business? If new, why have they not formed earlier when human suffering is not new?
Organizations offering self-help, where those in need are empowered with no strings attached, are relatively safe.
Organizations which would put the individual or family in a potentially stranded situation are highly suspect.
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ZetaTalk: Individual Preparations
Note: written Oct 15, 2001

On an individual basis, the subliminal mental and emotional preparations done by many who have sensed that
something momentous is about to occur, will move into the overt. Individuals who have been watching the news,
seeing the erratic weather and the increasing inability of scientists to explain the changes and the impotence of
governments to address the obvious implications for their citizens, will decide to take action. In the main, these
individuals are not contactees, though many are as they have given The Call due to their concerns. The steps that an
individual takes will differ, depending upon the individual’s spiritual orientation.
Those in the Service-to-Other have considered changes in light of family needs, such as the need for children to
receive the best education, or the need for a particular family member to receive expert medical attention, or the need
for employment to support the family at a comfortable level, or the need for able-bodied members of the family to be
close to those needing physical assistance. Often these individuals have lined up an alternative site as a vacation home
or second home, or made contacts during business trips so as to be able to move if the need arises. Those in urban
areas are most likely to be struggling for alternative living, as well publicized riots in heavily populated areas have
brought home the danger when times turn ugly. Those living along coastal areas subject to tearing tides or on fault
lines subject to increasing quakes likewise increasingly consider their alternatives. The Service-to-Other guided
individual or family will make their move not when the opportunity arises, but when the advantages to moving offset
the advantages to staying. This varies, and can be no more a trigger than the loss or threat of loss of a job, or the end
of a school year, or the failure of a family garden.
Those in the Service-to-Self are looking to either perpetuate their life style and control over others, or in some cases to
take full advantage of the distress that many will be under to create an essential kingdom for themselves. Those
attached to a spouse or co-worker or friend who is a giving individual in the Service-to-Others will try to tighten the
noose, either by increasing demands or enticements. This will be accompanied by a requirement that the person being
clung to report frequently on their whereabouts or intentions, so the clinging Service-to-Self individual can ensure no
escape. Those attempting to setup a kingdom for themselves attempt to parlay any semblance of leadership they may
have effected in their life into group formation, becoming a leader in a survival community espousing a safe haven for
all comers. Here one need look no further than the individual’s past history to discern their intent. What have they
done for others in the past? These would-be kings will cast their nets far and wide, seeking the gullible who can be
either enslaved by the arrangements offered to them or at the very least fleeced of all their goods and money.
Those in the majority, the undecided, will take many routes depending more upon their immediate vicinity and the
influences in their life than upon any self-initiated urge. If living in comfortable circumstances, young and with money
and opportunities for amusement, they may just remain in their setting until surprised by the week of rotation stoppage
going into the shift. They will be joined by those in the Service-to-Self who were unable to make safe arrangements
for themselves, and will party, hard, into the end. If living in supported circumstances such as government housing or
government employment or institutional living, it is likely that whining demands will increase. The throng of
undecideds, who have migrated to supported living due to their passive personalities or lack of strong personal drive,
will encourage each other until any but a whine is drowned out. Those in the Service-to-Other serving in such
circumstances will be exhausted and weary, and the lot will go down as time passes due to the death of these
individuals, leaving the undecided to wander off looking for other caretakers. Thus, the steps toward preparation that
the undecided make, in the main, are not preparation but merely reaction.
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ZetaTalk: Personal Decisions
Note: written Mar 15, 2002

We have predicted that mankind in the main will go into the pole shift unaware. Most of the world has no access to the
media, or the Internet, and relies on the senses of seers within their culture or their own intuition. As prophets have
emerged over the years, warning of the coming earth changes, other cultures such as Africa have also been rich in their
own folklore, though the West has been unaware of this. The indians of South American, the tribes of Borneo, the
Australian Aborigines, all have their seers and prophets of old. You are aware of the Hopi warnings, the Red Sky story,
but this is just a small part of the underground lore among the American Indian. Most hearing at this time, or even in
the recent past, about the coming changes are not planning any action at all. As astonishing as this may seem, this is
because of a predictable set of steps the thinking process goes through.
1. The first thought is that action should be taken. This requires health, resources, and teammates. Should the
individuals have this, in youth, energy, the ability to travel, and others of like mind, they make plans. Should the
individual not have this, in that they are in poor health, old and tired, or blocked from travel due to finances or
responsibilities, they move to the next step.
2. The next thought is what to do in the event the warnings are true. For those trapped, by either inability to move
or finances, the conclusion is either death or slow debility. Should the individual be strong enough to consider
the warnings affecting their immediate locale, and concluding that life would be horrendous afterwards, they
subconsciously decide to allow death to overtake them and their loved ones. This is no different than the
decision that those beset with cancer or the final stages of a debilitating disease make - they go with the flow.
Should the individual be weak, frightened at the thought, they move to the next step.
3. The next step is denial, and this takes many forms. Denial is usually loudly shouting down the offending
message, or ignoring it. In any case, it is put aside. Once put aside, the individual moves to the next step.
4. Distraction is the final and lingering step that those in denial take. Work, play, overeating, overexercising, or
getting drunk or dopey. Taking up religions, deciding that saving the local song-birds is the most important thing
that one could be involved in, whatever can consume the consciousness.
If a quiet resignation to death is not taken, will a frantic running about after false promises occur? This is unlikely to
happen, in spite of the plans of the Hazelwood crowd who hoped to reap millions if not billions from the public due to
their panic. Those in step 1 who have funds will make their own plans, and if they have no funds, will be of no interest
to the ilk of Hazelwood. Those in step 2, who have decided that nothing much can be done and they must resign
themselves to the inevitable, will not send Hazelwood funds. Nor will they run into the arms of strangers. They will, if
they have religion or poetry in their lives, rely on this heavily. Music and poetry may have a renaissance, an upsurge,
as adoption of orphans and the underprivileged. Love may have a blooming going into the shift, as it ought, those with
great love in their hearts responding to the realization that little else matters.
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ZetaTalk: Rescue Expectations
Note: written Feb 15, 2001

As the cataclysms draw near, those who have taken the ZetaTalk message about the coming pole shift seriously will
make their plans. For many, when these plans fall short of their expectations for a standard of living, or comfort, or
security - the gap is filled in with their rescue expectations. Perhaps they live in an urban setting where they have
never had to scrape for food or bother to think about anything more than going shopping. Perhaps they have a high
tech standard of living and can’t imagine being without what technology provides in communication and entertainment
and labor saving devices. Perhaps they are indolent and want someone else to provide the missing pieces, to provide
security and comfort and by all means a good meal at least once a day!
As concern that the ZetaTalk message might be true, to distress when the predictions seem to be occurring in the time
frame predicted, to anxiety that their personal plans will not meet their expectations, rescue expectations, a form of
denial, rise up. What are these expectations, and how likely is rescue going into or during the pole shift, or shortly after
in the Aftertime?
The Lift
Having read that those who are categorized as future residents of the Earth, those firmly in the
Service-to-Other, have been offered a lift during the pole shift if they desire to live through the
shift, many assume this rescue has been offered, or will be offered to them. And by the way, can
they be dropped back onto a safe place, into a good-hearted community waiting with open arms for
them. Surely they are Service-to-Other. They are always polite and never try to offend, don’t rob
banks or enjoy sadistic games, so surely this means they are of the Service-to-Other orientation! As
we have with great detail explained, this cannot be superficially determined by the actions a human
may take to avoid trouble with society or the police, or the posturing a human may assume, or any
title they may place upon themselves! Simply stated, if one is looking to the Lift for salvation, they
are not of the Service-to-Other orientation - so don’t count on this as a rescue.
Government Operations
In countries where social services exist, those desperate for a rescue will begin to assume that the
government will act, perhaps at the last minute but in time to rescue them. Announcements will be
made to peacefully evacuate cities and coastlines, tents will be erected, and the populace resettled
after it is all over with the worst of it the beans and rice endlessly served for supper. The military,
politicians, and those holding stakes in the cities and coastlines being deserted will put selfish
interests aside and become humanitarians, in the end. For those clinging to this hope for rescue, we
would only point out that the governments today do not act in this manner, but leave many starving
children and injustices in their wake, daily. Stressful times will not create heroes, it will create
slamming doors. Simply stated, if any are looking to the governments to rescue them, and move
close to government operations in the hopes this will occur, they will not only be disappointed, they
will become slaves or worse at the hands of those determined to remain in control during the
Aftertime.
Space Brothers
A theme of many discussions on the role aliens are playing, during visitations, is rescue. They are
benign space brothers, here to rescue mankind from destruction from atomic bombs, pollution of the
environment, or whatever. Surely, in the face of something as devastating as a pole shift caused by a
passing planet, steps could be taken! Divert the course of this planet! Carry mankind away in space
ships to temporary safety! For those entertaining such an appeal, we would point out that most of
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mankind is starving, today, and disease and hardship abound. Rescue is not occurring today, for the
simple reason that life on Earth is a learning experience for growing souls, as we have explained,
and the passage of the 12th Planet is considered a natural occurrence not unlike hurricanes or
tornadoes or disease. Simply stated, humans are to rise to the occasion, and help each other, during
these times. Outside of the help given as a result of a truly Service-to-Other call to help another, no
help will be given. In these cases, another, not the self, is assisted.
Right Neighbors
Since our descriptions of the Transformation include humans and hybrids living near each other,
such that the human communities can benefit from alien high technology - those desperate for
rescue assume they can move in with the right group, and shortly after the distress of the pole shift
find themselves better off than ever! It is a characteristic of the Service-to-Other orientation that no
steps would be taken that would harm others, grossly, so that seeking out the right community that
would make oneself comfortable while deserting those who are currently neighbors would not be a
Service-to-Other goal. Simply stated, those who are shopping around for the right community,
hoping to migrate into a high-tech/alien-assisted life, will in fact doom any community they attach
themselves to rather than find themselves so assisted. Communities that advertise themselves as
Service-to-Other are invariably not that, and would be adoptees loudly proclaiming they are Serviceto-Other while they are trying to insert themselves into communities are likewise suspect.
So what is an anxious human to do? Since the soul lives on, while the human body dies, the spiritual aspects of
survival and life during troubling times is more important than any physical comfort. Look to those around you, for the
sense of peace and acceptance they may have in place of desperation and panic. Look to those you are responsible for,
to see how you can make their transition - to the Aftertime or their next incarnation - done with a sense of teamwork
and caring. Look to a simple existence, with a minimum of comforts, during any transition, rather than demanding a
high tech existence or special attention. These attitudes, and this caring orientation, will ensure you more than any
actions you might otherwise take, in arriving at a place where personal comforts and security will once again be an
everyday assumption. Put aside desperation and casting about for rescue, and think of how you can help others. This is
your ticket to better times!
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ZetaTalk: Survivors
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

The cataclysms will come quickly, and the great majority of deaths will be so instantaneous that there will be no time
for anxiety. Concern should be for the survivors, who will be injured, in shock, hungry, and looking in desperation for
their loved ones. We would suggest that those who wish to commit suicide be allowed to do so. Most certainly those in
pain and torment, without hope of recovery or hope of receiving medical treatment when such treatment is scarce or
nonexistent, should be allowed this avenue. We would suggest birth control, without argument, as the infant mortality
rate will take out almost all born during the first few after years. Take pity on the mothers, who will share scarce food
with a fetus only to see it born dead or struggle unsuccessfully for life.
The grief that will result from the cataclysms will be no greater for any given human than the grief their normal life
would sustain. Grief is something that comes to every life many times during a lifetime. Humans anticipate grieving
over the loss of loved ones, who may die suddenly by accident or unexpected illness or linger for a long, sad good-by.
Humans anticipate torrents of nature - volcanoes, tornadoes, floods, lighting, hailstorms, and earthquakes. These come
sometimes without warning, but many times are anticipated. Humans anticipate societal problems, the loss of jobs or
status, family and friends deserting one, banking failures. All this can suddenly place a human into grief, but in most
cases the pending problems have been announcing themselves regularly. Any survivor of the cataclysms could have
experienced a life situation where home, job, family and friends, and health disappeared. This can and does happen
today to many, and not just due to acts of nature.
What will be different is that the anticipated assistance from wealthy countries or one's own government will not be
available. For most of the world, this won't come as a shock, as it is rather a shock when they do receive assistance.
For wealthy industrialized countries, this lack of assistance will be a shock. Some individuals will have to learn to rely
more on themselves and to work communally with others. These are lessons that life teaches in any case, however, and
are not exclusive to the cataclysms. The cataclysms offer an opportunity, as does life in general, to be of service.
These are times of great opportunity, to be greatly of service. These are times when one can grow, and discover
strength within oneself previously unknown.
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ZetaTalk: Death Rate
Note: added during the Dec 14, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The 90% die-off that we have predicted, as we have stated, will not occur simply because of the shift. Most will die
because of depression, failure to thrive, sitting down with a slight injury and not eating or drinking, as occurs after all
calamities. Mankind is used to limited calamities, where a single city suffers a quake, or a single family a devastating
fire. In come the Red Cross, the rescue from neighboring towns, the assistance from neighbors. Global calamities are
such that no area is prepared to go forth and rescue, and all sit and wait to be rescued. Thus, all sit and wait without
rescue.
India will of course be affected massively, and has a high population density. Coastal cities, Hong Kong, Japan, LA,
Paris, will be drown to a great extent. Cities near volcanoes, Mexico City, Japanese cities, Rome, will have heavy dieoff from ash. The next highest die-off will be in heavily populated areas where feeding the survivors simply cannot be
done. Anyone crawling from NYC will find themselves in suburbs, endless suburbs, with no expertise in gathering or
growing food. Mexico City is likewise so afflicted, in the numbers it houses that cannot possible escape and dilute
their numbers into the countryside, so as to feed themselves. The only food available will be each other, fellow
survivors. The effect of climate change must be taken into consideration. Population along the current Bulge of Brazil
will freeze, regardless of ability to survive otherwise. The Himalayas, though high and cold already, will become more
cold due to their position in the new South Pole, and many will freeze there also.
In short, the highest ratio of survivors will be in rural areas where there is a low ratio of human survivor to land.
Second, where the populace is used to foraging for themselves, not pampered and soft such as in suburbs of cities.
Third, where inundation will not catch the populace unawares, as in remote Siberia, but where natural escape routes
exist, such as in the Mississippi Valley. An additional consideration is the placement of elite bunkers, where the elite
will attempt domination over the survivors. This is likely to diminish hope for all there, as the kind of infighting that
will occur will be so disruptive of cooperative efforts, that all will go down together with the king-pin demanding his
rights.
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ZetaTalk: Magnetic Pulse
Note: added during the Mar 15, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Humans note how sensitive their electronic devices are to magnetic pulse, electric surge, and imagine horror during the
shift to their tender bodies. After all, are nerve impulses not governed by electricity to some degree? Do sparks not
numb the body part affected? Does electrocution not kill? The base misunderstanding here is the degree to which the
crust shields life on the crust from the magnetic field of Earth. We have stated this already, in ZetaTalk, during early
discussions on the extent the magnetic fields reach out into space. We have stated that humans think their magnetic
field limited, as the crust shields them from the true force of the field. The field reaches out into space, flowing from
one pole, wrapping around to the other pole, ignoring the crust surface in between. Thus, the field is extensive out in
space, far reaching, as is the Sun's field. The crust, having been affected by many pole shifts with hardening magma
pointing in all directions, buffers this. What evidence do worried humans have that magnetic pulse affects their body?
It is true that recent studies have determined that humans residing under high tension lines have an increased incidence
of cancer. There are many reasons for this, other than the magnetic field that might be generated in the area, but let us
just point out the differences between a high tension line, or being electrocuted, and being a body experiencing an
Electro-Magnetic Pulse. Do you expect that the Earth will crackle with electricity to the extent that your body is when
aside a current like a high tension line carries? This would be akin to being near a lighting strike, which seldom
happens, and does indeed leave its mark on humans where the lighting passes through the body to some degree. Man
does not have large magnets, outside of an electrical field! They have small compasses, small magnets, and huge
electro-magnetic generators. Here you have the electric current flowing, confusing the issue.
During the pole shift, there will be a strong movement of the magnetic poles of the Earth, but this will not affect
humans on Earth anymore than a human standing on the magnetic North and South poles today is affected. It is the
giant magnet that is the core that cares, not humans on the crust. To the extend that a magnet inside human technology,
or data, or sensitive instruments, receives a pulse, it will of course affect that technology just as data or magnetic
components can be ruined when inspected before boarding a plane. Here again, we point out the difference between
humans and magnetic technology! Do humans die when passing in front of inspection devices at the airport? No! Thus,
protect your equipment, your data, if obsessed, but worry not about yourselves.
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Note: added during the Mar 15, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The shift will present many with preexisting health problems with challenges. At the same time, many will find their
health improved, and be surprised by this. most diseases have a psychological basis, a connection, as has often been
born out by studies. Cancer, one of the prime killers, has such a strong psychological basis that it can literally be cured
by the affected person simply deciding they want to live rather than die. Miraculous reversals, on the verge of death
from cancer, are associated with the affected person making decisions to rid themselves of some burden, express their
feelings, or make dramatic changes in their live. Doctors repeatedly state they are astonished that some humans they
literally pronounce dead, survive, by the will to live alone. Others, expected to make a quick recovery, wilt and die.
The immune system is hugely affected by the humans outlook, with depression bringing this down to the extent that
the slightest illness can get a grip and take the person out! This is one reason for the increasing illness we have
predicted at the start of ZetaTalk to be a symptom of the approaching pole shift, which is now so evident that people
are astonished at the extent this is affecting cruise ships and the like.
There are, of course, many illnesses that take a toll on the body, damage the body, and no matter how hale the person
might be later, how optimistic and enthused, the body simply is not able. Many examples are quick to anyone's mind:
Those with kidney diseases needing dialysis;
Those with Type 1 Diabetes needing insulin replacement;
Those with such severe emphysema that they cannot live without oxygen direct to the lungs;
Those with a continuing need for blood thinners, or blood pressure reducers, as the stress of the shift and a lack
of medication will create an instant emergency for these individuals.
What we have stated is that life should be viewed as life was 100 years ago, in industrialized countries, or as it is today
in 3rd World countries. Many people are alive today, who would have died quickly in those times. Often death is
viewed as a horror to be avoided, fought, but when it is clearly inevitable, or the person in pain, is welcomed. Do those
at the bedside of a very aged person, perhaps 100 years old, unable to move about and scarcely able to understand
where they are, have regrets? They say their good-byes, hold hands and weep a bit, treat the last days when family
may gather as a type of family reunion, and nothing much more is made of this as it is expected that the end will occur.
100 years ago, in pre-industrial or pre-modern times, when surgery was rare, transplants unheard of, vaccinations not
yet invented, and such items as insulin and bottled oxygen not available, many situations resulted in the same mind set.
A child with appendicitis died, and the anxious parents were in fact relieved when pain no longer wracked the child. A
broken limb resulting in infection and sepsis created a crisis and everyone knew the outcome, and all said their goodbyes without hesitation.
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ZetaTalk: Unhealthy Environs
Note: added during the Mar 15, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

It is only today, with antibiotics and replacements therapy, that the assumption is otherwise! This is an issue of an
attitude, as death is not the end, and the same calm that accompanies a good-bye to an oldster at the end of a century
of living should be in place for many illnesses and injuries. In fact, modern medicine often increases the pain a patient
experiences, by prolonging the illness in favor of collecting insurance and pandering to any relative of the patient who
demands that life goes on. Nature is not that unkind.
Clearly, there will be many injuries as a result of the pole shift.
Clearly, there will be many who go insane because they were not warned, and are feeling confused and
abandoned.
Clearly, those without medication or supports they need for life itself will die, quickly.
Clearly, many will be depressed and allow simple illnesses to overtake them.
The answer here is to point to the positive side of the changes, not to be anxious about what is happening to the person
as your anxiety will have a negative effect on the patient, and to accept what comes as what nature brings or what the
person has decided for themselves. Beyond this, there are health affects from living in the wrong place. If downwind
from a volcano, the ash will affect breathing and water quality, as well as the chance for any vegetation in the diet.
The answer to this, is to move. If in an area subject to flooding, such that the feet are always wet, the body never dry,
and one finds oneself wading through sewage, then move. We have stated that the atmosphere will be stripped away
such that the clouds will be low for some years. This equates, to some degree, to less air to breath in high places.
However, this is also offset by the rise in sea level, as this will push the remaining atmosphere up, thus recreating what
most humans are familiar with. Few will be in the high mountain tops during the shift, such that they would be
affected, in any case, by a drop in air pressure or oxygen availability.
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ZetaTalk: Survival Groups
Note: added during the Dec 7, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Survival groups will be composed of a variety of diverse folk, shortly after the shift and in the long term. We will give
some examples, in explanation, as the variety possible is endless, but some predictable patterns will repeat often.
Example 1
A family, with close friends, and extended family members have for some years been talking prophecy and
watching the earth changes. They are serious, plan to the extent that their pocket books and other obligations
allow, so have a site, supplies put aside, and an escape plan laid out. The week of rotation stoppage arrives, and
many of the group are already at the site, the others en route. Several scenarios may ensue, depending upon
location, neighbors, and personalities involved:
The group may be compatible and isolated, and subsist for many months before venturing forth to
meet others.
The group may find fighting breaks out, certain member becoming hostile and demanding and
unable to live under the constraints understood. This many result in that member being expelled, and
returning with others to loot and take revenge. This may result in continuing hostilities in the group,
making life unpleasant and creating stress diseases.
The group may not be isolated, and find neighbors coming with their hands out, starving, or
demanding. This may results in sharing all around, creating starvation in the group or arguments, or
may result in a larger and compatible community with the neighbors, all sharing resources and
ideas.
The group may be known at large, not kept a secret as planned, and have organized looting by the
US Military or local government, looking for hoarded supplies. This would place the group into the
same position they would have been had they not planned at all, on foot, without supplies, and
perhaps without a place to stay.
Example 2
A family has no opportunity to plan, or gather supplies, but is prepared to escape to a safe area, leave the city.
The family finds themselves afterwards with no more than a few bottles of water and canned goods, a sweater,
and a few hand tools in a backpack. They wander into the country side, find a friendly farm family, and all begin
working on mutual goals and tasks. They are joined by others, also on foot or stranded, and those not compatible
leave, those compatible fit in, and the community grows. The farm is isolated, by nature, so not that many arrive,
and the sorting out process proceeds without being overwhelmed.
Example 3
A mid-sized community, seeing the earth changes and hearing predictions, decides to hold community meetings,
town hall, and lay plans. The mayor is respected and doing his best, the community has many community
minded groups and citizens, and serious discussions are held concerning problems. They bottle water,
commandeer food and supplies from local stores, assess individual and family needs, and try their best to
function as a governed community. The shift comes, and houses are blown off foundations, injured everywhere
beyond what the trained medical personnel can deal with, and many heart attacks and strokes occur, a medical
nightmare. Those who were to be responsible are in the main simply not found, are off wandering or sitting in
the shadows, overwhelmed, gone mad, or failing to deliver on their promises, a frequent human situation. Food
in storage holds is found missing, looted by those who knew about it and panicked, thinking of themselves.
Those trying to meet the needs of the community and follow through on the plans laid become exhausted,
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stumble about in fatigue, and finally simply sleep or get sick from the effort. Fights break out among the
demanding, who may have had a role to play, forgotten this, and reverted to their true personalities when
pleasant life in the town disappeared and distress arrived. Some new heroes emerge, but like the few trying to
carry out the plan, they too become exhausted, as the majority are not these, but the childish, the selfish, and the
demanding. Service-to-Other folk are in the minority, worldwide, and this expresses when stressful times arrive.
In time, families headed by Service-to-Other individuals remove themselves from this scene, taking themselves
and their dependents elsewhere, into smaller groups. In time, those who have not died, looted and then starved,
or left, will be the immature in good health and strength, who will eventually go wandering in search of better
times.
Thus, the best laid plans most often do not work out, and spontaneous meetings, often guided, work out best.
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Note: added during the Jan 25, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Service-to-Other communities, and their interactions are something we have described in an attempt to give humans an
understanding. We have described how we operate "without money" the title of the piece, for instance, replacing
concern and communication for financial transactions. Humans, confused about who and what is Service-to-Other,
assume many people and actions to be thus when it is not. An example might be a vain person, who spends time on
their appearance and is distressed by being dirty or unkempt. Is this Service-to-Other or Service-to-Self? Depends.
Given a choice of completing an obligation, putting the self in distress to help others who need that help, the Serviceto-Other vain person would show their colors. If leaning toward Service-to-Self, or undecided, this person might turn
their back on others in need to keep themselves prim, or vacillate. Thus, vanity, or laziness, or argumentativeness, or
combativeness, or intellectual flights, or a tendency to hoard, or a tendency to check out when matters get tense, none
of these are in and of themselves exempt from being part of an Service-to-Other entities behavior.
One must see the Service-to-Other person in a situation where they must chose, or change their behavior, to assist
others, or not. We have stated that actions are more important than words, that words do not indicate orientation, but
what the person does when a conflict occurs. These conflict situations must be where the person will potentially lose
for themselves, lose their life, their possession, their stature, their health, whatever. It is then that you see the nature of
the person, when put to this test.
Someone may be considered lazy, but this in effect a difference of opinion on what needs to be done. Must the house
be all that clean, the ground trimmed, the car washed, or can life go on just as well with these tasks undone? Someone
may be considered unsociable, preferring to isolate themselves rather than interact in endless chatter, but is this a sign
that they are not Service-to-Other? Should the situation be that communication and interaction is needed, in order to
save the group from distress, the unsociable and uncommunicative one is suddenly a chatterbox! Thus, is it not
possible to give humans, who in the main are undecided, guidelines to determine who is Service-to-Other and who is
not, nor to advise thus on social structure for a survival groups whom one hopes will be essentially Service-to-Other.
These matters will sort out quickly when the shift occurs, with the true colors of humans on display, often a shock to
those who assumed otherwise. Wait and see, and be prepared to make changes if need be, at that time.
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Note: added during the Nov 30, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

We have recommended from the start that survivor groups start with one's friends and family, known entities. Even
should you not particularly like your relatives, and they despise your friends, at least you have known entities about
you. We have advised against meeting on the internet, answering adds, posting one's qualification in a database, or
similar trust-all schemes. Those with skills are unlikely to need to post them and seek entry into another group, as
almost everyone who knows them will be uttering invitations! Thus, those who advertise are likely the type of person
to need support, in massive doses, both physical and emotional. We have also advised, as has Nancy within Troubled
Times, to keep a low profile, not advertise your site or your presence. After the shift, those who have not lined up a
relatively safe location, stocked away a few weeks food supply or a tent or cot, will adapt. Even those who have
prepared must find themselves at that level, as the unprepared, soon enough. One cannot live as an island, well
prepared and ignoring the neighbors, as the presence of a well stocked and electrified group soon becomes known.
Would you turn your guns on your neighbors starving children?
We have predicted that government snoop methods, such as tracking small purchases or the whereabouts of those
claiming to be contactees, will fail. They will be overwhelmed with tasks more immediate and pressing, going into the
shift. We have recommended that supplies be stocked away from the home of the purchase, and no one talk of the
survival site location. If in spite of all these efforts, a group finds someone in their midst that is passing this
information onto an establishment arm, what to do?
1. Should such a happenstance occur, first doubt it as the establishment has far more to worry about that a small
group with few supplies. If you can feed an army for a month, you may have a worry, but otherwise, they will
ignore the tip!
2. Stay small, as this in itself is an insurance against attracting attention. Gangs looking to loot go to the rich,
which have immense stores, not the little guy. Being small also allows a better likelihood that all members of the
group are known, and the likelihood of a snitch in the group lessened.
3. If all else fails and you feel you are under scrutiny, start over! Ditch the supplies, which in any case should have
been place in multiple places, unknown to any one individual.
4. If you truly feel you are likely to be invaded and looted, then group after the shift in a place where no supplies
exist!
These types of maneuvers will better your chances, and in fact reduce the likelihood of looting or takeover to almost
nil.
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

Regarding what the future Service-to-Others Earth may appear to be, this will not be something strange. There are
many groups on Earth already who operate in the Service-to-Others orientation. They share their resources, address the
problems of each as though it were a problem for the many, sacrifice their own comfort for the better comfort of the
many, and do not impede the growth or awakening to knowledge of each other. In the Earth of the future, these
qualities will seem to increase in people, and groups will find less and less need for artificial controls on their behavior,
and more and more allowance for trust among each other. There are no human societies, however, that exemplify the
4th Density spiritual Service-to-Others community. Human societies are, in the main, populated by the undecided. This
colors the social structure, inevitably.
Where Communism ascribed to a system where each gave according to his ability, and all were supported, this
of course did not occur. Corruption quickly gained the upper hand, black markets emerging, such that those
ascribing to the original philosophy starved and were worked half to death.
Capitalism on its face fails, as while supporting the greedy, who without hesitation step on the least of those
among them to raise themselves up, creates and enhances ignoring the suffering of the neighbor. Those who
espouse capitalism, saying that Capitalist nations are most successful, fail to count the suffering of the little man.
Success is not measured by the wealth and smugness of a few. Pollution, emotional deprivation, the dulling of
the mind and heart of the man on the street - these are the byproducts of Capitalism.
Religions likewise, even if based on the philosophy that the weakest among them should be cared for, and all
should give to the betterment of the group, fail. The Pope lives in splendor, gold and high ceilings everywhere,
while those supporting this structure starve and are given edicts of sexual suppression that the pedophile priests
hardly ascribe to.
Thus, even in the average family, the Service-to-Others 4th Density spiritual existence cannot proceed. Thus, other
than read what we have described as our existence, we cannot point to a human culture, a human philosophy, as a case
in point.
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Note: added during the Dec 7, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Truly Service-to-Other individuals, with dependents if they do not interfer with the Service-to-Other nature of the
individual, are being guided now. This most often starts by the individual giving the Call, as they see situations around
them becoming less secure, changes not explained by the establishment, and wish to continue to aid those they feel
responsible for. The Call results in visitations, and the Service-to-Other individual gets informed of the coming times,
and is assisted in sorting out their personal plans. For many, they cannot make solid plans, due to being underfunded or
over extended personally, in committements to others. Thus, the Service-to-Other individual often has a last-minute
plan, to escape, with loved ones who will certianly need assistance, to postion themselvses where they can help others
in the immediate Aftertime. Often, the Service-to-Other individual plans to go into the worst situations, into collapsed
cities to rescue the innocent, the orphans, and take them to better places. They are being guided as to where to take
these troups of orphans, chosen not solely due to their need, but to their orientation, else Lord of the Flies result. And
this giving of the Call, and Visitations, and being guided will only increase during the shift, and afterwards.
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Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

During the cataclysms those already operating in the 4th Density Service-to-Other orientation, spiritually speaking,
have an offer from ourselves and our brethren in the Service-to-Others camps, to be lifted to safety during the
cataclysms. This is, in essence, what the Bible is referring to as the Rapture, although this is much misinterpreted to
mean a saving of the faithful. This lift is very temporary, and those so assisted will not even be conscious of it.
However, in spite of the brief time involved, most, the vast majority in fact, have declined. Why is this? The Serviceto-Others almost invariable have loved ones in their lives who do not qualify - wives and husbands, children and
grandchildren, and friends, co-workers, and even acquaintances and neighbors.
The time of most need is when the tidal waves and earthquakes hit, and the firestorms and trash in the comets tail
sweep the Earth. It is then that they wish to be with those they care for, to reduce fear and anxiety, knowing that these
emotions can lead one astray, into the Service-to-Self camp. Often times the Service-to-Others individual, in the
minority on Earth, is the one who acts as a mainstay for others. They are seldom the one rewarded or applauded, and
most often the one quietly plugging away, supporting others. Look around you, and you will find them, though you
must often look behind the scenes. Take these individuals away, and put the rest in a great crisis, and you will see why
our offer of rescue has been declined.
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

Each human life lives out its term, with the entity incarnated growing with the opportunities presented, or shrinking
from them. Those humans remaining alive after the pole shift will reform into small groups, leaning toward this
orientation or another, Service-to-Other or Service-to-Self, or being composed of the same mix that human society has
today. Where the trauma of the cataclysms will have been great, those who undergo a natural cataclysm often find this
easier to accept than the steady grind of manmade hardships. For the vast majority of those killed during the
cataclysms, death will have been so quick as to be unexpected and unfelt. No anxiety and no pain. This knowledge
will assuage the grief of the survivors. After the cataclysms the hardships will not be unlike those experienced by
humanity during prior centuries, where severe weather or drought or disease created hardship for the populace. It is
only recently that human society, in the developed world, has come to expect that life should be otherwise.
Note: below added during the July 27, 2002 Live Zetatalk IRC Session.

The US government will be diminished, as will all governments, to a very small locale. Someone landing on the planet
5 years after the shift would be hard pressed to even find their enclave, and this will be true of Australia, Russia, and
China. The enclaves will be locale, within walking distance only, yet will be filled with the arrogance of continuing
power, such plans. Like the Pope and his entourage, a small group convinced the world is waiting for them, ready to
follow, a myth that will be a shock to them when they spread out and find no one cares nor listens.
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

What the civilization of the future will be is open, depending on the free will and motivation of those who can guide
its progress. It would be unfair to those who will be in a position to affect this to speculate. This picture is to be
painted by the artists. The time after the cataclysms, what is termed the Aftertime, will be a time of great opportunity.
Where all the foundations of the past have been shattered, and all is to be rebuilt, there is almost endless opportunity.
The creative nature relishes such times. The courageous will find a bountiful return for their efforts. It will be a time
when the capacities of each can be stretched to their limits, and entities can learn of strengths and talents within
themselves they had not imagined.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Pole Shift
Note: written Apr 15, 2002

A common reaction among humans when first contemplating the pole shift as presented by us, is to think that the better
option is to go out with the tidal waves, go down under quake debris, or be blown against a wall by high winds and
have it all over with quickly. Most survivors of multiple pronged disasters sit stunned until death overtakes them.
Imagine the World Trade Center disaster, without rescue. No food stuffs brought in, no financial rescue, no media
attention. This is in essence a depression, where less and less is done, as time passes. Illness sets in, and those stunned
and unable to see a way out are at last given their way out, quietly.
We present a scenario of struggle to survive in the first place, with travel and terror and living a dual life of
uncertainty due to the establishment cover-up. Getting past that as a short term problem, the larger problem looms like
a dark cloud. Life in the Aftertime is fraught with dying forests, lack of livestock or flocks or wildlife to eat, and
gardens that will not flourish. Add to this the description of a Mad Max world, where a set of laws and a governing
body will be nonexistent or turned toward self-service, marauding gangs and the need to live forever in a low-profile
mode to survive. Then the time frame of a 25 years volcanic gloom, with climate change requiring vegetation to adjust
as well as try to re-grow, and it seems a long way off before one can sit on the porch in the evening, enjoying the
evening. Those with children despair that they will be educated, will live to adulthood without health problems
besetting them, rotting teeth, painful disease, only to find they are bearing offspring into a world that is a nightmare.
Those in poor health envision that they will become a burden on others, fear this will occur in slow steps so they will
be unaware of it, perhaps senile or comatose due to starvation, and unable to control their life at all.
Thus, there are huge worries to anyone taking the message semi-seriously, and the first though is that this is a
nightmare to be avoided. So, given this perspective, what IS there to live for?
Those strongly in the Service-to-Others have no problem with this scenario, as they quickly sort out what life
for others will be, and make their decisions accordingly. This is no different than what they experience during
everyday today. They may be told they have cancer, but consider who is dependent upon them and plot their life
accordingly. They may be told someone in the family or a neighbor is going to fall on hard times, and adjust
their own lifestyle downward to take them in and share what they have. They may be told someone nearby has
defaulted on their responsibilities, and step in without hesitation to fill the gap, being a father to fatherless
children or whatever. Thus, those strongly Service-to-Others would not be likely to utter a phrase such as "why
live?" as they know why troubled times in particular require one to be there for others.
Those strongly Service-to-Self sort this out in a similar manner, but in the other direction. As with their
everyday decisions, they look over the situation to see how it might be taken advantage of for their own pleasure
or power position. Since victims can be presented at any time, they assume many victims and looting and
plundering and savaging potential galore in a post pole shift situation. Thus, those highly Service-to-Self will
also not be likely to say "why live?" as they are licking their chops and rubbing their hands together.
The undecided are the ones likely to make the statement, "why live?" as they do not polarize in either direction,
but rather think of their own life, and how they interact on a daily basis with other, or what they have come to
expect as their daily fare. The focus is the self, but as a child focuses on the self. How will this affect me, what
will I do when presented with this or that without the resources I've come to expect will be available to me. The
immature spirit pushes the post pole shift scenario out only so far, to the edges of the cocoon they see their life
as, and see this cocoon not there. The job will be gone, friends and family may die or wander off, the store
shelves empty, the government offices simply not staffed, and whom do they go to with their complaints? Thus,
it is the immature, the undecided, who will present leaders in the Aftertime with motivation problems.
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ZetaTalk: Aftertime
Note: written Apr 15, 2002

The undecided have motive in life according to immediate pleasures, in the main. When they see suffering, before
them, they feel compassion and may be motivated to give of their own good, or assist, giving of their time, but this
motivation vaporizes as soon as the painful situation is out of sight. They quickly react to a threat of having their
lifestyle diminished, or expectations of them increased such that life becomes more work and less play. Thus, to
motivate a spiritually undecided individual is, in the main, to present them with suffering, without a buffer, or to
present them with a better life should they do this or that.
In a survival group, where undecideds are mixed in with strongly Service-to-Others individuals, the undecided
should not be allowed to avoid the sick room or pathetic crying of hungry infants. Force them into this presence,
as choices will be made. They will either rise to the occasion and give of their time, being the better for it
overall, or get hostile. If the individual gets hostile, they are making an orientation decision, that their comfort is
more important than assisting the suffering of others. In this, the group can decide if they wish to have this
member as a continuing drain, given the obvious orientation and mindset. If they grow toward empthy and
assisting others in pain and need, then they may in fact make a rapid transit to Service-to-Others orientation, a
bonus.
In focusing on the future, making a clear distinction on how the life of the individual, as well as the group, will
be better should this or that task be done, works well with the undecided. This is not unlike a parent motivating
an immature child. They get desert if they do the dishes, get to watch TV if they finish their homework, or get to
go to the park if they clean their room. In the case of a post pole shift survival group, the carrot can be more
variety in the diet, less hunger, warmer or dryer quarters, or a chance to sight see a bit and travel.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Orientation Test
Note: added during the Dec 7, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Nancy and ourselves are often asked how one can determine if a stranger, or even a familiar friend, is Service-to-Other
or Service-to-Self. Those who are mature entities can sense this in the other's spirit, the soul, instantly. Nancy is often
criticized for being abrupt with a questioner, but she knows the reason for the questions, the approach, the offer, etc. It
is not the actions of the other, nor the words, that give this clue. How does she know? She reaches out and senses the
intent of the soul, and was wise in this judgment prior to this incarnation, one of the reasons she was allowed to
proceed on this Communications role she has assumed, with all our support.
Immature entities, those young, who are always in an undecided position, not fully Service-to-Other in their
orientation, are confused. They are confused because they have not yet sorted out their own motivations, goals, and
agendas. They themselves are presenting a persona that is often false, to the world, and reassuring themselves that they
have better motives than is true. They themselves have hidden agendas, will fail to deliver on promises, and are looking
for others to support them when times get tight, though posturing otherwise. They do not know themselves, are not
being honest with themselves as this is discomfiting, so are hardly known to others by the face they present. If anyone
questions this analysis, thinking themselves more mature, then the proof is simple. Go into a messy human situation,
into poverty, disease, helping the lowest of mankind as Mother Theresa did in India, living among them. One does not
have far to go for this, as misery is everywhere. If one balks, makes excuses, cannot stay for more than a moment, then
you have your answer! Thus, for those who want a criteria to determine Service-to-Other or Service-to-Self, we say
that first you must know yourself, as otherwise you simply cannot determine.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Actions
Note: added during the Dec 7, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Service-to-Other or Service-to-Self orientation cannot be determined strickly by action, by a rule of thumb, as it
depends. As we have explained, a gruff person can be self centered, or just angry because they see that harm will come
to others unaware. A demanding person might be demanding for the self, although presenting the demands as for
others, and this cannot be determined unless one looks to the result of the demand. Someone barking orders can be
simply trying to be in control, or trying to organize the confused and disoriented. There is simply no way to describe
every situation, as they all vary. Service-to-Other or Service-to-Self motives are best determined by the result of the
action, as a test of motive, and what the individual is willing to do. If an Service-to-Other individual is barking orders,
saying that all should move to higher ground, leaving the food stocks, but insists on remaining with the food stocks,
then you have your answer. This individual intends to run off with them, most likely, else would suggest that all carry
a portion to higher ground, the food stocks in many hands, not just in the hands of the individual barking orders.
If an Service-to-Other individual is caring for the dying, binding wounds and comforting the frightened, endlessly for
hours, and there is scaresly any benefit to the individual, then they are displaying true Service-to-Other behaviour. If
they are insisting on being in a control room sitting on the medical supplies, and parsing out based on intellectual
decisions as to need, then this is suspect. Thus, one should look to the actions, the willingness of the individual to get
down and dirty, to share decisions, to dispurse goods into many hands, to trust others, etc. This is not an easy answer
for those who are not mature souls, who can recognize instantly the orientation of another.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Sharing Supplies
written December 15, 2007

We have a POD outside with stored goods such as water, etc. When the time comes and people are
leaving the coasts for inland higher hills, and rampaging, pillaging, etc as they go, is it morally ethical to
protect goods with a gun with the possibility of having to shoot people because they are determined to
steal? My first impression is that killing is only allowed when one's person is in danger with that being the
only option to prevent the self from being killed. What about property like that which is outside the house
and basically essential to our survival? Of course, invasion inside the home, I would assume is okay to
protect oneself.
In anticipation of crop shortages and the consequent rising price of food, many people have been steadily stocking up.
Those who are anticipating the pole shift realize that there are many months, if not years, between the devastation of
the pole shift and that point where a community can produce food to feed the community. Rice and beans and canned
good are stashed in as large a quantity as the budget can allow, with the family eating the older supplies and
replenishing. When the matter of having one's stock discovered by looting gangs comes up in discussions, the first
thought is to defend the stock in the same manner one would defend the home. Is this not theft? Is it fair that those
who planned and sacrificed in order to be prepared must share with those who partied until the end and then expected
to be taken care of by others? Normally, this would be considered theft, but when there is no distribution of foods to
stores, no food available to be purchased or secured by barter, what is the father of a hungry family to do?
Food fights occur because there is unequal distribution of what is available among the survivors. If there are gangs of
healthy adults who are simply out to loot whatever another has, they should be treated like criminals. In that a police
force is not available and the phone lines are down preventing anything like a 911 call, survival communities must use
a vigilante force in these matters. It is far better to choose a location remote from cities, in rural areas, so as to keep a
low profile and to stay out of the traffic lanes. But if one is trapped near a city or in the traffic lanes, then addressing
the nature of the intruders is imperative. Service-to-Self gangs can be identified and give many clues as to their nature.
They will be loaded with weapons and well fed, will not have any young or aged with them, and will probably be
dragging captives they consider slaves or a future meal in a pinch along with them. These gangs should be dispatched
without hesitation.
Those survivors who are good of heart will arrive ragged, the babes and toddlers being carried and the fact that they
had been given food before the adults have eaten obvious as they will appear in good shape. Oldsters and the lame and
wounded may be part of the group, being assisted along by the other adults. These people should not be turned away.
If there is not enough food to support the newcomers, they should be given a good meal and sent on their way to seek
another spot. If it is clear they will soon starve if sent on their way, then decisions should be made based on the whole
of the survivor group, including the newcomers and those who put aside a stock of food to begin with, as to who will
live and die. Clearly, anyone overweight should not eat anything but weeds for vitamin content. Anyone with a fatal
disease or condition should consider dying sooner rather than later, for the good of others. Certainly, having
unprotected sex so pregnancies result should be forbidden, and this decision should be enforced. If someone is only
thinking of their pleasure, they should be expelled from the community. In many cultures, the aged volunteer to starve
by refusing food and water so they pass quickly and painlessly.
In these matters, it is the soul that survives, and the soul must live with any decisions it makes. If you deny food to a
starving toddler so that you can live, then what is the quality of your life afterwards?
Many people view with alarm the thought of
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find themselves at odds with the authorities
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food shortages and struggling with other
people to wrest away a loaf of bread or fist
fights over a bag of flour or rice. They view
with alarm such thoughts, and their first
thoughts are to stock up, to buy many of these
items. Hoarding cannot be disguised. The
police can come door-to-door, open the doors,
and see a stock of food and this stock can be
confiscated. These stocks will be confiscated
as food shortages occur and hoarding is to be
discouraged, so that fighting and arguments
and theft do not happen, and this will be
distributed to others.
ZetaTalk: Hoarding, written Nov 15, 1999
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will still be subject to theft from gangs or
hungry neighbors. t is almost a welcome sign,
saying come take this from me. The word
would go out that this person or that person
has a stock of food. So, in the end, hording is
not a solution, even for those people who think
they are clever and have very carefully hidden
their food. People who are starving and
frightened will aggressively attempt to find
where the food has been buried. It is much
safer to be able to produce food on a regular
basis.
ZetaTalk: Growing Food, written Nov 15,
1999
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ZetaTalk: Anxieties
Note: added during the Dec 7, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Reactions to the changing times are varied, and in only a few cases represent preparations, most often representing
stress reactions. Individuals expecting to reduce their live, to live more simply, will not necessarily eat less, exercise
more, or have their teeth fixed. All these changes are short term, as rotting teeth will return, and someone slightly
overweight might find this well packed meal handy.
What are symptoms of true preparation? Substantial moves, such as leaving the city and moving to rural areas,
for one. Practicing gardening, or fishing with simple tools, or walking about in the country side munching on
weeds or bugs. These are serious steps, that directly relate.
What are symptoms of anxiety, or self concern, or simply trying to adjust to society to increase security by
fitting in? Getting fit, trim, learning a new language, experimenting with recipes, or getting up earlier in the day
can be interpreted as the type of activity one undertakes to be considered more fit, a better citizen, a more
desirable spouse or date.
The types of activities that are true preparation for survival after the shift are so odd as to be the last chosen by
those trying to be a good citizen, or spouse, or date. Does one work with hand tools in the basement, on wood?
Hod odd, when power tools are the cool thing. Does one plant vegetables, in the yard formerly used for golf
swings? How odd, when the boss does not garden, but golfs.
Thus, those who suspect they are subconsciously preparing for the shift can line their new activities up against what is
really required, or alternatively up against what society would approve of. Which fits? This will determine what you
are up to!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Aftertime Religions
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

After the cataclysms, religions of the world will enjoy both an increase and decrease in popularity. Some humans,
bewildered by what has happened, will cling to their religions. Some humans will assume that human actions have
caused the shift, which they will interpret as a punishment. Scapegoats will be selected from their midst, and
sacrificed. Other humans will attempt to modify their behavior, to placate what they assume to be angry gods. In the
main, these practices will occur among ignorant or weak peoples, and in truth these practices occur today. Regarding
religion, whatever trend was occurring within a given human will continue, or exacerbate. Those humans who today
think for themselves will move more in that direction, finding that their religion does not give guidance and is not
coming to grips with the situation.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Survivor
Note: written Sep 15, 2001

The Survivor show is a brainchild of the major TV networks, in response to a request floated out to them from the
establishment to mentally prepare the populace for drastic changes that would challenge their mind-set and ability to
survive. How could such a request be made, to major media networks, and not be discussed broadly in the news? The
manner in which the establishment influences the media - which includes TV, radio, movies, magazines, and
newspaper articles - is not bold-faced and with accreditation. It is subtle, passed from a high level government official
to a high level executive, both of whom could be expected to keep their mouths tightly zipped. Thus requested, the
executive has a brain-storming session, and leans in the direction of the request during the ideas that are laid forth. The
staff then thinks this their idea, and promotes it all the more heavily because of this. Their idea should be a success!
The basis of the Survivor show, as well as movies showing various Earth-threatening situations such as volcanoes or
meteors or asteroid, is to numb the populace to such scenarios. Think of the horrors the populace encounters regularly
- tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, cancer, child kidnappings, automobile wrecks that leave the survivors maimed. When
such horrors are discussed over coffee break or at the bar, they are treated as something that cannot be avoided, cannot
be planned for, but just must be borne. By displaying such situations as Earth threatening disasters or bare-bones
survival situations where a member of the group must be ejected so the rest can survive, the populace is being asked
to consider such dire situations, and have the likelihood be accepted, and to become numb.
Take a look at old TV series, old movies, and magazine articles that appears some 20-30 years ago. Do you see such
scenarios? What changed? The reality of the inbound 12th Planet, the likely pole shift, and the fact that the elite have
realized the cannot escape Earth, but must live here with the masses, through this and afterwards!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Self Sufficient
Note: written Apr 15, 1999.

The Year 2000 crisis is also a paper dragon, one of many being used by the establishment to distract the populace from
the real danger. Many such distractions, such as the Presidential impeachment, are simply to draw people away from
the real concerns. Some disasters during the Year 2000 crisis will prove to be almost entirely man-made and could
have been prevented. They have been seeded. Not enough to cause terrible disasters, but enough to put some weight
behind the message so that people will start to take these kind of warnings seriously. The message is to rely on the self.
What if the grid were to be down? What if the stores were to be empty? Start to think. They are trying to get the
populace used to these kind of thoughts. Some of the difficulty with eating beef, some of the scares like mad cow
disease and e-coli, are designed to force people to turn away from a high meat diet and return to a vegetable based
diet, which is of course more efficient. Why feed the cow when you can feed yourself. You really don't need the
protein that you're stuffing into your mouths. Look at the Orient, where they make do with very little, a tad of fish in
the rice.
The populace is being manipulated in many ways to become more self reliant. The faster they move in that direction,
the more honest the government will be with them. Those of good heart in the government cannot tell the populace the
bad news, as the arguments about what to do with panic are too shrill. But if the populace is preparing, if they are
gardening and are prepared to take the bad news, those in the government who want to warn people will bravely step
forth and begin to give it give these warnings to the populace. There are those in the government that agonize over the
games that are being played, who cannot sleep at night and find it hard to live with themselves. But unless the populace
is prepared to help itself, unless an alternative to panic exists, the games will go on. The basis for a lack of panic is the
sense that there is an alternative, that the populace is preparing to be self sufficient.
There will be no security blanket that the populace can rely upon, so self reliance must be the rule. The panic that will
settle into governments as the time approaches, when each individual will be dealing with their own personal panic and
anxieties, is completely unpredictable. It may run in all manner of directions. The movies that have been put out of
late, where asteroids are falling and a calm prevails, and the government is like a rock of logic and quietly empties
towns or flies people up to blow up asteroids, is so far from the truth as to be ludicrous. You will have your military
running down the halls and bumping into each other; leaving their posts, turning guns on themselves and others. It is
totally unpredictable. What will a frightened animal do when cornered? Well, your entire government and
bureaucracies will turn into that in the last few months. So the populace should not look to them, but rather look to
themselves.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: High Tech
Note: written Jan 15, 2001

Survivors will find that they have a mix of experiences. This will range from people being plunged into what is
essentially a Third World existence - straw and mud, eating what you can catch and kill, and hoping to cook it well
enough not to get ill - to being very high tech in communities that are established with enough money and expertise
and skill to have banks of batteries, radios and antennas, windmills and generators driven by gasoline or something
that can be burned, and food stocks. So there will be a wide range of survival communities shortly after the shift.
However, this will change over time. Those communities that find themselves scratching in the dirt and living a most
primitive life may find, if they are spiritually of the right nature, being Service-to-Other, that they encounter people
who are odd looking - seem to be bald and not wish to linger and have a conversation, but drop things off. What’s
this? It appears to be a battery. What’s that? It appears to be a sack of food or seed. One thing leads to the next, and
after awhile these mute, bald neighbors will be interacting regularly and these human survivors will find they are living
a very high tech existence with remarkable neighbors. They will accept this because desperation fosters acceptance of
solutions.
The high tech communities of humans, who in many cases will be enclaves of the rich, who have used their wealth and
power to carve out an area whose perimeter they can protect with the military which will become mercenaries to the
rich in such situations, will find they do not get this type of assistance. What happens in these communities, then, when
the stores run out, when there’s no more fuel to run the generator, when there’s no more bags of food and canned
goods to feed the community? Arguments break out. The mercenaries are hardly going to take orders from the idle rich
when they have no power or authority and can’t supply them with money or goods or anything of value. These
pampered rich people will be slaughtered, and sometimes in unpleasant ways, by their angry mercenaries, who in many
cases have thug tendencies and enjoy cruel games. So now we have gangs, chewing down everything they can get their
hands on and then going on the loose after there is nothing more to eat. These types of people are not prone to plan and
work with each other, so growing crops and gardens and the like is the least of their thoughts, but looting is. But when
they go on the loose, they will in fact be turned away from enclaves of good hearted people, in the many ways we are
able to deflect knowledge and attention. We can be in the room with you, and you don’t see us. Likewise, a gang of
thugs can pass by a good-hearted survival community and not see it, because we have prevented them from seeing it.
So these gangs of thugs will die out, and the enclaves of the wealthy will become true hell-holes, something they don’t
anticipate.
Survival communities of good-hearted folk will become high tech, due to interactions with aliens who have a
technology many thousands of times superior to the technology that your human cultures now enjoy. But it will not be
the technology of Homo Sapiens today. It will be better than that.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Characteristics
Note: written Jan 15, 2001

During the Transformation, groups of humans will not be separated entirely by orientation at first. This is due to the
mix of orientations in human society today, done deliberately to facilitate 3rd Density choices among humans who
must decide their orientation - Service-to-Self or Service-to-Others. Often, a highly Service-to-Self entity is placed to
reincarnate into the arms of highly Service-to-Other parents, so that both can become familiar with their future
situation, where clear polarizing of the orientations will occur. In 4th Density spiritual existence, where the
orientations are separated, there is no mix except during those occasions where an engagement is agreed upon, and
then those in the Service-to-Other meet highly Service-to-Self oriented entities, and vice versa. Thus, it is often
deemed an education, a preparation, to mix these entities together in family or small communities, during 3rd Density
life just prior to a Transformation.
Thus, during the cataclysms, many highly Service-to-Other families or small communities may find they have a highly
Service-to-Self child among them, or someone of this orientation who is physically dependent upon them in some way.
Do they cast these young children or dependents aside, in order to become a fully Service-to-Other group? This is in
conflict with the nature of those in the Service-to-Other, especially as there can be no certainty that the child or
dependent person has truly decided on a Service-to-Self path. What if they are undecided, dithering, and abandonment
would push them in the wrong direction? The Service-to-Other human wants to establish a tone of hope and caring, for
all in the group. Should these individuals be punished, during the Aftertime, living in desperate circumstances without
help from high tech hybrid communities, only because they are caring for some who are not fully Service-to-Other?
There are rules visitors and hybrid communities are under, set by the Council of Worlds to ensure that the
Transformation proceeds apace and is not delayed unnecessarily. The line where visitors or a community of hybrids
can assist their human neighbors, or not, is determined by who controls the community of humans. We will give
examples.
If the community is led of a consensus of the adults, the majority of whom are Service-to-Other, assistance can
be given. This community might include some highly self-focused adults, perhaps with young children whom
those in the Service-to-Other orientation feel responsible for, and thus tolerate the adults parents for the sake of
the children. However, these self-focused adults do not rule, or even influence, the course of affairs in the
community.
If the community is so mixed as to have as its leadership undecided adults, who are as prone to listen to selffocused arguments as arguments with a strong Service-to-Other motive, they cannot be given assistance. This
line is drawn as these communities would then gain strength, which would surely be misused by those in the
Service-to-Self in the group, who would take any high tech assistance to further their power over others. Worse
yet, this high tech advantage would be used to conquer other groups of humans.
After the Transformation, those in the Service-to-Self do have high tech advantage, but they are strictly quarantined
from those in the Service-to-Others. This is controlled by the Council of Worlds, and prevents those in the Service-toSelf from conquering those they would make as their slaves. But during the Transformation process, where mixing can
occur and frequently does occur, such a strict separation is not possible. Thus, where leadership is not under a Serviceto-Other motive, these communities cannot have a technological advantage outside of that currently achieved in human
society.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Sorted Out
Note: added during the May 3, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Life in a hybrid community would not be something desired in any but a highly Service-to-Other individual. We have
stated that polarization will be natural, after the shift, with those undecided leaving highly Service-to-Other
communities, for these same reasons. Those highly Service-to-Self naturally leave a group highly Service-to-Other
when they cannot dominate or control them, as the incessant attention to others, to the well-being of others annoys
them. In human society today, normal for 3rd Density existence where the orientation decision is the prime lesson to
be determined, Service-to-Self can dominate others. They migrate to where this domination has the least resistance,
among the weak, the young, etc. If in a situation where they cannot rule, dominate, they move on seeking a better
setting. Thus, a man who smacks his wife and children about when they displease him, his endless demands for
immediate satisfaction of his wants and needs, leaves this family if he comes under community surveillance or
policing. He lines up a new wife, in another community, and starts this practice again.
In the Aftertime, he will find these new communities so highly full of Service-to-Self that he will have competition,
and be likely to be the one abused himself. When he leaves and tries to insert himself into a Service-to-Other
community, he will be rebuffed and sent elsewhere or will have to abide by rules that frustrate him in the extreme, so
he leaves. If he finds an undecided community, he will try to reinstate what he recalls from his 3rd Density mixed past.
Now, increasingly, the Service-to-Other will separate from the undecided, and certainly separate from the Service-toSelf. They will, in essence, disappear! They will thus leave the undecided to fend for themselves with the Service-toSelf, so the balance of Service-to-Self will increase, and the undecided then leaving this setting, slipping away,
endlessly. Thus, the Aftertime setting will be
1. disappearing Service-to-Other's,
2. undecideds slipping away to form their own groups,
3. Service-to-Self left with themselves only!
Now, the undecideds will find their life much as it is today, in human society, regarding rules and societal
expectations. The Service-to-Self will find life unlike what they recall, as they will be the picked upon where they
expect to be the dominant person, but this is experience in preparation for their next lifetimes, so just as well. And the
Service-to-Other will find they are meeting new neighbors, the hybrids and other visitors from elsewhere.
What is life like, in these hybrid communities, that Service-to-Other desire this and others do not? We have mentioned
this already within the body of ZetaTalk, but will list the highlights again. There are no secrets! Telepathic knowledge
of the others, their needs, their desires, their thoughts, is utter and open. This means that you are aware of anothers
needs, and can respond, but this also means that unlike human society today, others are aware of your resentments,
your jealousies, and those thoughts you might like to keep secret. There is a sharing of resources, and workloads, so
that what needs to be done is addressed, rather than what someone might have planned for their day. This means that
your personal agenda, your mission where you will be the star and can feel accomplished, might not be what is
considered important! Perhaps you planned to continue writing your book, but must put this aside to harvest fish. An
adjunct to this is that taking credit, getting your name in lights, is not considered a necessary part of the action. Your
contribution may be behind the scenes, to help someone else achieve, as they are more suited to being the spokes
person than you! Where in human society today this is a big issue, in Service-to-Other society it is a point of
satisfaction to help others, the credit and the stage not being the big issue.
Thus, those undecided and especially those highly Service-to-Self find this all stuffy and dull and frustrating, and leave
on their own accord!
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ZetaTalk: Spontaneous Groups
written Dec 6, 2003

Distraught and frustrated at trying to convince family and friends that preparations for what seems to be surely upon
mankind must be made, many wonder how they can join with others to enhance their survival possibilities when no
one will listen. Denial hardens the more a threat makes those in denial uncomfortable. Thus, the worse the situation
becomes, the more obvious the impending crisis, the more those in denial shout loudly that nothing is amiss.
Unabashed advertising for group formation brings a horror to the door: scam artists, clinging dependency looking for a
parent to lean upon, and those who have nothing to offer and everything to gain from association with others. Will
everyone sincerely trying to join with others to form communities find they are standing alone, waving a flag, in the
last days?
Existing Communities
Some communities, remote and rural, will continue essentially as they do today, perhaps with fewer individuals
due to death from shock during the shift, but with the same basic political and economic arrangements.
Distribution of goods and services will adjust to deal with the goods and skills available, and life will go on as
before. Newcomers who drift into such communities are likely to find themselves rebuffed, as the known is far
more reliable and comforting than the unknown from a stranger. Thus, strangers wandering into such
communities find themselves moving on, having been made to feel distinctly unwelcome if not encouraged at
gunpoint to do so from the start.
Planned Communities
Though widely unreported and discretely secretive, many people in cities or operating in the professions have
sought to arrange settlements for themselves and friends or others of a like mind. It is reported that NASA
employees have established monolithic dome communities for themselves, co-workers, and extended families.
Those with connections to the elite have been rumored to have burrowed into rock in Alberta and the Ozarks,
well stocked enclaves. Due to the number of untried relationships, which invariably hold surprises, these planned
communities rarely work out. Hidden agendas, personality quirks, and attempts to dominate the group tend to
fracture such arrangements, and there is a parting of the ways.
Spontaneous Communities
Spontaneous group formation will be the most prevalent mode in the chaos of the early days of the Aftertime.
Crises brings out the worst and best in individuals, heroes and leadership, a sense of responsibility for the larger
group, and a willingness to share offset by demonstrations of utter selfishness when fear takes hold, desertion of
loved ones no matter how frail and desperate they may be, and loud demands to be taken care of before all
others. Thus, survivors will find themselves with their truth test, in regard to what individuals they might want
to join with or avoid. Those who have run from the cities will find themselves wandering for a time, but most
likely will settled into either:
1. frank wilderness living, with makeshift tents and hunting and gathering for food
2. farm stead’s, where the farming family finds the newcomers to their liking and needs willing hands
3. waterworld living, where a boat or houseboat is constructed or located and coastlines traveled
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ZetaTalk: Survivor Allegiance
written Sep 2, 2003, during Lou Gentile live radio
Decisions will have to be made. In an ideal situation everyone is good hearted, everyone is reasonable, they all share.
This is the optimal situation. But in reality, life will not be that dissimilar from today, when decisions are made.
Families say they are kicking a family member out of the house, for various reasons, or someone is fired from a job or
no longer allowed in an association. This will be no different. People will make their decisions, for good reasons or for
bad. Lets say they are for good reasons, lets say there is somebody who threatens the survival of the entire group, they
have an unreasonable attitude, they don’t want to work, they don’t want to assist, they want a larger share, they create
arguments, being selfish. The decision is made that if the group is to survive, because perhaps it has come to that, this
person must be ejected.
In this matter, think more of those you are protecting, the little children in the group, those who roll up their sleeves
and are willing to do whatever is required. They deserve equal time, so to speak, and consideration with this person
who is threatening the group. In some cases, you will have to move, you will have to pick up and leave, even in the
dead of night, with your dependents, to get away from a situation that is overwhelmingly bad. Think less of your sense
of responsibility to those who are trouble makers, or thinking of themselves and trying to get their larger share, or
dictate to or dominate the group. Think less of your obligation to them and more of your obligation to those who
deserve your time and attention in these matters. This would be our advice on those ethical dilemmas.
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ZetaTalk: Elite Enclaves
written Jan 10, 2004

The Zetas mentioned that the Elite are commandeering whole geographical areas and sealing
them off with landmines and armed guards; and that they are targeting survival groups upon
which to base an economy in the Aftertime. Would the Zetas care to mention any geographical
areas to avoid?
As we have mentioned, the elite have belatedly come to realize they have No Place to Run, having arrogantly assumed
that their pacts with Service-to-Self aliens to lift them to safety would be honored, or this pact failing that bunkering
into mountain sides would be fail safe, and that in any case all of these efforts would be guarded by the might of the
US Military. Of course, Service-to-Self aliens lie, and would in any case not be allowed to rescue those humans who
had given them the Call, as the Council of Worlds will only allow those in the Service-to-Other such an offer, in that
Earth voted to become a Service-to-Other planet during the Transformation. Thus those humans who assumed they
would be lifted to safety to cities on the dark side of the Moon or to Mars, which by all appearances would be
habitable with frozen water beneath the surface and an atmosphere capable of creating dust storms, were stunned, the
hollow cry of the Bush Administration for manned Moon stations and a manned trip to Mars only bravado in the face
of this failure.
Bunkering into mountains has been a favorite theme since the days of Mt. Weather, only the barest revelation of a
massive undertaking to go underground, from Denver to Houston to Kokomo to Virginia, known to the public. As the
Earth changes have commenced, the lock-down of plates during the deep quake that peaked in the 80’s and early 90’s,
the move to domino quakes where the whole world felt the shutter of an adjustment anywhere on its surface, and the
devastating effect of stretching, not even considered in prior calculations. The term ‘rock solid’ takes on grim
overtones when this is rock that drops into the tunnels during stretching, or shifts to skew a doorway such that it cannot
be opened. It is known that when rock is compressed radio static and compass interference occur, but those in
underground chambers die mysteriously during intense rock compression, a surprise to their human masters who
suddenly find themselves making other plans at this late hour.
The US Military, as we have mentioned and as has been suspected since the August vacation time of grim faces all
around the Crawford Ranch in Texas, has bolted and no longer takes orders from the White House, all appearances
aside. Thus, the elite, from arrogant politicians and corporate executives to the pampered wealthy, must make new
plans. The result, not surprisingly, is to enclave in those countries or regions where the locals are either in sympathy
with the elite or well suppressed and considered a slave class, to move their supplies and militia there under the guise
of establishing vacation homes, and to encourage discussion in the media about the possibility of an interloper in the
solar system along with the many prophecies anticipating this time, so that solid survival camps can be anticipated to
form among the hardy, the basis of a new citizenry to be managed by the elite in the Aftertime, or so they hope.
These regions are, not surprisingly, in central Africa, Argentina, eastern Australia, Kazahstan, and Wyoming. Norway
was considered an option until very recently, which explains the odd visit by Bush to this country in the past months. It
should be noted that these spots give access to oil reserves in the case of Nigeria, Kazahstan, and it was hoped Norway
with access to the North Fields. Argentina and Australia are harshly ultra-right, as is the Wyoming enclave of Cheney.
Each of these enclaves allows outreach to land masses, in all directions, so are not expected to be isolated. Places
avoided by the elite are areas expected to be crowded from overpopulated cities, such as the East Coast of the US,
Europe, and the Pacific Rim. Countries dominated by Islam are also avoided, due to anticipated culture clash and
resultant hostility. Our advice to survivors, regardless of how friendly these new neighbors portray themselves,
regardless of what gifts they come bearing or what offers of aid, avoid them, like the plague.
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ZetaTalk: Led by Children
Note: written Jan 15, 2002

Many children are being born at this time, quite young to face the cataclysms that will occur before they reach their
teens, much less adulthood. Why would this be the plan, when such children would likely be in shock, neglected, and
unable to lead, certainly. These special children are in a optimal position to lead, contrary to mankinds understanding.
Why would this be so? Children, souls incarnating into the young, are without the burden that human adults have
assumed, of preconcieved notions and the societal need to conform. They are open, and comment upon what they see
as reality, not with the suppression that society imposes and which becomes automatic and adopted by adults who
must function in society. Likewise, these children have stamina and health, as in truth the human body is strongest
prior to the age of 20 or so, and declines afterwards.
Thus, survival groups, stunned by what has happened and in despair over being abandoned and lied to by their
governments. In shock over the adjustments to their prior lifestyle, and depressed over the adjustments that must be
made. Will be led by these children, who will see resources and avenues not apparent to their parents and caretakers.
They will find each other, and communicate, and create bonds between groups that the adults would not think posible.
They will be the visionaries of the future, among human survival groups, to a degree that would stun their parents now.
Thus, led by a child is a phrase that will become a reality in the near future. They are on the increase now, to serve as
during the shift, when most of humanity will be stunned and hurting and the lack of leadership crying for natural
leaders to step forward. Of course, the children will not be the only ones leading, as there are many natural leaders
among the adults! But the relative youth allows them more flexibility. Not the least of which is that adults may resist
other adults, getting into posturing, but will take a child's suggestion as just that. Children have ways of influencing
their elders which the elders scarsely take note of, but an anaylsis of the process shows that the child is leading.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: What the Heart Seeks
written Jan 12, 2004

There is often endless pain when a loved one goes missing and is not confirmed dead. Look at
the MIA issue in Vietnam. Those seeking closure imagine their loved one in pain somewhere,
in trouble, needing help, lost, lonely, and are in anguish. Won’t the pole shift, with disrupted
communications and families spread far and wide going to school or traveling for work or
pleasure, not the nuclear family of old where all were local, create this scenario? What can
be done to ease the anguish and worry?
Forced separation will be one of the major reasons for mental breakdown, during the days of anguish leading up to the
shift and in the weeks and months following. Man is a social animal, and as any analysis of disrupted social networks
in the animal kingdom will demonstrate, experiences emotional pain when separated from what is considered the
family group. Dogs run in packs, and domesticated dogs are grieving when separated from their owners for any length
of time. Cats fun in prides, and though often considered aloof by their owners, can be found situated on a window sill
or chair in the vicinity of their owners. Birds are found in flocks, and will have it no other way. This is inherent in the
animal, a survival instinct, and the emotional pain caused by separation for good reason. In human cultures, expulsion
from the group is considered a punishment known to bring pain. Exile. Excommunication. Divorce. Termination.
These have impacts beyond the financial and convenient, the primary being emotional pain.
Nancy will relay that some of the most poignant email she gets is from individuals forced to make trips, the potential
of being separated from family and home so worrisome when no firm date for an upswing in Earth changes will be
given. These are real concerns, far beyond the convenience of whether a bill should be paid or cosmetic surgery be
scheduled. When serious slowing commences, there will be some who find it difficult to return home, but these will be
few. Steady slowing will be a drumbeat that will not be mistaken, so unless one is held prisoner in some manner,
prevented from returning, such a situation will not present itself. But what will be in lost when the phone lines fail, the
mail no longer delivered, will be the connection between extended family members, or those friends and coworkers
long held dear who stood as replacements for a family bond.
grandparents worried sick about the young grandchildren in a suburb close to a city, trapped there, apparently, by
parents who refused to consider any emergency until the government formally announced it. Is the child
wandering alone, injured and starving and frightened?
the wife whose husband was on a construction crew, far from home, knowing he is now homeless.
a nephew, who always considered his aunt and uncle his parents, wondering how they faired in a river delta
when the flooding started, the home and all in it perhaps swept away.
Beyond the worry for the other, is the anguish of separation, a matter not easily put to rest and properly grieved over
as certainty is not at hand. Funerals are for the living, allowing them to come to terms with the death, the certain death,
of a loved one, else the heart is trapped, suspended. What will occur in such instances? Migration will be so
commonplace as to almost be the norm, after the shift. Where this will primarily be due to flooding and earthquake,
survivors having scampering ahead of rising water or crawled out of the debris heap that cities will become, and
secondarily due to a search for food, it is also a search for family, comrades, to establish the sense of belonging.
Shelter and food are more easily gained than the connection, which when lost takes a period of grieving before
substitutes are accepted, emotionally. Thus depression will be rampant, the sense of loss aggravated, the anguish
unresolved. We have often stated that those heavily into the Service-to-Other orientation will be assisted, most often
sight unseen, by guides in the Aftertime. This will include assistance in reuniting separated loved ones, if only via
visits as contactees on space ships, for reassurance or closure, but often also as guided migration, to help the heart find
what it seeks.
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ZetaTalk: Coordination
Note: written Dec 15, 1995.

Increasingly, during the Transformation, contactees are beginning to work together. They find each other not by
accident, not because they are browsing over the same books at the book store, not because they are members of the
same organization, but because they have been introduced to each other behind the scenes and have plotted their
meeting time and place. It is we, and our brethren in the Service-to-Other, who respond to The Call of many by
arranging these opportunities, which are warmly received and acted upon. These meetings result in marriages, business
arrangements, friendships, philanthropic connections, and long range planning galore.
Survival groups are very unobtrusively arranging themselves. Neighbor to neighbor talks, people meeting in their
normal association and identifying each other more so than any kind of organized activity where they answer an add
placed in the paper. They are in fact migrating to live close to each other regionally, and by this they are being guided
since often they are meeting each other as contactees. They are most often not unaware on a conscious level of why
they are making the moves that they are making. They make all manner of excuses, pick up and move, change
occupations, and find themselves in an area where they get along better with the neighbors and their particular skill set
meshes nicely. This will increasingly happen as the time arrives and even after, where those survivors will migrate
following their instincts more than anything and finding each other.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Aftertime Raids
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

Regarding attacks on Service-to-Other groups by Service-to-Self groups in the Aftertime. Of course, this will be their
first thought. Conscientious groups of Service-to-Other humans, having prepared, will have food and shelter. There
will be laughter coming from their midst, as they find life goes on and the good things they held precious are still in
their lives. The young will grow and be curious and educated. Music still comforts and scientific discoveries still
intrigue. The Service-to-Self, having not bothered to prepare, will look to these communities as a place to raid. This
will be a decreasing problem, as time goes on. We have stated that the Service-to-Self humans will die out on Earth,
and this is in part because they do not nurture their young, but primarily because those prone to this orientation will
not reincarnate here. This is not a matter in their control, over which they have a choice.
But what about the interim, when various humans of mixed orientation or distinct Service-to-Self orientation look to
the Service-to-Other communities and consider a raid. There will be assistance in these matters, from ourselves and
others. Primarily this assistance will be in the form of blockage, where the Service-to-Self humans either cannot find
the communities, cannot see them, or are distracted in some way. In this regard we advise these communities to be
remote and not advertise themselves. Those who are to find you will do so, as they will be guided to your location.
Secondarily, this assistance will come in the form of active repelling, where the Service-to-Self will find their blows or
missiles do not land as expected, but turn somehow upon themselves, perhaps blowing up prior to being launched or
the like. It is best, therefore, for these communities to focus on survival, and life after, and minimally on self defense.
The best defense is a well chosen location.
It is also advisable to be selective on who is allowed into the community. Where the community is truly Service-toOther, there should be only periodic encounters with the Service-to-Self orientation to deal with. Remember, the
Service-to-Self will not be in close communication with each other. Cooperation is not normal among those in this
orientation. Where frustrated, they will turn and look elsewhere. They will attack each other more often, as they
themselves are the type to horde. Should the Service-to-Other communities be of soft heart and allow into their midst
great numbers of humans who have not yet chosen their orientation, they will find they have brought the problem into
their midst. The soft hearted should share knowledge of their techniques in growing food, but send the spiritually
immature to live in their own groups. Thus the Service-to-Other communities will not be destroyed, and the separation
will be sped along on its course, which is inevitable in any case.
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ZetaTalk: Prison Gangs
Note: written Mar 15, 2002

Prison populations are well know to the public, who hears the horror stories of activities both by the guards and
prisoners, in the news and in the movies. The guards are scarcely better than the inmates, being inclined to sadism and
lording it over others when in control. During the shift, prisons will spill out and prisoners escape. These will as
expected become the primary Service-to-Self gangs in operation after the shift. However, less the public expect
Ghengis Khan to reincarnate in essence, the opposite will occur. Such gangs require a continuous supply of food and
goods to continue a looting and savaging campaign. After the shift, supplies will run out quickly, and dead people
offer no satisfaction to these marauders. They will quickly, as we have stated earlier, find themselves without the
means to keep warm until the morning, and without anything but each other to eat. Weakened, and decimated by
infighting, they will succumb to disease and defense by Service-to-Other communities who will give in return the
aggression they sense in their attackers.
In the US, Texas was to become a prison state so that Bush Sr. could have his hordes in the Aftertime. Bush Sr. was
aware of the Zeta predictions, but being highly Service-to-Self listened to these aliens voices instead. They are
interested in agony, great despair, and raising hopes and then dashing them achieves this end. Likewise, the Texas
trend to house prisoners and mistreat them, has a Service-to-Self base. Rather than cost cutting, Bush Sr. intended to
have them released, escape, and be his savaging horde overtaking survivors in the US. Do you think it an accident that
so many prison escapes occur, in Texas? This is by plan, occurring earlier than expected. This was setup during the
time when Houston also was established as the best stop for a carryon government, in underground bunkers. Bush Sr.
and his Service-to-Self advisers were scarcely listening to any advice we gave, and thus discounting, omitted to be
concerned about flooding in Texas, which will be overrun with a flood tide. Thus, prisoners locked in prisons will
drown, and those escaping will likely meet this fate, except for a few like wet rats crawling onto shore, alone.
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ZetaTalk: Hybrid Homes
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

Will our hybrids take up residence on Earth, after the cataclysms? But of course, in Service-to-Other communities.
This will be selective and cautious, and in most cases human societies, as much as they can function after the
cataclysms, will be unaware. Some of our hybrids will live alone, or with us, the full- blood Zetas, and in some cases
will live also with humans. The standard of living in these communities will be much higher than you now enjoy - very
high tech, as you say. The hybrids will expect to live as they now live, with automated food production and controlled
temperature and light. Science is advanced, and exploration in the sciences is an occupation of almost everyone. The
forms of energy and travel will approximate those we, the Zeta, and the hybrids enjoy today.
The Service-to-Others hybrids and Zetas will adopt Service-to-Other humans into our midst, to some degree. Where
there are communities of humans, only, who are living in the Service-to-Other orientation, these technologies will be
given as a gift. Communication, or the sharing of news, is complete and without censorship. Community activities are
determined by vote, much as we have described how the Council of Worlds now polls the opinions of people on Earth.
Each has a voice, and there is no need to rush to the poles.
Most human societies, even when operating under the Service-to-Other orientation after the pole shift, will remain
strictly human. Some communities solely composed of our hybrids will spring up on Earth after the shift, in areas
greatly devastated or on new, uninhabited, ground. As our hybrids are not entirely unknown, today, to some humans,
there will also be mixed communities. In these it is expected that humans will share the technologies enjoyed by our
hybrids, thus essentially being adopted. Of the whole, these communities will not be that numerous. Recall also that the
humans adopted will have undergone a great devastation, and be essentially homeless. Where humans have prepared
for the cataclysms, and are operational afterwards, direct adoption by our hybrid communities is not likely.
Humans desiring to form Service-to-Others communities in preparation for the cataclysms should not concern
themselves about physical proximity to the Zetan hybrid communities. We will find you. We do not have our future
locations picked out, as this will be dependent on many things. The free will of humans, who will make many changes
between now and then, affects the result. Your focus should be on your convenience, and being able to achieve your
goals, which will not be all that easy. Convincing humans to give up many conveniences, to live in a more primitive
state, just in case, is not all that easy a matter. Many will resist your suggestions, and proof of the comet's existence
and path will come late in the game. Focus on what you can achieve, and we will be in touch. We will come to you.
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ZetaTalk: Cataclysm Link
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

There should be no confusion between the coming cataclysms and our goals. They are not related. The cataclysms are
something that happen regularly to the Earth, have in the past, and will in the future. The cataclysms are more or less
traumatic, in any given cycle, depending on where the earth is positioned in relation to the comet when it comes
through. There is nothing that changes this situation.
Let us address first our goals, to genetically engineer a Homo Sapiens who carries enough Zeta Reticulan genetic
structure to be more intelligent, more telepathic, more caring, less violent, and we might add, not prone to fat. Should
the Earth be a planet not prone to cataclysms, this would occur anyway. The genetic infusion would be more gradual.
At some point, we would elicit the cooperation of the populace being genetically engineered, as at some point the
general orientation of the populace would be Service-to- Other. These parents, in all likelihood, would want for their
offspring a better life. On other planets, where the transition has been made from 3rd Density to 4th Density, this has
been the process.
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ZetaTalk: Time Frame
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

Regarding how our races will merge, and the time frame. The human race will eventually die out, although this may
take some centuries and may never be completely a fact. How will this occur? After the cataclysms life will be
difficult to sustain. As in times past, where healthy animal strains became extinct, there is a massive die-off and a
struggle for the survivors to feed themselves. Reproduction requires a healthy mother and a lack of food or undue
stress will cause a natural abortion. Infants are delicate after birth, and the environment they require will not, in the
main, be around during their early days. Thus, the come-back will be slow.
Add to this our endeavor. We are increasing our collection of genetic material, even given the requisite that this needs
to be gathered along family lines, for the braiding effect. In addition, the environment we can provide, for our Serviceto-Other communities, will be safe and healthy. These will be protected communities. The general human populace,
here and there, will establish such communities for themselves, but not in great numbers. Where we, the full-blood
Zetas, are living communally with humans, or where our hybrids are living communally with humans, the genetic
engineering will continue. The races will thus merge, over time. Some humans, today, are being born with Zeta
genetics, but not to the degree that our hybrids contain. Thus, the human race, in the Service-to-Others communities
where the Zetas or hybrids live, will in and of itself move toward a hybrid condition.
Will the human race not again flourish outside of these Service-to-Other communities? Recall that there will be a
separation by orientation, increasingly. As humans who have not decided their orientation die, they will move to
another planet to continue their deliberation. As humans who are Service-to-Others die, they will find themselves
reincarnated into our Service-to-Others communities. Those humans who are Service-to-Self, even in the best of
times, have difficulty continuing themselves. Nurturing is almost nonexistent. As those with this orientation die off,
they are not reincarnated onto Earth, but will move on to a planet with their chosen orientation.
Thus, eventually, perhaps within 100 years or what you might call a generation, the Earth will be composed of Serviceto-Other communities. Some will be strictly human, but will begin interacting with the other communities,
intermarrying, and will thus merge. Others will be a combination of full-blood Zetas who will not be continuing,
hybrids who will be reproducing, and humans who will be gradually gaining Zeta genetic material.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Hybrid Colonies
Note: written Apr 15, 1997

The merging of our hybrids with humans is often viewed by humans in the same light as the merging of two human
cultures in human society today. Using such models as Columbus discovering the Americas or the failure of divergent
cultures to assimilate, they imagine hybrid colonies entirely separate from human society warily eyeing each other
from a distance. In human society Islamic and Christians do not merge, Asians and Africans do not merge,
industrialized and primitive cultures do not merge, so how could aliens and humans merge! In the Aftertime, several
aspects of the setting will be different:
Following a severe pole shift such as is anticipated to occur this time, human society itself is discombobulated.
Cultural assimilations are resisted in part because the dogma and traditions are firmly in place and habits are
strong. There is resistance and a reluctance to change. Where dogma and traditions are the least concern,
assimilation is not blocked.
Assimilation is encouraged where one group or the other stands to gain a commodity or protection greatly
desired. Trade between China and Europe was facilitated because both wanted commodities the other offered. In
the Aftertime, desperate groups of human survivors will be eager for contact as they will be suffering from
nutritional deficiencies, hunger pangs, and festering injuries or intractable diseases that were formerly curable in
times so recently in their memory.
Self centered motives that hinder assimilation will be steadily decreasing as entities who are undecided or firmly
in the Service-to-Self orientation migrate to other worlds following the death of their human bodies. In today’s
human society, the leader of the group likely to lose influence and power during an assimilation resists. It
matters not that the followers may suffer. Most leaders in human society are in that position because they desire
power and control, have ruthlessly secured it, and have no intention of being anywhere but on top of the heap.
Service-to-Other leaders have the welfare of the group, not themselves, as their priority.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Intermarriage
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

Under normal circumstances, intermarriage brings to the genetic table only those genes possessed by the parents. At
best the parents might hope for a throwback, a child whose genetics reflect an admired great- grandparent or ancestor
whose recessive gene was finally allowed to express. At worst, the parents might find the worst of both parental lines
expressed. It's a toss of the dice. However, when we refer to intermarriage between hybrids and humans, there are
several implicit assumptions in place. First, if a human is in contact with the hybrids, they are of the Service-to-Others
orientation. They would wish the best for their offspring, and accept the offer of what you term in vitro fertilization to
provide this. It is the genetics of the parents, plus. The marriage is an emotional bond, a helpmate situation, an
opportunity to care for young mutually planned and hoped for. The marriages are everything humans expect from a
marriage, and result from the same circumstances of young people being attracted to each other, for all the various
reasons.
Would not the hybrids be marrying down, due to the IQ difference? Being Service-to-Others, they have no desire to
see any of the group suffer. As we have explained, there is no them and us in a Service-to- Other group, there is only
we. How would it be, to cast the humans in one corner, telling them to spend time with each other, while the higher IQ
hybrids grab center stage? This, of course, is so often played out in the human arena that it is no wonder that this
would be the first thought of any reader. However, the Service-to-Others react in an almost opposite manner. The
handicapped come first. The slow are given every assistance. We stand in each other's shoes, and do not do to one
what we would not want done to ourselves. At the same time, in a high tech environment, there is plenty of
opportunity for intellectual stimulation. How much of this can you stand, before you need to go for a walk or go out
for a beer. We, the Zetas, are not all that much different, nor are the hybrids. Plus, married folks of the future will no
more be bound to each other every moment of every day than the married folks of today. Where humans come together
for different reasons, so will the citizens of the future.
There is an additional reason for wanting to spend time with full-blood or mostly humans. The hybrids are a mix of
genetics, and we, the Zetas, can really only surmise what it is like to be in a human body. Those entities who have
incarnated repeatedly into humans, and we are speaking here of native terran entities born on this Earth, have a deep
knowledge of human genetics. The hybrids will, in many cases, be incarnated Zetan entities, who are new to human
genetics. By a marriage, the Zetan entity in a hybrid body will better know him or herself. The human partner is in this
way a source of fascination, a way to know oneself better.
Note: below added during the Jan 11, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The hybrids today are a mix of DNA from their parents, Zetas, human ancestors in some instances, and reparative
DNA where needed. The hybrid child certainly has many parents, in this regard. Those Special Children who have
been born among human society with Zeta genetics as well as human genetics are carried by the human parent.
However, the egg and sperm are mixed, in a test tube kind of setting, and then implanted back into the mother. The
necessary party here is the mother, who can arrive on a space ship for a visitation, a visit to her gynecologist so to
speak, with a ripe egg just released into her oviduct due to what humans often call a "baby-maker" love making
session, as well as sperm aplenty in her vagina. The egg is removed, the sperm removed, the geneticists do their work
and reimplant the fertilized egg. In similar manner, in the Aftertime, the parents of a pending child having given the
Call for their offspring to have the best life possible, the mother would be treated in this fashion after sex between the
human parents. At some point, when humans and hybrids are living together, intermarried, and the concept of large
brainy hybrids as children is not foreign, incubation for the latter part of the pregnancy would not be in utero. These
are all matters subject to being delayed, or expedited, depending upon the readiness of the humans involved.
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ZetaTalk: Team Mates
Note: written Mar 15, 1996

In anticipation of the roles they will assume during and following the coming cataclysms, the hybrids are increasingly
being introduced to their human peers - those in the Service-to-Others. They answer The Call along with the troops of
full-blood Zetas who have been hard at work in this vein for decades. Following the cataclysms many humans who
have been working behind the scenes with hybrids will encounter them, and begin working side-by-side during the
chaos as though there were nothing strange in a hairless, telepathic, slender race of men suddenly appearing in the
neighborhood. In response to humans in the Service-to-Others giving The Call, hybrids, full-blood Zetas, and these
humans confer, plan, parse out work, review progress, and all with scarcely a moment given to ponder the strangeness
of the situation.
Humans will join our communities after the pole shift, primarily those of hybrids though we all live together, in small
numbers at first, and in isolated places. Those humans already know who they are, and are anticipating this in their
plans. These humans must be highly Service-to-Others, meaning they are almost exclusively willing to sacrifice
themselves for others if the situation calls for it and is deemed important enough. These humans must also have a
strong track record of being able to deal with the unknown, the gray area, without causing others about them to be
distracted to attend to them. These humans must be able to focus on a mission, and achieve it, to be part of the hard
working team they will join. As an example, look to Nancy, as she has had such an invitation extended to her.
Many humans are highly attuned to a role in the Aftertime. They can encounter other humans without alarming them.
They may be known personalities, in fact, welcomed. The human form, the human personality, is ideally suited for
work assisting with other humans in the Afterime. A gift of one of our batteries, which never wear out, for instance,
would be explained by an human, where an alien might have to just leave it on the steps, knock on the door, and run.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Walk Openly
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995

Regarding when and how alien life forms will walk among Homo Sapiens openly. This will never occur as expected,
as the inhabitants of Earth have been led to believe by watching the movies. You are not alone now, nor have you
been for many centuries. Your people's physical form will change gradually, such that you will be unaware of the
change. Intelligence will increase, as will the use of telepathy. In some areas life forms not of the Earth will
intermingle with the Earth's inhabitants, but these will be areas remote or involving few people. Word of these places
will spread, just as word of the far continents of the world spread during the past millennium. Gossip serves a purpose
in this respect. It allows for gradual acclimatization. In those places where many life forms intermingle, the people will
be aware that they are among friends.
Introductions will be made during times of tribulation. The heart is most open when all seems lost. The mind is open to
change when the world known before has been turned upside down. It is then that progress toward an open lifestyle
will be most rapid.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Quake Swarms
Note: added during the Nov 30, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

We predicted at the start of ZetaTalk that quakes would continue to Uptick, both in frequency and Richter, going into
the shift, on a somewhat linear basis. We also predicted that this would be underplayed by the establishment, quakes in
remote areas simply Not Reported or quakes under reported. This Occurred during the past two years, when it was
noticed that the Richter reported by the USGS was less by almost a Richter. Then this year, 2002, it was noted that
quakes were being dropped from the database altogether. At the same time, should one take the overall pulse of quakes
from the USGS database, it looked within normal bounds. Thus, while the increase was in the range of small Richter
quakes, and not affecting large cities, the USGS et al could get away with this. But there is a threshold, where the
quakes are large enough to be noticed, and it is at this point that the public woke up. Were the swarm of quakes in San
Francisco to be tiny, no one would even be aware there had been a swarm. Were the Richter of quakes not on the
uptick to be low, the uptick could still be under reported. But the combination of larger Richter quakes, along with the
increase in number, will not be overlooked by the public. Thus, this is not new, nor outside of what we have predicted,
just noticeable now.
The significance relates to the pattern Nancy noted and laid out in her analysis a month or so ago - the quakes not only
are now domino, or ricochet, but are in a pattern that shows the plate push during the shift! Nancy noted this in doing
an analysis on large quakes, that not only were neighboring plates bumped, but the bump showed shift previews. A
quake along Japan and Indonesia, which is compression of the Pacific related, did not only bump neighboring plates
nearby, New Zealand, for instance. They reached across the Pacific, within the same day, and caused a compression
quake there, in Alaska, for instance. The Pacific is already being compressed, although lightly compared to the shift
results, but the weakness and route clearly showing. What is happening along the West Coast is that the Pacific plate is
not moving under in heated subduction, causing mountain building, but is pushing up under Alaska, in the slip-slide
motion known to be predominant on the West Coast of North America. Thus, those areas slipping and sliding now,
along San Francisco and Oregon, are doing so, and will increase in this activity. Likewise, the Atlantic, as the UK and
East Coast are aware, is stretching already, showing signs that this will be the route taken by this Rift during the shift.
The African Rift is increasing in its lava oozing and quakes, and land bordering the Atlantic is finding their rail lines
suddenly zigged or zagged. Read again our explanation of the Scripted Drama, along with the graphic Nancy prepared,
and compare this to the quakes now noticeable. Is there not a relationship?
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Pre-Shift Quakes
Note: added during the Apr 5, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Can the Zetas comment on the Pacific Northwest Earthquake called slow or silent. It goes from Oregon to Vancouver BC. It is in
process and has been for some time. started Feb 26 and continues. Overall measues 6.7 but energy release is slow but continuous
with very little shaking and experts stumped.
#zetatalk IRC channel

We have stated in the past that quake patterns going into the shift would take peculiar paths, all indicative of what is
coming.
The first change was the incidence of deep quakes, where the Earth core shrank so that plates locked down into
each other. This occurred in the quake statistics from 1985 to the early 1990's.
Then during a slow increase in Richter increase and frequency, domino quakes emerged. This emerged in 1999,
as noted by Troubled Times during the Turkey quake. Nancy documented this as a push from west to east,
within a day, from the plate experiencing the quake to the edge of that plate or into the next plate. Where before,
the quakes were erratic, now they were pushing each other, plate-wise.
Then another period of increasing Richter size and incidence. Then a type of increased domino quake, where
instantaneously a quake on one part of the plate, an edge, a fault line along the edge, resulted almost
immediately in a quake on the other edge of the plate. This occurred during the time of the Alaska quake, that
time frame.
Then, as emerged in early 2003 a pattern of global quakes, where the whole globe experienced quakes almost
simultaneously.
Stretching along the Atlantic has been recorded during 2002, when trail derailments, exploding buildings, and sudden
sinking of land occurred. In the Pacific, compression has resulted in increasing volcanic activity along the ring of fire,
but also in movement of the continents in the direction we have predicted they would move during the shift! We have
stated that new land would emerge between the tip of South America and Africa. This is caused by a plate that extents
into the Pacific being pushed down there, so it pops up between the tips. During this, the tip of South American moves
into the Pacific. This has repercussions in the Caribbean and Central America. This part of the world, the Caribbean, is
obviously in a stretch zone, as roads and fences can be seen under the waves off Bermuda. Stretching in this part of
the world will cause volcanoes to ooze, explode, as the surface will be weaker. As the Pacific pushes under the North
American continent, simultaneously, what changes can be expected there? These Pacific plates are moving up as well
as under, as the compression goes in all directions. Thus, there is continuous pressure for the slip-slide of the many
fault lines along this stretch to move, which they are doing. That this is new, a type of quake not reported in the past,
should not be astonishing. Where are the quake statistics to compare against, 3,600 years ago?
What should the world expect, during these next weeks, quake wise? Examine the Scripted Drama scenario we gave
many months ago. We stated that as the South Pole dragged upward toward the Equator, the stretched Atlantic would
rip. We stated that this would simultaneously result in a ripping of the St Lawrence Seaway, and the African Rift, and
the Red Sea. We stated that the continents of Africa and Europe, released from the tension of the Atlantic stretch,
would rush eastward, plunging India under the Himalayans suddenly. Take this in little steps, quake-wise.
Stretching results in quakes, as the plates underneath, in layers like flaky pie crust, release. Stretching results in land
not supporting prior buildings or roads or bridges, which suddenly collapse. Stretching also results in volcanoes oozing
more lava, or if the skin of the Earth thins, an explosion. This could occur in all those areas we have listed as expected
to rip greatly: Red Sea, African Rift, etc. Compression where the tip of South America is pulled into the Pacific has
repercussions on all edges of that massive South American plate. India can expect to experience sudden quakes and
dropping sea levels. Australia can expect to find the oceans along the westerns shores to be invading the land. And
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points north along the Pacific, which will compress in all directions, can expect to find land either slip-sliding
continuously, or in jerks, depending upon the known fault line behavior.
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ZetaTalk: Meteor Showers
Note: added during the Apr 5, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Reports of meteors that break up in the atmosphere, falling in pieces to the ground, are on the increase. This on the
heels of reports over the past year or so that large stones have fallen in places like Russia and Brazil. Within the past
few years, green meteors have been streaking through the skies, and fire balls as meteors burn. What will the uptick be
during the weeks ahead of the passage? Unlike the quake increase, which we have described as lineal going into the
shift, meteors increase on a faster pace. This is because the trash that it being disrupted by the approaching Planet X
has a larger push as it comes closer.
We equated the increasing traffic, years ago, to a swimmer moving his foot in the water. The foot itself does not move
trash about in the water, but the water motion does. Thus, the water pushed can affect motion far from the foot. A
gentle paddle by a foot, back and forth, results in a gentle motion in trash. A strong paddle by a foot will dislodge
more trash, and move it more violently, and push it further in the water. It will get to the point that falling meteors are
almost a daily affair, like the erratic weather, almost past comment by the worried citizens of Earth. The news will stop
reporting falling boulders, stones, just as they have stopped reporting trail derailments or other worrisome indicators.
You hear about this the first time it hits the news, then not, as a squash order on such types of news is issued.
There is little the common man can do to protect themselves from the increase. This is true of lighting strikes and other
sudden death occurrences, not in the control of the individual. Take comfort that it is seldom that a meteor does strike a
given spot. What will result will be disruption of satellite or radio transmission. Meteor traffic will strike the satellites,
a major reason for our prediction of disruption in this area. Likewise, it creates a cloud of sorts, so that radio or TV
reception cannot come through clearly. Interference, a sign that the common man should get into short wave radio, and
practice with their friends and family! What are you waiting for, a boulder to fall on your head before you wake up to
the communication situation besetting you?
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ZetaTalk: Imploding Cities
Note: added during the Nov 30, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Cities have several stories under them, where electrical wires and plumbing run, so as to keep this from the streets
above. It is not just those cables and pipes buried in roadways, but the deep basements of skyscrapers that we are
addressing. The Earth, in areas where it is being stretched, like the entire eastern portion of North America and western
portion of Europe, will find the ground adjusting. What does it take to break a supporting structure, causing the mass to
come down? And if the mass drops, the buildings where this plumbing went up into are finding a tug down where they
were least designed to expect this. This weakens the infrastructure of the building, and it then starts to implode and
plummet. As in earthquakes, building affect their neighbors, and fire starts and spreads. When would this start, and
where? We are not allowed to pinpoint the city or estimated date, just as we are not allowed to do so with earthquakes.
However, we can say this, that anyone living in stretch zones should expect this to happen at any moment, as the trail
derailments have shown that earth movements of this kind, a separating of support, has started. Many cities are rooted
in rock, but this also can shift, one side down, the other tilted up, and this alone would cause adjustments in the cities
above. In cities in compression zones, or slip-slide, the results are similar, but accompany quakes. This, city disasters
along with quakes, is called earthquake damage. Our imploding buildings Prediction will not be called as correct until
such matters happen outside of quake accompaniment.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Exploding Factories
Note: added during the Feb 22, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Imploding buildings, which we Predicted some months ago to occur in countries and lands affected by the North
Atlantic stretch, are already occurring. The first evidence of a disruptive stretch were the derailing trains, which got in
the news in a big way when they first occurred, but recently have been suppressed though the incidence in increasing.
A track is examined, and within hours a train derails with a track that has zigged and zagged, and the reason is given
as a warm day affecting the tracks. These derailments happened in the US eastern states, Maryland and Florida, and in
the UK.
Following this exploding factories came into the news, but the public can expect that as the incidence increases the
news will be suppressed. The first dramatic incidence was in NC, the Kingston factory, which massive explosion was
attributed to rubber dust, though the factory was functioning as it had for years, with no such incidences. Were there
not smokers among the factory personnel? Was there no dust at all, prior to this explosion, which lifted the roof much
of a mile in the air? Lately there has been an exploding factory in Kentucky, and an unexplained refinery explosion in
Staten Island, NY. Texas has had a number of odd occurrences, exploding streets, homes, collapsing buildings under
construction, also over the recent months.
How does an earth stretch affect a factory, gas lines under a street, such that explosions occur? Fittings are intended to
be tight, with gaskets used to seal the fitting. All is put under enough pressure to ensure no leakage occurs! When
pulled apart, unless there is a noticeable lack of pressure in the pipes, this is not noticed! Thus, leaking can occur, of
chemicals, gasses, whatever, and an explosive mix can accumulate, waiting for a spark. The dramatic explosions occur
most often where explosive material is in the area, the initial leaking and explosion sparking a larger explosion. These
factory or street explosions are but a forerunner of what we referred to as imploding buildings, however. These are
explosions, caused by the stretch, but not an implosion caused by structural failure under a buildings. When you hear
that an otherwise solid and long standing building collapsed, for unexplained reasons, then you have an implosion.
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ZetaTalk: Months Before
Note: added during the Feb 1, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

As can be sensed from the Earth changes that are already surprising scientists and weathermen, the Earth does not
simply wait until the passage, until the moment of the shift, to begin expressing what it will do during the shift.
Stretching of the Atlantic has already been expressed with train derailments along the East Cost of North
America and parts of Europe subject to the stretch, such as the UK and Spain. Buildings collapse in Texas, a
bridge dislodges in Kansas, and a factory suddenly is engulfed in explosions not experienced or expected in its
lifetime, unexplained. The North Carolina factory explosion was not caused by rubber dust, as this would have
been a constant factor during the life of the factory. This is no more the reason for the explosion than a hot day
causing trail derailments in Maryland. These types of building implosions, structural movements that cause
anything likely to collapse to do so, or likely to explode to do so, will continue apace.
Weather irregularities, with sudden deluges rushing water down ravines and rivers, or developing into hurricane
force winds with little warning off the coasts, will continue to become more extreme than the past few months
and years have led man to expect.
Earthquake will increase in both number and severity, such that they will start to occur in areas not expecting
them, thus most devastated by their occurrence. We have pointed out recently that the quake patterns now are
not simply domino, where one plate pushes another within a day, but almost instantaneous in this push on the
other side of the plate affected. Likewise, that these quakes are exhibiting a pole shift pattern, with a stretching
of the Atlantic and a compression of the Pacific along the lines of the plate adjustment we have predicted. This
will continue, with Hawaii rising, Japan exploding, Indonesia erupting, and Australia tilting. The Rifts in Africa
and the Red Sea will spread, Pakistan experience precursors of the rip to occur there, and India finding itself
particularly vulnerable to unexpected flood tides.
To prepare for what might happen to your locale, read the Scripted Drama page we have presented previously, and
memorize this. Expect, in small part, what we have described for your locale to occur early, so you will not be
surprised. If you are in an area that can be flooded, due to tides or a deluge, then mentally prepare for this. If you are
in an area that has never experienced quakes, then read a book or watch a movie to get acquainted with what this is all
about! If you have never had muddy water rise up in your plumbing, taking the city water supply for granted, and this
suddenly happens because of Earth movements in your area, you have only yourself to blame for not having spare
water at hand for such a situation! Rather than expecting someone to knock at your door and inform you when your
life will not plod along as usual, take some responsibility for this!
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ZetaTalk: Rotation Stops
Note: added during the May 3, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

We have stated that a quake will affect Southern California into the Sierras before the shift, and this has some
wondering about the time frame. Where as we have stated we are not allowed to predict, with specifically, the location
and timing of quakes, we can give some general guidelines. We have stated that during the week of rotation stoppage
the Earth moans, the core attempting to turn and the crust locked by the grip of the approaching Planet X from the
south. Do you not think this stress would have an effect on crust adjustments? Today, less than a month from the shift,
the increased quake frequency and strength has reached the point of being noticeable to the general public. Yet the
crust turns with the core, which is only slowed by seconds per day in its rotation. Imagine what a stopped rotation
would do to stress in the crust. Today, the stretch along the Atlantic has trains derailing and sinkholes appearing in the
continents along the Atlantic Rift. Today, the compression of the Pacific has more volcanoes active than in the memory
of man, and slow and silent slippage of plates along the US West Coast not in the memory or man. Global quakes are
becoming so frequent as to become the norm, now, where only months ago this was not the case.
So what will happen when rotation stoppage occurs? All these stress points will become greatly exacerbated. The
stretch will increase so bridges will drop, one of their moorings losing. Cervices will appear in roadways. In the
Pacific Rim, volcanoes that were only threatening will actively ooze, or blow. Places where there are fault lines known
to be somewhat active will become a nightmare for those living there, endlessly shaking and causing pets and domestic
animals as well as wildlife to run frantic from the signals they get from the strained earth. If the West Coast of North
America is today experiencing a slow and silent quake, this means that a progressive slippage is already occurring.
Place this into the context of an increased slippage, where the northern portion of the North American continent moves
to the north, while the southern portion is locked! Do you think the Peninsula that is the Baja is positioned such by
accident? This is a sign of a rift. And a rift means plates locked on either side, unable to move as one. Thus, during the
week of rotation stoppage you will see many quakes, preceding the quakes of the shift, with ripping of rifts and the
consequent effects in land released from stress.
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ZetaTalk: Dark Side Clues
Note: added during the Nov 30, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

We have stated that when rotation stops, that humans will be so shocked, even if they do not acknowledge what is
happening, that none of the wheels that drive commerce or business or utilities or government will operate in any
degree. The bridge master, who must raise and lower a drawbridge, will leave his post, with the bridge up, so that cars
cannot cross, or vice versa. Traffic lights will freeze, or fail to operate, such that the cross roads becomes a mess of
beeping horns. Frightened individuals will stand in the way, arguing, red faced, over nothing, and refuse to be moved.
Cars will run out of gas, being driven by frightened drivers to the point of sudden stop, and then be abandoned. This
will leave the roadways clogged with endless problems, such that traffic does not move, on either the day or night side.
If those on the Long Day side can anticipate having a clue, in that their morning clock will be out of sync with what
they find outside, how will those on the long night side have a clue?
The answer, in both cases, is not to wait until that day when rotation actually stops, as the slowing is not sudden, in
this matter. Rotation is already slowing to the point that moon phases are being noted, as odd. Clocks are forever, now,
needing to be re-calibrated, but due to the weather being so strange, most have not thought this the most important
oddity to concern themselves with. The week before rotation stoppage, there will be undeniable slowing, such that
minutes a day are lost, then perhaps an hour a day. Should one be concerned about taking only that clue, to move to
the high lands, there will be many clues. Earthquakes are now to the point where Outright Lying by the USGS is
occurring, and noted. They underreport, and omit. But soon, these quakes will not just be numbers on the database,
they will be large enough, and happening in places not used to quakes, such that cities will be affected. There will be
many signs, in particular the large red object, growing larger, seen in the daylight, not a comet, not an asteroid, which
do not have light sources within themselves, and unexplained by the establishment. So, in view of this, when rotation
is slowed in a given day by several minutes, move!.
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ZetaTalk: Scripted Drama
Note: written on Apr 15, 2002. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

The stage having been set, then, the crust movement steps during the hour of the shift are as follows:

1. As the South Pole, gripped by the passing North Pole of the 12th Planet, moves north, the crust is torn from the
core and freed in this way, allowing pre-existing stress points to relax. Thus, Europe and Africa move further
east, allowing the Atlantic to rip apart during the slide northward.
2. The immediate effect of the massive plate housing Europe, Russia and the Near East to move is felt most
strongly in India, as the Himalayas are driven over India at this point, effectively submerging this country in a
wink.
3. The effect of the Indo-Australian plate taking a dive under the Himalayas is to relieve tension along the African
Rift, such that this tears, promptly, but in shuddering steps with halting adjustments and pauses between
shudders. In essence, the movement eastward of the African continent is a momentum creating this tear.
4. During the tearing of the Atlantic Ocean floor, and the dragging north or the North American continent, an
already existing tear in the St. Lawence Seaway tears further, essentially the weak link in this landmass held at
so many points to the further side of the Atlantic Ocean. Canada moves north, while the rest of the Americas
cling to the Atlantic Rift while it separates.
5. The movement of the massive plate housing Europe, Russia, and Asia to the east also is expected to rip this
plate along the Himalayas, as we have stated, creating an inland bay into the Russian lands just to what is now
the north of the Himalayas. This follows, in jerks and tears, over the hour of the shift, along with the tearing of
the African Rift.
6. When the ocean off the bulge of Brazil has reached the position of the current North Pole, crust slippage stops,
creating yet another drama. The major northern hemisphere plates stop, and whatever follows crashes into them.
In the case of the Americas, this causes Central America and the Caribbean to crumble.
7. In the case of Africa, already sliding eastward, the force is further movement eastward, as subduction of the
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Indo-Australian plate has already begun, the weaker link already established and momentum in process.
8. The pileup is in what was the former Northern Hemisphere, and the compression of the Pacific is creating
resistance as plates are subducted under the Americas, and then Japan explodes and Indonesia crumbles.
9. This frees the plates south of the tips of South America and Africa of stress. As the Pacific adjusts, reluctantly,
pressure toward Antarctica, the one place on the globe not experiencing plate pressure, allows new land to pop
up between the tips of South America and Africa.
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Note: written Dec, 2002

Throughout the world, survivors of the shift will react in different ways, depending upon their level of prior
knowledge and their personality. Look about you to the survivors of sudden storms, tornadoes or lightning strikes.
These individuals are devastated and basically in shock. They understand that something unexpected has occurred, and
they have lost loved ones, lost possessions, perhaps themselves are injured so life as they remembered it can never
return, and are grieving. If the result of an expected catastrophe, like an approaching hurricane where they boarded up
windows and tied down all that might blow away, the survivors might be angry at themselves for lack of proper
preparation, or angry at the gods for delivering the storm, or angry at the authorities for not issuing an earlier warning,
or angry at the insurance companies for not replacing lost goods, but anger is the mode. Now add to this the additional
devastation of no helping hands arriving, and even those simply grieving at the loss will become angry.
If the survivors were expecting the shift, were in what they considered a safe place and all supplies and loved ones tied
down and out of the wind and water surges, there will still be anger. Even had they convinced themselves that they
understood this to be a normal astrophysical occurrence, and prepared for it, anger is a normal reaction to loss, or
assault. Thus, survivors, even in camps where all were mentally prepared, will be angry, red faced, and wanting to
explode on some excuse of another. What to do with all that anger? Direct it into activity, productive activity.
Nature, for survival, has engineered into the human animal flight or fight, and you can expect your human animals to
want to do one or the other. There are those that will run, hysterical, trying to escape the devastation and only
returning when their energy has exhausted itself and they are again calm. There are those that will want to fight,
something, and will take this emotion out on the group unless directed elsewhere. In cases such as this, a quick
directive to save this or that supply, to save this or that child about to bleed to death, to rush to anther camp to find out
how they faired, will direct this energy into action, the purpose of the fight or flight emotion. Those with a calm head,
and those about them who may need to take over in case the calm head is not so calm as expected, after the shift,
should be prepared with this list and bark orders, promptly. Do not wait until fighting among the group breaks out,
bickering, explosion, and the need to mend fences afterwards. Be prepared in the first minutes after the shift, when
survivors are emerging and dusting themselves off, red faced and looking for the enemy.
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ZetaTalk: Rotation Returns
Note: written on Aug 15, 1996. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

After the 12th Planet passes, the Earth's rotation begins again due to the factors that guide rotation of the planets in
your solar system. Many humans assume rotation to be simply leftover motion resulting from some past activity such
as the big bang, but rotation is guided by gravitational and electromagnetic influences on the liquid cores of planets
and moons. Parts of the core move away from or toward these influences, dragging the crust with it, and as the turning
motion brings those parts of the core back to where they don't want to be, motion is re-instituted and continued. For
the Earth, frozen in place at the moment of passage, rotation begins again within a day after the 12th Planet moves
from its influential place between the Earth and the Sun. Rotation restarts, at first slowly but then picking up speed
until a day on planet Earth is much as it used to be. Just as rotation stops within a day, just so rotation returns within a
day, much to the relief of the frantic survivors who fear the long day or night they have been experiencing will never
end.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: New Geography
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

After the pole shift the Earth begins rotating again, with its new poles in the same relative position to the Solar System
as today. In other words, whatever part of the Earth is North, magnetically, after the shift, will become the new North
Pole. The pole shift, with consequent realignment of the poles, will place the New Equator over formerly frozen lands.
Greenland, Canada, Alaska, Siberia, and Europe will be affected by the new equator. This will not mean that these
areas will be lush, right away. The temperate zones, not all that lush to begin with, will find themselves after the
cataclysms in a warm state, but with little vegetation. Past cataclysms have regularly rearranged the Earth's geography
and climate zones, as the Earth attests. The continents, once one large land mass, were torn apart, temperate or tropical
areas suddenly freezing up and covering over with ice and snow that never melts, and frozen wastelands gradually
melting and warming to sustain life once again. Mountains in mountain building areas were pushed higher and
subducting plates were suddenly slid under the overplate.
While the land rearranges the oceans slosh about but eventually settle into the lower areas. Coastal spots that had
formerly been above the water line may now be under the waves, and likewise plates that had been submerged may
now be dry land. How much land pokes above the waves depends on how deep and wide the ocean rifts are, but
historically the land mass in total has remained the same. Continents do not disappear, but plates abutting continents or
close to the ocean surface may rise and fall, depending on the plate action around the site and elsewhere around the
globe. If plate action thrusts formerly submerged land out from under the sea, then the settling oceans have less area to
settle into and consequently beaches worldwide may rise. Likewise, a sudden yaw in a mid-ocean rift may cause
beaches worldwide to drop, but inevitably the yaw is matched by a crunch elsewhere, where land will subduct.
After a pole shift the former poles invariably melt and soften while the new poles take on layer after layer of ice and
snow. This pace is not matched, as polar cap building only stabilizes at a point where evaporation and melting at
glacial edges equals the arrival of newly fallen snow after some centuries. In the meantime the Waters Rise worldwide,
several hundred feet, and then recede again. This pace is gradual, so that coastal settlements have plenty of time to
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relocate, an exercise they find they must do repeatedly.
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Note: added during the Feb 1, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

During any pole shift, just what the tilt will be, what the length of the day will be, and whether the magnetic and
geographic alignment line up is subject to change and chance. However, there are static influences in the solar system,
in the environment that surrounds and influences the solar system, that are not subject to change simply because Planet
X decides to pass through. The magnetic alignment is one. This is dominated, set, by the alignment of the Sun, which
has its alignment due to outside influences, and the Earth lines up with this. Thus, one can expect their compasses to
point north, but just where north is re the lay of the land may vary. When rotation returns, it is subject to pulls on the
liquid parts of the core that are set, as far as where these pulls are located.
The core, however, is not set, and as has been reported by Plato, in the history of man, it has been noted that at times
the Earth rotates in the opposite direction, if the swirling core starts to move in this direction after the shift, and
momentum continuing the direction. During these times, the day was much longer, as there was a tug backwards as
well as in the normal direction the liquid core moves. Should the Earth start to rotate early, due to a close passage, as
happened last, the North/South may not be quite set before rotation starts, and there may be some pull to continue due
to momentum, in spite of the actual tug on the core being otherwise. So, is the tilt of the Earth now, wrong, and what is
the likely tilt in future, after the coming shift? During the last shift, the passage of Planet X was much closer than the
coming shift, and thus as we have stated the jerk to align with an upside-down shift was closely followed by a jerk to
align back to be the same due to the quick passage, and thus only a slight crustal shift occurred. In that the shift, and
shift back, was so quick, the core was able to reinstitute rotation quickly, and did so before the Earth was aligned with
its magnetic alignment, which then followed.
However, normally, rotation is much more aligned with the magnetic alignment than at present. A tilt does occur, so
seasons such as winter and summer do occur, in fact, a bit more extreme than at present. But as those humans
incarnated, alive at present, will find the Earth cooling down for some time, due to the friction of the core and heated
land masses, they will not find the winters extreme to the point of freezing in colder climes. And due to the increasing
ocean surface, where the moderating effect of ocean currents can condition the air above land, they will likewise not
find themselves frying. The future, for the hybrids and the new cities of the future, will take into account the changed
seasons, so not to worry.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Climate Changes
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

The pole shift, of course, radically affects the climate of every place on Earth. How could it not? The equator has
changed, and formerly temperate and even polar areas now find themselves under the hot, continuous equatorial sun.
Inhabitants of these areas may find themselves subject to severe sunburn, for the first time in their lives, and, not
understanding the phenomena, not know what to do. Other inhabitants, formerly in the equator, will quickly freeze to
death. The temperature plunges, unremittingly, and they are ill prepared. This is, all told, a relatively benign death, as
the hypothermic body becomes dreamy and seemingly falls asleep. Few areas will find the climate remaining the same,
by coincidence having the same relative latitude as before.
Over time the plants and animals change, accommodating the climatic change. Plants, in particular, are hard hit, as
they are sensitive to the temperature, humidity, and exposure to sun and wind. The die off is massive, but certain other
opportunists survive. Over time, there is a creep that occurs, such that from places where the climate has remained the
same plants grow outward toward where they find conditions hospitable. The opportunists who took over, preempting
all the strugglers, find they are being pushed, steadily, to assume their former status. Animals, being mobile, are less
hard hit, and either adjust their day and night to the new conditions or travel. After a time, a few centuries, the Earth
looks much as it did before, only this time with new poles, a new equator, and newly established temperate zones.
All of this activity is modulated at first by the gloom cause by Volcanic Dust. During the hour of the shift, all
volcanoes active now or dormant now will explode. Likewise, during this hour, hurricane force winds will whip over
the oceans. Due to this interaction, the gloom and humidity are present almost immediately after the shift.
Disbursement, so that this is evenly spread, occurs over the next few days, within a week, but the effect is virtually
immediate on vegetation requiring sunlight and a dry bed. Strong sunlight occurs only occasionally, in certain
locations. In the main there is dusk, ever present dusk. Where there is vegetation die back, this is caused in fact more
by the lack of sunshine than by any climatic changes. Animal life is impacted by the lack of food, too, more than
climatic changes. However, after a couple decades, the skies clear, and then the climatic changes are the stronger
determinant.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: New Climate
Note: written on Dec 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Overall, the Earth's climate remains much as it is today, throughout and after the cataclysms. Initially, just after the
pole shift, the local climate at any given point on the Earth will be a result of several factors.
Previous climate, as for instance on a former polar ice cap, will have either a warming or cooling influence. This
will only be extreme where ice packs linger or the ground is deeply frozen. Elsewhere warming or cooling to
temperatures appropriate to the new longitude occur within days.
Placement on the day or night side of the Earth, when rotation stops for days preceding the pole shift, and slowly
begins again after the 12th Planet passes. Again, this effect dissipates within days.
Volcanic activity and the roiling of the Earth's core, which continue for some decades after a pole shift, just as
they do during the decade preceding a pole shift. The 12th Planet lingers nearby, during its turnaround, and
makes a second pass a few years later. During this period the core of the Earth is not settled. Overall, this
activity has a slight warming influence, a few degrees at most depending on location.
A dense cloud cover that lasts for decades, resulting from the volcanic activity and loss of atmosphere due to the
stripping away that occurred during lashing by the comet's tail. The dust filled clouds are low to the ground, and create
a constant gloom. Rain occurs almost continuously. Where sunlight cannot penetrate and seldom manages to peek
through this dense cloud cover, it does warm the Earth's atmosphere and thus its warming influence is not lost on the
Earth. Less warmth from sunlight, but warm wet air.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Deserts
Note: written on Jul 15, 2002.

Deserts are caused by a lack of moist air, and this keys on air mass movement, where the air mass has been to allow it
to pick up moisture, and what temperature extremes it encounters causing it to drop its moisture. Air currents lift from
the equator and curl around toward the poles, circling back toward the equator, as the globe continually turns form east
to west under the blanket of air surrounding it. This causes air to curl down along the west coast of the Americas, after
having passed over the Pacific, creating the wet coastlines. By the time the air masses have pushed inland, they have
already dropped their moisture along the coast. In the case of Africa's vast deserts, the air masses curl around and
down through Europe and have already dropped the moisture picked up over the northern Atlantic on Europe, little left
for northern Africa. When over large continents, like the Gobi deserts of China, the jet stream is either moist or dry,
depending upon what it passed over recently. An air mass curling back from the polar region over Siberia is cold,
causing any moist air inland or within itself to condense into rain or snow, leaving little in the air by the time the mass
reaches the Gobi. In North America, air masses coming from the Coast are dry by the time they have lifted up and over
the mountain ranges, but air masses coming down directly from the lake riddled Canadian lands is relatively cool, and
when meeting moist air from the Gulf of Mexico creates thunderstorms aplenty. How will this situation change after
the shift?
The Americas will find the air masses curling around from the new equator coming across the massively flooded
Canadian lands, the flooded Mississippi Valley, and the flooded Amazon basin, so that ample rainfall will drop
on formerly desert areas of Arizona and Mexico. What is now the west coast of the Americas, on both north and
south continents, will find the curling air streams coming off the Pacific dropping their moisture as today, on the
coastlines. Thus, the Americas are not expected to have desert areas in the Aftertime.
Africa and Europe will sting out along the new Equator too, with the curling air masses flowing over the
Atlantic before passing over all but the inland portions of the Sahara Desert. The Sudan, thus, will find its deserts
continuing, as air reaching it has already dropped on the land along the coasts, while encountering cooler air
coming down from the new South pole, India, leaving little for the thirsty Sahara.
Due to the massive flooding of the lowlands of Siberia, air current curling from the new Equator toward the
Gobi will be moisture laden, and thus these desert lands will find their climate changing. The deserts of western
Australia will be under water, with no lack of rainfall on that portion of Australia remaining.
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Note: added during the Feb 15, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Climate changes will affect the local plants and animals, insects, fish, bacteria in the soil, all life will be affected.
Depending upon the pre-shift climate and conditions, and post-shift climate, all will die and be established eventually
from migrations of seeds and traveling bugs and the like, or change gradually.
Mexico
An example of a radical change that may explode into something the survivors welcome would be a desert, such
as in Mexico, where rains will come and those areas not hard baked will flourish. This land is currently tropical,
and will continue in that climate, but with more rain! Thus, the life there will not need adjusting, though life
adapted to living in the desert may find itself stressed.
Alaska
Another example of a radical change that would enhance life would be in Alaska, where permafrost and glaciers
will melt so that year round vegetation can flourish. This will of course result at first in the local trees and brush
becoming bothersome, and local bugs such as mosquitoes a horror. Thus, some time must pass before a near
polar environment changes to become a proper tropical environment. But life will not get worse for the
survivors, if they survive the hungry bears marauding, and those with the foresight to have seeds at hand may
find themselves in a virtual paradise.
Europe
Another example of a climate to the advantage of the survivors are those lands abutting ocean fishing, who are
already adjusted to some degree to fishing for food. All along the European coastlines there are such fishing
villages, and as the water floods inland, they will find their expertise welcomed.
Siberia
Siberia will flood, and where today fishing is not the primary source of food, those survivors who follow the
water line into the hills will find those with fishing knowledge among them treasured, and find their struggle for
food no worse than today when they have a harsh climate, a short summer, in which to grow their own crops.
Hardy folk, used to gleaning what they can on their own, they will adapt and enjoy the new climate they find
themselves in, the long coastline they can now explore, and the many peoples of the world they will encounter
Examples of climate changes that will spell death for survivors are of course in India, which will drown, and the Bulge
of Brazil, which will freeze, or those trapped on islands that will go under the waves so they have no place to flee.
Likewise, those living close to the new polar regions may find themselves devastated, if they are not prepared for the
cold.
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Note: written on May 15, 1997.

The hurricane winds will not simply blow in one direction or the other, but will continuously change directions,
blowing in large vortexes that move over the face of the Earth so that first the winds during the shift seem to be
blowing in this direction, then the other, as the vortex passes over a given place. After the shift, the winds will
establish into the pattern of the prevailing westerlies, as this pattern is related to the rotation of the Earth. Plot your
spot, check the new geography map, and place over this the prevailing westerlies to see where your winds will be
blowing.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: added during the Dec 14, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

An analysis of where the volcanic ash will blow should be done in the following manner:
1. The prevailing westerly will reinstitute themselves along the new Equator, curling away from the Equator as
they do today, and returning. Take the globe produced by snipping Nancy's New Geo map and turn it under your
gaze, and you will see where these winds will establish themselves.
2. Volcanic ash lofts from the source, the volcano, and diminishes as it move upward. The heavier ash falls almost
immediately, and does not loft. The lighter ash lofts, but gets disbursed.
Thus, those lands directly in the path of the prevailing westerly, in the curling from the Equator manner they develop,
and the return to the Equator from higher altitudes they develop, can be expected to be heavily ashed. Those lands a
long distance from such a direct path can expect to have cloudy skies, for high born ash, but no heavy delivery of ash
to their land. We suggest that those concerned about this do their homework, as Nancy long ago produced, in the
Troubled Times page on the Pole Shift, animated graphics showing this process.

Satellite View of 2008 (formerly Inactive) Chile Volcano Explosion
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: written on Sep 15, 1996. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

The Earth's rotation returns to her normal pace within days of the 12th Planet's passage. In fact, the return occurs faster
than a mirror image of the stoppage of rotation, due to the 12th Planet leaving the Solar System at a faster clip than the
speed at which it entered. When the 12th Planet enters the Solar System, it begins what is essentially a dive for the
Sun. As a repulsion force prevents contact, the 12th Planet in essence ricochets off the Sun, zooming past and on out of
the Solar System. Thus, within a day of the passage, the Earth begins to rotate again, and within a day or two has
returned to her normal pace or rotation. Nevertheless, during an adjustment period that may last several months or
even years, rotation may be a bit erratic. One should not set the clock on a 24 hour day, at least not at first.
Where the Earth found the approach of the 12th Planet creating confusion in her magnetic field, the decades following
a passage of the 12th Planet are in the main a mirror image of the decades leading up to the passage. However, the
Earth's return to a normal magnetic field state is delayed by several years due to the turnaround and return of the 12th
Planet. As we have explained, during the coming passage, the 12th Planet will pass close to the Earth on the first pass,
but be on the opposite side of the Sun on the second pass. Nevertheless, by slowing down and hanging around during
the turnaround, the 12th Planet continues to magnetically confuse the core of the Earth by being yet another influence
the Earth must deal with. Thus, compasses will behave erratically for a number of decades after the passage.
A gloomy atmosphere, with the cloud cover seemingly on the ground, will last for at least two decades and then
dissipate over the next several years. Several factors are at play here, causing this situation. First, the atmosphere was
in essence torn away during the 12th Planet's passage, and is in a process of rebuilding. Second, volcanoes that erupted
during the pole shift continue to burp ash into the atmosphere, creating a dense cloud cover. Even after these volcanoes
become inactive, the ash that has been thrown into the atmosphere takes some times to settle. As the atmosphere is
thin, it tends to drop any water it picks up rather readily. Clouds, after all, are water vapor, but when clouds cannot
waft high they are subject to slow motion and bumping into things that cause condensation. Thus, it seems to be
raining continuously, at least in a drizzle.
Vegetation regrows in proportion to the sunlight than manages to work its way though the dense cloud cover. At first,
there is only a brave sprout of two, which quickly gets eaten by anything hungry in the vicinity. Due to the damp and
cloudy environment, many plant species simply do not appear until the climate changes, and then, activated by the
climatic conditions that their DNA has become programmed to react to, the seeds magically sprout. Forests that had
been leveled by hurricane winds or burned to the ground during firestorms regrow from seedlings. Within a few
decades, young forests have reappeared, as have lush meadows and marshlands. Opportunistic vegetation eventually
gets pushed aside as the climate worldwide returns to normal. For hundreds of years, however, the vegetation in any
given region may have a different appearance that it will ultimately, due to this type of adjustment.
Wildlife, being mobile, rebounds more readily than the vegetation. Wildlife tends to wander until it finds a hospitable
home, and there park until matters improve. Many species will seem extinct, where they are merely decimated in
number and staying close to where conditions are optimal. As they regrow in numbers and the habitat improves, they
return to their venturesome ways, and thus, to mankind, seem to suddenly reappear. Fish fare better, particularly if
ocean going, as the oceans are not traumatized in the same manner that land life is. In fact, due to the increased carbon
dioxide in the air after a pole shift, the kelp and other plant life in the ocean thrives, creating a life cycle reaction that
benefits ocean life. As man, the great plunderer, has essentially disappeared, species that had almost gone extinct will
be on the rebound.
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ZetaTalk: Exploding Toads
written May 4, 2005

Could the Zetas explain what is going on with the exploding toads in Germany and Denmark? Will this
phenomena spread to other species?
We have explained that both humans and animals would increasingly take sick during the years going into the pole
shift due to factors such as emanations from the roiling core of the Earth and migration of microbs due to climate
change. Fauna and flora are also migrating, with encroachment of habitat a concern for the resident fauna and flora.
Evolution is an adjustment, over time, to what exists, and when climate is stable, as it is between pole shifts, the fauna
and flora give all indications of being stable and content. What is assumed as normal for a region is only what has
been established as the equilibrium after the last pole shift. We have emphasized that extinction of species occurs
during pole shifts due to the stress of this change, due to loss of food sources or changes in temperature or rainfall or
invasive microbs or species. There are winners and losers in these clashes. The outcome after a pole shift is dependent
upon many factors. Beyond Spring coming early in the northern hemisphere recently, and migrating species, there are
reports of mass death washing up on shores or wildlife falling sick. Among humans, there are worrisome reports of
flesh eating bacteria or outbreaks in Ebola like viruses in Africa on the increase. Are the exploding toads related, and
what is causing them to swell and burst?
Digestive systems, as anyone who has had indigestion and gas will understand, is a delicate balance between what is
eaten and what is available to assist digestion. If taking antibiotics destroys the natural microbs in the digestive tract of
humans, diarrhea will result. Indigestion also results in explosive gas, the methane gas so familiar in farting, but in any
case the product of undigested food decomposing in a quite natural way if outside of the digestive tract. If the toads eat
something that their digestive tracts are not prepared to digest, this can result in gas, as it does in humans. Part two of
this drama is the ability of the species to rid itself of gas in the gut. Humans get cramps and move it all along, toads do
not. They have expansive bellies, remarkably so, so that any indigestion eventually works itself out without harm. But
where the intake and indigestion overwhelm the expansion capacity, explosion results. Those examining the exploded
toads are looking for an unexpected microb, when they should be examining the food the toads are eating. What is new
in the food chain, not formerly found but now prevalent? Therein lies the answer.
Signs of the Times #1394
Thousands of Amphibians Exploding In Germany, Experts Baffled [Apr 24] ‘Hundreds of toads
have met a bizarre and sinister end in Germany in recent days, it was reported: they exploded.
According to reports from animal welfare workers and veterinarians as many as a thousand of the
amphibians have perished after their bodies swelled to bursting point and their entrails were
propelled for up to a metre (three feet). The bodies of the toads expanded to three and a half times
their normal size. Explanations include an unknown virus, a fungus that has infected the water, or
crows, which in an echo of the Alfred Hitchcock movie "The Birds", attack the toads, literally
scaring them to death.’ [and from another source] MIDLAND, July/August 2000 - on May 21 in the
61st through 64th paragraphs of a 76-paragraph NEW YORK TIMES feature on the childhood of
Republican candidate for U.S. president George W. Bush: ‘We were terrible to animals,’ he
recalled, laughing. A dip behind the Bush home turned into a small lake after a good rain, and
thousands of frogs would come out. ‘Everybody would get BB guns and shoot them... Or we´d put
firecrackers in the frogs and throw them and blow them up.’ [Note: can’t blame this one on Bush.]
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ZetaTalk: Melting Ice Caps
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

After the cataclysms the existing polar ice will melt, while at the same time reforming over the new poles. The melting
will occur faster than the reforming, as for ice to form there are more factors at play than for ice to melt. We will
explain. The ice over the former poles will now be facing the Sun, and the melt rate will proceed based on the air
temperature and the absorption of solar rays, both of which will be high as the old poles will now be situated
essentially at the new equator. Any water at the new poles will freeze, but the buildup of ice on a pole is not altogether
from the water that happened to be there when the pole took position. The buildup comes from precipitation, and this
accumulates over hundreds of years. At some point an equilibrium is established, with icebergs breaking off and
floating to warmer waters and the like. The Earth, therefore, will experience More Water in its oceans for some time
after the cataclysms.
Where new poles take centuries to fully form, existing poles thrust under an equatorial sun melt rapidly. The melting
poles will thus raise the sea level, worldwide, by 650 to 700 feet within two years. Survivors living below this level
will find themselves moving repeatedly as rivers begin to overflow their banks and marsh areas become lakes. Those
planning survival sites should consider this as well as escape routes for survivors who might be trapped by the rising
water. Survival sites should be selected for their ability to link to other land areas that will be above the water line as
well, so that technologies and skills can be shared among the survivors. Survivors thus will find visiting each other
possible rather than impossible in a new world without maps and certainly without guidelines for boats setting out on
what will seem to be an endless sea.
Going on the assumption that the poles have always been, essentially, where they are found today, humans have
extracted core samples which they assume will be a frozen record of climatic changes back through the eons - a dust
layer here, bits of vegetation there, a higher carbon dioxide level here, and on through any number of variables.
However, unlike the rings in a tree, which show its age, layers of ice do not show what is absent. The tree trunk is
viewed as a whole, reflecting the life of a tree, but polar ice reflects only that portion of its life that has not melted
away. Many shifts are slight, thus causing partial melting or melting on only one side. Thus, for the existing poles,
there are places where the debris and gasses caught in the ice tell a long tale.
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ZetaTalk: Rising Seas
Note: below taken from the Melting Ice Caps page.

It has been estimated by mankind’s scientists that the melting, completely, of the Antarctic ice would cause the oceans
of the world to rise in sea level by 200 feet. This is measuring the effect of ice above the water line melting and
returning to the body of water, and leveling out. More occurs during and for some time after the shift when the existing
poles are placed under the equatorial sun and all active volcanoes of the world explode. What degree of heat would be
generated by the crust and core separating and the core moving under the crust? How much heat is required to melt
rock, during rapid subduction of one plate over another, which the Indians of the West Coast and witnesses of the last
pole shift in the Middle East report? How rapidly does heat dissipate, even from campfire ashes, open to the air, or the
seat of a chair from which the occupant recently rose? Most of the surface of the Earth is covered by the great oceans,
which warm completely, without cold spots, after the shift, and do not return to having cold spots until some centuries
have passed. This warmer water accounts for the rise in sea level, in the main.
Note: below added during the October 5, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The oceans of the world are mostly a vast unexplored territory to man, who cannot drop to their depths else be
crushed, nor explore them at length when descending at all. The depth of rifts is calculated by radar, and the
temperatures estimated by probes. What can be assumed is that the water is not freezing, else would form into ice and
rise to the top. But water can be at the freezing temperature, and not freeze, if kept in motion, as flowing rivers in the
cold of winter give evidence. In computing the rise in the seas to 675 feet, more than the melting of Antarctic and
Greenland ice is presumed, as this rise has been computed by man to be only 200 feet. Since the water flowing from
the pole is cold, and would drop and run along the deep ocean rifts, this would bring those rifts to the freezing point,
cold water falling below warm. How high does that cold water rise? Human statistics measure the temperature at
various depths, so this is a known statistic. What is the volume of water in the deep rifts, vs water at more shallow
depths? This is also statistically evident, as the oceans have been mapped by radar. Nevertheless, in considering that
the temperature worldwide, at all depths, might rise to the level of the surface waters at the Equator, the math does not
compute.
What is missing from this equation is swelling of land masses, land surface under the water, as odd as this concept
might sound. Metal is known to expand when heated, but the concept of hot mud being larger in volume than cold
mud has not been considered, as it has never been a concern of man’s. Heat is particles in motion, and they bump
atoms about so that expansion is the result. All land surface will be heated due to the swirling of the core, the heat to
the extent that it can escape into the land surface doing so. The result? This surface will expand, crevasses opening,
flaky layers of rock separating, and buckling occurring that creates spaces in the interior of rock. Under the oceans,
this equates to a higher ocean bottom, with the water needing to go someplace, and as the bottom is moving up, the sea
level can only go up also. Thus, where this cannot be computed by man, being a missing dynamic in his statistics, this
is the explanation for why our 675 foot rise does not compute given the known factors - water volume and increase per
degree of heat rise.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Sea Level
Note: written during the August 10, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The sea level, rising to 675 feet, will gradually drop due to the following factors.
1. The core of the Earth, hot from the turmoil of the shift and friction with the crust, will have its excess heat
absorbed by the oceans and gradually dissipated. This will take 50 year to dissipate, during which time the
oceans will plateau, then cool. The cooling phase will take 250 years longer, to be complete.
2. The new poles will freeze rainfall or ocean water into ice, pulling up water. This likewise will take hundreds and
even thousands of years to reach an equilibrium where iceberg breakage and ice formation stabilize the ice
development.
Thus, we estimate 300 years for a reduced level, to be followed by thousands of years of pole formation. During this
time, the Earth will move physically into 4th Density, with a smaller sun as not all of the sun will be moved. This will
expedite the polar ice formation, such that more land will be found around the equator, more ice over larger areas over
the poles. Thus, in your lifetime, plan on the 675 foot level, and worry not about your next incarnation’s experiences.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Atmosphere Loss
Note: written during the August 10, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

For a time after the shift, the clouds will be lower, as the atmosphere will be ripped away. This will if anything create
a sense of being on a higher elevation, less air pressure, but you will be so preoccupied that you won't notice. The
oxygen availability will also not create any more problems than the average city presents to you, due to pollution.
Soon, within years, less than a decade, the oxygen will be replenished due to ocean kelp and the like. As we have
stated, if you are not utterly out in the open, in a semi-enclosed environment, during the shift, you will not suffocate.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Nuclear Winter
Note: written on Feb 15, 2002.

The nuclear winter must discussed during the Cold War in fact does not occur during heavy volcanic ash times. Has
this occurred in the past? Mankind surmises this, with the extinction of the dinosaur attributed to heavy ash. This is all
speculation, and as we have stated, the dinosaur died because of a virus, not a meteor strike. Sunlight warms even if it
cannot make it through he clouds. It warms the clouds, the air, etc. Thus, especially since the core is warming the Earth
today with its increased swirling, you can expect that the core will continue to make the globe warmer, after the shift.
In addition, the atmosphere will be torn away, so the clouds will be lower and the atmosphere less of a block to the
warmth of the sunlight than today. All reasons for the globe to stay warm, which it will. You can anticipate the same
degree of warmth, per latitude, that you experience today. Sunburn and radiation are suppressed by the ash cloud, the
one advantage.
Depending upon where one is, downwind from volcanoes, the ash will poison the water and soil. This tends to be the
immediate effect after a violent burping, not a lingering effect. However, since violent burping will occur big time
during the shift, all ash afterwards will carry poisons. Thus, until the rains wash this away, some months at best,
drinking water should be distilled. Ground water may carry these poisons for a longer time, depending upon how close
to the surface this is, the flow patters, etc. Water in lakes and oceans dilutes, where ground water stagnates. Fish
likewise have an ability to exclude lead, though do absorb other heavy metals such as Mercury. Likewise, water retains
warmth, and algae grows in abundance in places land based plants cannot tolerate. Thus, this resource should be
explored, and explored thoroughly, prior to the shift, as a real survival technique.
Wildlife struggles, as the extinction of the Mammoth shows. Wildlife is used to a struggle, and migrates almost
constantly after the shift, so survives in general. Domesticated animals survive because of the determination of their
owners, who remain attached to the hope that their prior life will return. Relying on wildlife, hunting, will prove
disappointing as wildlife will soon diminish to the point of no results. Hunters will at first eat well, then starve.
Vegetation is most affected by the lack of light, and secondarily by being drown. The lush rain forests your beautiful
Earth supports give voice to the tenacity of vegetation to survive. Many seeds sprout only when conditions are right, so
decades later emerge. Those looking to crops will find this is not the way to go, in the immediate aftertime. As we
repeatedly mention, fishing is a good source of protein, as are bugs, and plants should be the minimal part of your diet.
Humans are used to just the opposite. So this is a mind set adjustment. A bit of salad, something with high Vitamin C,
but use this almost as a garnish!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Gloom
Note: written during the August 10, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

We have stated that the Earth will be under volcanic dust gloom for 25 years. Obviously, this will depend upon region,
proximity to burping volcanoes, being down or upwind of same, and elevation. Our emissary, Nancy, has developed an
animated graphic, shortly after ZetaTalk began, which is available from the Pole Shift TOPIC in the Info section. This
shows the Earth turned to its new geography, with major volcanic regions pouring gray dust into the atmosphere. After
a few turns of the globe, indicating time passing, this creates a gray cloud cover of sorts over the entire globe.
However, this is not entirely true, and we will explain the differences.
Volcanic gloom is always heavier within a thousand miles down wind from the volcano. Thus, if one if outside of the
downwind corridor, one escapes this heavy fallout. Volcanic gloom is always heavier at lower elevations in such
places, as the heavier particles fall back to Earth, after being air born by the force of heat rising or explosions, and
high elevations some 500 miles downwind from a burping volcano might find they have less dust than a lower
elevation 1,000 miles downwind. The size of the volcano also matters, and whether it is under water of above ground.
As silly as this statement seems, this is something to consider when planning a survival location. Remember that the
sea level will rise, our estimate some 675 feet above current levels. If a volcano, such as those in Indonesia or the
Philippines or Central America, goes under water during this time, the ash will be carried by water, not air. Also, some
volcanoes ooze, others belch, and the amount of ash differs.
Thus, some areas will find themselves groping through the dusk for 40 years, as Moses reported where he wandered
just east of the volcanoes in the Mediterranean, and other locations will find the gloom like overcast days, the sun
rarely shinning through, but occasional sunlight beaming through like a promise. In those areas, which can be plotted
by careful analysis of the new geography and factors to be considered, survivors will find vegetation struggling
through, but crops will still be pathetic to nonexistent. These areas will find after 15 years, that the gloomy days are
lightening up, and think this a return to normalcy, in their joy.
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ZetaTalk: Drizzle
Note: added during the Nov 30, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Drizzle occurs most certainly during the months following the shift, and thereafter depending upon location. The
atmosphere is low, clouds low, as the atmosphere was stripped away during the shift and must rebuild. Thus, clouds
being low, is like continuous fog, and fog settles out in the form of rain, or drizzle, upon any slight temperature
change. If the land is downwind from a large water source, like a lake or ocean, then certainly there will be fog, and
drizzle, until the atmosphere rebuild. If the land is high, inland, away from air passing over water and then over land
where there are temperature changes, then no drizzle, and perhaps even dry air. This water can be used for drinking,
and harvesting the fog is a recommended way of gaining drinking water. Fog harvests are done by placing material
that causes condensation, which then drips down the material, perhaps a sheet, into buckets. The atmosphere is
expected to rebuild over a 50 year period, but the clouds lift during that time such that they are not close to the ground
more than 5 years, and thus one can compute the drizzle period accordingly.
Note: added during the Feb 15, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Continuous drizzle, has been predicted for the world for some 25 years, during the time when volcanic gloom will also
prevail and the clouds lie close to the ground. There is a nexus between volcanic gloom and the continuous drizzle we
have predicted in the Aftertime. The volcanic gloom, where wafted into the upper atmosphere, is less devastating than
when held close to the ground, but this is what will be occurring. The rains predicted during the pole shift, the deluges,
are a result of the hurricane force winds that wipe over the oceans and then inland. And this process, after the existing
poles melt and the land masses shrink, will continue to some degree, as ocean breezes will be close to land. Fewer
deserts, due to less isolation from water drenched breezes. Add to this that the atmosphere is low, and the volcanic dust
can only rise so high. It is no secret that rain often is incited by dust, water forming around a particle, and this process
will be in place worldwide. It is the rain, to some degree, which cleans the air of the fine volcanic dust that will blow
about, otherwise, seemingly endlessly. Thus, there is a relationship, the 25 years we have predicted for volcanic gloom,
also being in place for continuous drizzle. This is not to say that survivors must live in their raincoats, as this will be a
reducing phenomena, over the 25 years.
Most plants that like strong sun, or shade, will struggle along in an adverse setting, simply giving way to other plants
that flourish, being pushed out. Thus, if there are no competitors, the existing plants will struggle on, or attempt to. If
there are competitors, then survivors should simply change their diet! We would suggest that those intent on surviving
analyze their target climate, including likely rainfall and volcanic gloom, and plan accordingly. Store seeds and
livestock or fish for the target climate! Take a hand in establishing new fauna and domesticated animals. This would
include weeds, as they are often hardy, with domesticated crops being bred for high produce, not hardiness. Weeds
may not be welcomed now, in fact excluded or prohibited, but in the Aftertime be the most likely produce. Thus, think
of the target, and see how well your local food sources will do. If well, then you are fortunate, if not, then aggressively
plan for the target. Take responsibility for your survival, your Aftertime living, and no apologies!
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ZetaTalk: Natural Resources
Note: written Aug 15, 1995.

Given man's rapacious nature, at the current rate of population explosion, most of the Earth's biological resources
would be exterminated within decades. Those that remained, beyond cultivated crops and animals, would be deep
within the sea or in barren cold places where pollution had not spread because man did not choose to live there. The
cataclysms, of course, will change all that, more than evening the odds between man and nature. But were it not for the
cataclysms, mankind would utterly destroy the biological diversity of this world, plundering the seas until chain
reactions set in to decimate populations not even targeted by man. Penguins, who eat fish, cannot migrate to warmer
climates if the fish decline - they can only weaken and succumb to the cold. Kelp beds, the great oxygen machine of
the Earth, are already damaged by the harsh rays of the Sun which the depleted ozone layer is failing to filter. The kelp
beds stand at the base of the food chain for many thousands of life forms, in one form or another. For instance, some
life forms require the kelp beds for protection, shelter. On land man's senseless greed has left so many scars we need
not retell the tragedy.
Where ecological battles are sometimes won, the line held, the steady press of teeming masses of humans would soon
turn the tide. Everything would be sacrificed, as has always been the case. Except for isolated instances of land
purchased for parks, or set aside for wild life, when has man not simply rolled over the landscape like a horde of
locusts, leaving in its wake dead waters reeking of noxious chemicals, top soil blown to the winds, forests clear cut for
the convenience of greedy operators, and wildlife out in the open and without protection hunted to extinction for sport.
Will these trends continue after the Transformation? They will, but due to setbacks during the cataclysms, they will
essentially stop, and as attitudes will change during the Transformation, raping the Earth will cease. The Earth's natural
bounty will be allowed to renew, the new race of man living in harmony, not clashing, with nature.
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ZetaTalk: Rebirth
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

The Earth of the future will clear up. There are several factors that affect the Earth's health. For one, the cataclysms
will make changes. The Earth's population will reduce by 90%. Polluting practices, such as burning oil and chemical
additives, will essentially stop. Life, such as continues, will be primitive. Massive land changes will occur, with land
rising from the ocean depths and existing land sinking below the sea. Rain fall will be almost continuous, washing the
newly raised land of its salts. Pollutants, such as chemical processing plants, will be dispersed worldwide. And the
atmosphere, with its many problems, will be reformed afresh.
The Earth recovers from a shift in relationship to its location relative to active volcanoes, in the main. The skies
clear first where this dust is in the high altitudes, not in the wind-drift from fresh ash just raised. 5 years after
the shift, even 2 years after the shift, some sporadic sunlight will warm the Earth. Those areas not getting direct,
unclouded, sunlight will notice an increase in intensity, through the clouds. It is possible even under clouds to
get a sunburn, so clouds are not a death sentence to vegetation. 10 years after the shift, many parts of the globe
will consider themselves back to normal, although their memory will be failing them in this regard. So much
better than before, that it seems like heaven! Other parts of the globe, in the down-drift from volcanoes, will feel
like Moses, enduring 40 years in the Valley of Death, where nothing lives.
Edibility and availability of native weeds and grasses after the shift, as a source of food for humans and
livestock and even wildlife, depends upon the location, entirely. In some parts of the world, life will virtually
close down. This is near volcanoes, under the drifting ash, or where polar cold descends. In other parts of the
world, there will within two years be abundant grasses or weeds. For instance, the new land emerging between
Antarctica and Africa, will be moist, temperate, highly fertile, and without competition from livestock or seed
from most weeds. Any seed landing there will flourish!
In areas not in the path of volcanic ash, but affected by the overall gloom, one might estimate a 50% reduction
in sunlight and crop success. For instance, if a crop needed strong sunlight to flourish, it might barely get to
producing seed before the season ends. In nature, this would reproduce the weed, but for crops, it would not be a
return. Survivors will soon find what crops manage to give a return, and what not! Another factor is rot, the
moisture level, which will be extreme. Mold will be everywhere, dampness, bugs, and those crops that tolerate
damp conditions coming through, others failing utterly. Root crops, where they provide a survivor in the
evolution chain due to the energy in these roots or tubers, do not do well enough after a pole shift due to the wet
ground and mold about.
Also, consider the wildlife and bugs, which are likewise hungry. Food under the surface can be reached and
eaten while the exhausted humans sleep, where fences are less likely to be breached. This is not an easy answer,
as it depends so much on local, and what each survivor or group is familiar with planting and harvesting, so the
variables are immense. If a crop can be grown in the dim, the damp, and is not susceptible to mice or moles, yet
carries nutrition, it is a winner! Remember, likewise, that you can eat bugs, if they manage to eat your crops!
Trees will in the main die, as they do not have stores of energy that can be tapped, and rely on annual sunlight to
maintain those portions of themselves that are live. Then how do trees survive, shift after shift? Seedlings, in
fact, survive better, and many seeds do not sprout until years later. It only takes a few sprouting seeds to
perpetrate the species. Seedlings are tiny compared to the giant parent, and thus can move along with fewer
nutrients. In fact, it is the seedling trees, growing a few years after the shift, that should be nurtured, not the
dying parents. Just as after a forest fire, these are the trees of the future!
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ZetaTalk: Seeds of Rebirth
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

Regarding why people should be concerned about ecology, when a doomsday scenario is approaching. One should
ponder what will happen as humanity considers the nearing comet. Should one continue to save, regularly, for a rainy
day? For retirement? Or should one cash in one's savings and enjoy it while one may? Many people need little excuse
to have a party as it is. This philosophy can be applied to the resources of the Earth, its rain forests and wet lands,
where the seeds of rebirth lie. These lands belong to someone. They are, so to speak, cash in the bank. Beyond the
desire to party, there is the desire to meet everyday needs. The earth will experience weather disruption, where
torrential rainstorms and drought will increase. Crop failure will be rampant, especially coming into the year of the
comet. What government, seeing the starving populace, would not be tempted to throw all ecological concerns to the
wind?
What would be the repercussions of this? One has but to look at history, the lost Mastodon, for instance. This great
and healthy animal roved many continents, in great numbers, but was wiped out during a single cataclysm. It takes but
a single mating pair to renew the herd, yet they are lost. During every cataclysm numerous species are lost, forever. It
is not a matter of sacrificing ecology for humanity, as they are not in a contest. They in fact are brethren in the desire
to survive. Mankind cannot live without a healthy Earth. It is the bed which mankind lies in. There is no benefit to
destroying the rain forests to
feed humanity. Cropland freed from rain forests will not produce during the months and years preceding the cataclysm.
Neither will filled wetlands. And what possible benefit can come from pouring poisons into the rivers and over the
land, in the form of pollution?
Those saved by ignoring ecological concerns are not the humanity in need. Those saved by ignoring ecological
concerns are the powerful and comfortable, who will be the last to starve when food is short. Efforts at pollution
control, the Green movement, is at present a holding action. The Earth will renew itself from the enclaves of life
protected at this time. These are seed stores, not only of plant seeds but the seed of various animals - fish and bird and
reptile and mammal. Between now and the time of the cataclysm, the Earth's stores of the seeds of its life will be
threatened, and it is this that efforts at pollution control are protecting.
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ZetaTalk: Human Health
Note: written Dec, 2002

The effects of the shift on human illness will not be outside of what is experienced today, while traveling to foreign
lands or moving to a different climate. The admonition not to drink the local water, or to eat the local fruit without
washing it well, is an example. The human immune system adjusts, developing antibodies against new germs, so
illness is a temporary, if unpleasant, situation. The shift will find germs, as well as animals and humans and plants,
migrating after the shift, and this situation has started in the years leading up to the shift. Thus, even if one remains in
the home land, new germs will arrive, uninvited. The roiling core, which is increasing in activity in the years leading
up to the shift, has little effect on animal and human life, despite the increase in albinism like the White Buffalo. The
core, after all, roils all the time, under normal circumstances, so is nothing new. Those surviving the shift will find
themselves experiencing more illness due to:
1. new germs being brought into the area
2. reduced immune systems due to depression
3. poor nutrition
In any case, the answer is to have a positive outlook, as this raises the immune system; eat a diet balanced in vitamins
and minerals even if a high calorie diet is not possible; exercise by taking action to improve the life of all in the
community as taking action against problems and doing for others raising the morale, overall; and allowing the body to
adjust to new germs by developing antibodies, a process that often requires the body to be sick for a period of time, but
he fever and weakness are a normal part of the process. In time, this passes, so should be looked up on as temporary.
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ZetaTalk: Shock
Note: written Dec, 2002

Shock, from a situation unexpected, exists in human society today. An individual in a car wreck, walking away from
the car where other family members lie bloodied and dead, has suddenly been thrown into an unexpected horror. A
town, where a tornado has descended with little warning, tossing not only neighbors and family about like litter but
destroying a way of life, memories, and the continuation of a livelihood. A visit to the doctor results in the grim-faced
announcement that a terminal illness has been discovered, perhaps more tests or a treatment can alter the prognosis,
but one should prepare themselves and family for a possible untimely end. A spouse announces an intention to divorce,
an employer the decision to close the business and relocate elsewhere - all can descent upon one without notice and are
a shock from the unexpected and devastating. Nothing new, in human society.
The pole shift will bring about such shock, in great numbers, but with a difference. none will be spared, and all will be
facing the same situation. Money will not put one into security, nor will hoarding goods change the odds, as the
Aftertime will be a great leveler and goods will be shared by force, if not by free will. The recovery from shock takes
two routes, depending upon the nature and resolve of the person affected, and this cannot be changed by others as it is
a personal decision.
If the individual, after surveying the situation, determines that life should go on and the devastation not
overwhelming, they seem to shake of their disbelieve and start talking about changes. This may be gone but that
remains. They had been hoping to simplify their life, and now circumstances have arranged this. At least now
they will be getting their exercise regularly, and that diet will not be resisted but assisted by circumstances. A
sense of humor about the situation emerges, and they start sorting through rubble and organizing activities.
If the individual, mentally computing the pros and cons of the situation while sitting in shock, determines that
life after the shift will be too awful to contemplate, they will continue in shock. This is a clue to others about
them that they have made a decision. Their creature comforts are gone, and not likely to be seen again. Their
high social status is gone, others with greater talents and energy now commanding attention, and life as an
underling simply not conceivable. For whatever reason, the person continuing in shock, has decided not to make
an adjustment, and attempting to force this will not bring satisfaction.
Those who have dependents, children or the injured or oldsters, but remain in shock and refuse to adjust or take
action, should have their dependents removed from them. Let the person who insists on remaining in shock sit there, in
shock, until death if this is their decision. Put your energies into the living, those who have chosen life, instead.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Rotting Bodies
written Sep 2, 2003, during Lou Gentile live radio
Primarily, the large die-off will be in places which are pleasant living now, coastal cities, or river basin cities. These
cities grew up where commerce was available, and the heavy die-off will be there. Since the waters rise, it will become
fish food. In other areas, cities high in the hills, obviously, this will be a reeking mess. Nature takes care of this, in
short order, within months, through bacteria and bugs. If you really want to know how to deal with it, get some
chickens that eat the bugs and send them out there to fill up, and then you can eat the eggs. Just stay downwind of the
stench. This is not exactly socially proper advice, because people want to bury their dead. Most of the dead will be
under buildings or trapped under water somewhere. You have to do a mindset to think of the survivors. Think of the
living who are feeling pain. Your obligation to the dead is only a ritual you can put aside.
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ZetaTalk: Starvation
written Nov 25, 2003

Envisioning the dire situation in the days leading up to the shift, and following, many good hearted folk wonder what
they are supposed to do when there is a single loaf of bread for supper and a thousand mouths to feed. Of course, this
is no different than today, for many. Starvation is rampant around the world, in many countries indigenous, so it is
only those in affluent environments who wonder such things. Those already starving know how these matters are
settled. But the reaction to starvation differs immensely, based on spiritual orientation. Those in the Service-to-Self
horde, jerk food from the weak and either sell it for whatever price the desperate market will bear or add it to their
stores even if their stores are rotting for want of use. Those who have not decided their spiritual orientation dither
between sharing a mouthful now and then with a friend or piteous soul, stuffing what they can hide in their pockets
when around bullies, and otherwise wailing about the situation loudly expecting to be rescued. Those strongly in the
Service-to-Others work more by plan, having sorted this out well ahead of time in previous lifetimes.
In general, depending upon the culture and situation, segments of human society are selected to simply starve to death.
This is done today in many cultures, where the very old and feeble refuse food and a tender good-bye is given during
the few days of their rather painless decline into coma and death. They are expected to do this, and as these cultures
are often highly Service-to-Other in orientation, such as the American Indian, afford their elderly esteem, and thus this
is not seen so much as a punishment for age as an honor. In other cultures, quite without malice, the very young are
given this treatment. Babies born and barely conscious are put out in the elements to die, or left without milk or fluids
which quickly puts them into coma. No new mouths to feed. Lest this be viewed with horror, the alternative is that this
child would be brain damaged if starving in early life, if managing to live at all, an alternative the culture is acutely
aware of with examples in the community. Where the starvation has progressed beyond this point, a similar selection
process is done into the group, those already ill and not expected to be hale or recover volunteer, or an adult in a
family group determines that their portion should go to the growing children or the remaining spouse. Starving or
dying of thirst is not painful, and when done with love in consideration of the group, is not done in anguish.
Given the situation where the culture is not highly Service-to-Other, but mixed, how then would a Service-to-Other
leader proceed? The choice is for those in empathy for others to starve themselves, leaving the group under the
leadership of more ruthless types, or a plan. In this case, not simply volunteers are to be selected to starve to death, as
this would ultimately leave only the ruthless. A community meeting, where the matter is discussed, is appropriate. It
should be expected that the selfish will loudly insist they be given first opportunity to stuff themselves. The matter
should be presented in the light of what human societies have always done in the face of intractable starvation. If
hunting and fishing is bringing in food, then the best hunter or fisherman should be spared. If a nursing mother is
acting as wet nurse to several toddlers, then her survival affects more than just herself. If someone has a skill or talent
needed for group survival, or affecting this, then despite their desire to give their portion to others, they should be
pressed to spare themselves. Even selfish groups will see that some approach must be taken, and after argument,
consensus will prevail.
All this is assuming that all means of feeding the group has been considered, all food sources included. We have
mentioned that weeds and bugs should be included in the diet. In the face of starvation, eating the dead should also be
considered. The soul moves on, the body rots, and better it be given in love to those struggling than rot. This is, after
all, what a loving member of the group would want, when volunteering to starve for the others. Don’t let me go to
waste, would be his or her last words! Or is it better the hunter miss his shot, the wet nurse giving the only protein
toddlers with growing brains are getting go dry, and the young become brain damaged as a consequence of their
starvation. You decide.
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ZetaTalk: Social Services
Note: written Dec 15, 1995.

After the cataclysms the snug blanket of protection that many have taken for granted will be gone - no Social Security
checks, no home deliveries, no 911 emergency service, no free medical services, and no welfare checks. For those not
relying on those services the shock will be as great, as with home, job, and service providers gone they will be just as
destitute and bereft. In essence, humans will be relying on one another, and not on an infrastructure. What will this
mean? In most societies there are rules about who should live and who should die, even when these rules are not
articulated. Many American Indians let their old choose the time of their departure, a spiritual and poignant moment
for all, as the old were a burden on the young that all agreed could not be borne. In some cultures malformed infants
are not nourished, and all cultures push what they consider their undesirables to the periphery, to wither and perchance
to die.
After the cataclysms new rules will spring up, depending on the desperation of the community and whether a Serviceto-Self or Service-to-Other orientation prevails. In Service-to-Self groups the strong will prey upon or ignore the weak
until a homeostasis is established. What this means is that injured or frail humans will be ignored, not fed or assisted,
and they will die. If they refuse to go quietly they will be killed, and if food is short they will be killed and eaten in
any case. Eventually the group reaches a point where there are no young, old, or injured and the pecking order among
the remainder is well established. In Service-to-Other groups, those hopelessly maimed or chronically in pain will be
allowed to choose suicide, and birth control will be used to limit the demands on scarce resources, if need be. All who
wish to live will be fed and cared for, sharing equally among all. In crisis mode, when overwhelmed by large numbers
of injured members in great pain, Service-to-Other groups usually end up prioritizing care in the following manner:
Where the injury is clearly life threatening and the outcome inevitable, making the injured comfortable is the
only treatment given. This should be explained firmly and kindly to the injured, as a choice between treating
those who could benefit or wasting effort on one who could not benefit. If the injured is in pain, this means pain
medication to the point of stupor or, if no medication exists and the pain is extreme, assisted suicide. Contrary to
what humans may have been led to believe, individuals in severe, chronic, and hopelessly painful situations
invariably request to be allowed to die. They beg for this, in fact.
Where the injured still outnumber the capacity of the caregivers, quality of life next enters the equation. Will a
life be saved only to live in pain or in a diminished capacity, or will a life be saved and restored to full
faculties? In this determination full faculties does not mean the blind or amputee should be neglected. Full
faculties means reasonable mental faculties, the ability to eat and eliminate without humiliation, the ability to
live without being perpetually hooked up to machines, in short, a life one could tolerate rather than a life one
would dread. Here again the decision should be explained to the injured, who may exhort the caregivers to
reconsider if they don't agree with the decision. Be firm, as vacillation only tortures the injured who should be
allowed to come to terms with the situation. Remind the injured of the others who also cry for help.
If the injured still overwhelm the caregiver's capacities, choices fall along lines familiar to humans. Treatment
quickly given, such as a tourniquet to prevent the injured from bleeding to death, is chosen over treatments that
would take more time, such as surgery to stop internal bleeding. Lavage of poisons eating at skin takes
precedence over removing a splinter piercing an eye or a limb. Preventing shock takes precedence over setting a
broken bone. The caregivers should be firm and committed during such a process, and not expend precious time
arguing with those in pain and frantic with anxiety over their injuries.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Beg to Die
Note: written Dec, 2002

Contrary to what the religious elite conveys, death is not resisted by those in great and intractable pain, who know they
will not recover. In fact, at this point, humans invariably beg to be allowed to die. They sense their family and the
medical profession, hovering about the bed, are wanting them to stay on, to be with them, not to leave, perhaps
reluctant to allow the passage as they will miss the one begging for death, cannot imagine life without that beloved
person, hope for a miracle recovery, or simply cannot admit defeat. But in these matters, the decision to end ones life
or the timing of this should be in the hands of the individual, not family or medical profession and certainly not in the
hands of the religious elite who assume they can control sex, birth and death, and independent thinking as part and
parcel of their power trip. Whose life is it, anyway? We, the Service-to-Other Zetas, do not believe in being dictatorial
to one another, but rather in empowering each other with knowledge. Regardless of the obvious outcome, we struggle
endlessly to assist the individual who wants to live to survive. Likewise, if an individual has determined to end their
existence, we do not thwart their efforts.
In times past, or in primitive countries where the miracle of modern medicine whereby a body can be sustained in
horrific pain long past the point where nature intended, death is not a mystery. Severe pain does not exist except after
an injury, and where too great causes a mental blackout. Women suffer the pain of childbirth, which is as great a pain
as can be sustained without passing out, and this is not considered a dire problem by the establishment. Severe pain
from injury results in the body passing out, going into shock, and dying if not treated. This is nature's answer to the
situation. An injury that is minor results in pain when the affected part is moved, nature's way of forcing the injured to
rest until healed. Internal injuries or those resulting in infection likewise proceed, in nature, to loss of consciousness
from internal bleeding or going septic, both resulting in death. Depression, in those who must live with being maimed
or who cannot accept their situation, naturally results in death as the depressed person simply stops eating and
drinking, a painless and quiet end of allowed to proceed.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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In many parts of the world, diet is restricted to what the community can grow for themselves, or catch, or kill in the
forests or grasslands. There may be berries in the summer, but not in winter, fresh vegetables in the summer, in season,
but only dried roots in the winter, essentially dehydrated for preservation. Meat may arrive only occasionally, after a
successful hunt, and be cause for celebration. Where the community is close to fishing, rivers or lakes or perhaps the
seashore, a steady diet of fish can be expected in some manner. Modern man has grown accustomed to the super
market, where fresh produce from around the world is in abundance, available. If not fresh, he has come to expect
frozen foods of great variety, or dried, so that his diet is without seasons and can span the world. Bored with simply
doing away with the seasons, modern man experiments with recipes from different cultures - Mexican, Chinese,
Italian, Indian. What will this modern man find he has to EAT, after the shift, when the super markets are looted and
no new distributions on the way? We will address this by population type, as the results vary:
Those in the cities, who have lost of never had experience with gardening and herdskeeping, or fishing in the
wild which requires skill, will have the rudest shock. First, they will be isolated in their cities by the destruction
around them, such that they cannot easily travel to the country side. Second, food will run out in the cities, such
that the starving survivors look about them, and even at each other, hungrily. Most will starve, getting weaker
and sicker until death overtakes them. Those who give in to the urge to cannibalize will soon die also, simply
because the food source will run out. Thus, growing food in the cities is not a valid subject, as such an activity
won't exist.
Those in the suburbs, who have land about them and are perhaps conjoining the countryside, will at first deplete
their personal stores, the local food markets, and then begin roaming into the countryside. The family pets will
get killed and roasted, and that fat so much desired to be shed will be used just to keep the body going for many
months. Eventually, suburban families will need to learn to forage, turning over logs in the woods to look for
grubs and worms, and attempting to fish in streams or rivers. Catching small mammals such as rats, which eat
just about anything, will also be a food source children may catch, in their desperation, and may even eat raw if
the parents are dulled by madness. Earthworms can eat sewage, and rotting material, but this is not a voluminous
production, so should not be expected to feed a community from their own sewage. Thus, survival in the
suburbs, or growing food, will become a foraging practice by those able.
Those in the country, who farm, or are familiar with gardening and hunting practices, will take a different tack
from the start. The farmer with cattle will soon find that his cattle are getting thin, staggering about from hunger,
and will eat the herd to thin it out. Thus, the farmers in the area will finally conclude that certain animals are
more useful than others, in the Aftertime. Chickens eat bugs, forage for themselves, and come home to lay their
eggs if given a safe and private roost. Ducks likewise eat whatever grows in or around ponds, which will be
numerous in the drizzle, and don't require a dry spot to roost. Goats, which eat anything, and pigs which root in
the ground for whatever might be edible, can likewise be kept within limits if the surrounding country can
sustain them. Some vegetation will struggle along, weeds which are hardy, and plants that grow in the gloom or
dim light normally. If the group had not researched and anticipated this environment, but find themselves
without seed or seedlings for dim light gardens, then they will be chewing on weeds for an alternative to grubs
and whatever they can catch to roast over a small evening fire. Farmers are naturally resourceful, being at the
lower rungs of the ladder in all supposedly civilized cultures, and will adapt. If a particular weed grows well,
proves to be edible, the farmer will husband this, grow it, protect it from wildlife, and sell it. Thus, growing food
in the country is possible, depending upon the adaptability of the farmers in the area.
Coastal survivors will have access to harvest from the oceans. Fish will flourish in the oceans, so survival
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communities on coastlines should relay upon this are a first resource. Those communities may tire of fish, so
experiment with seaweed recipes for variety, and go inland to trade with other communities who will value dried
or preserved fish. Inland, fish in the native ponds and riverways will likewise survive, but not in numbers greater
than the environment can sustain. What do these fish eat? Algae, duck weed, bugs that live on slime in the
waterways. All this is dependent somewhat on sunlight, as the base is vegetation in the waterways. Thus, native
fish may actually be in reduced numbers if in gloomy areas, and be considered a prize when caught. For those
farmers turning to aquaculture, where plants can be grown in human sewage, and then fed to the fish or
livestock, this will prove to be a renewable resource that adds to the food banks. Here again, the key is light, as
to turn sewage into food, one needs plants that require at least some light.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Best Nutrition
Note: written Dec, 2002

Human nutrition, and alternative medicines such as herbs, is well enough understood by mankind that we can not
provide any new insights. In general, eating a balanced diet and eating food raw where it does not carry disease
provides the best nutrition. Small meals, eaten frequently, allows for better digestion. The starving body is more
efficient at digestion than the overfed, which tends to dispense with a big meal as something to be rid of rather than
processed. Humans who have been dictated to by their schools, medical profession, and salesmen for the food industry,
have often turned off their natural sensors as to what to eat and how to treat their bodies. Small children, left to pick
and chose what to eat from an array of healthy foods, will invariably select a balanced diet over a period of days, and
will chose those foods that help their particular metabolism or biology, even without having a medical degree or being
directed to do so. If cold weather is approaching, foods that will put on a layer of fat are selected. In hot weather, a
lighter diet of salads and fruits is more appealing. These natural signals, which go beyond diet and into health in
general, should be listened to. Go back to being a child, in listening to your body, which knows itself well!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Seasons Shift
Note: written during the Nov 2, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

The shift will find the seasons already in disarray. The weathers in the months leading up to the shift will be a
continuation, but in a more extreme way, of the current weather irregularities. Winters have been interrupted with
warm spells that have caused crops to sprout and bud, then freeze again when winter returns. Summers have been too
wet, with more rain in heavier deluges so the crops drown, then followed by dry spells that bake whatever manages to
grow. Plants struggle along, with these mixed signals, in general not dying so much as failing to produce the produce
the farmers had anticipated. Animals likewise are confused, mating seasons off schedule and flight patterns of birds
such that they lose their way during annual migrations. Ocean life is arriving in latitudes not usual, the local life often
dying or moving on, but this does not so much spell death in the species as some decimation. However, at the shift,
these changes will become extreme, so that vegetation and animal life, in the skies and seas, will become decimated to
the point that many will become extinct. Such devastation occurred to the hardy Mammoth, which found itself in the
Arctic, and could not find its way back in time to survive. What will human survivors find, at the shift?
Where extreme cold is descending, the answer is obvious. The Bulge of Brazil will freeze, snow steadily falling,
and no vegetation or animal life indigenous to the area will survive.
Areas now tropical, along the Equator, which move into temperate zones, will experience shock. Where the
temperature change is not severe enough to kill the species, the plants and in particular the animal life will
migrate toward the warmth.
Likewise, where temperate species find themselves in tropical areas, they simply do better along the edges of the
temperate zone, and migrate by virtue of surviving there, propagating there.
Oceans and winds carry seeds, and oceans carry fish to zones more in keeping with their biology, and thus are
great disseminators.
Most of the world will be wetter, under continuous drizzle, so deserts will not descend as much as the opposite,
mold and lack of sunlight affecting the vegetation, and lack of food weakening the animal life.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Forcast Seasons
Note: added during the Jan 18, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

We have stated that due to the shift, a new geography will ensure, and a new climate for most lands. The shift happens
within an hour, and rotation starts within a day after the shift, the monster planet causing the shift on its way rapidly.
The largest influence on the climate of any given region is the sun, the degree of sunlight, whether this is experienced
through clouds or a cloud-free sky. Thus, should those parts of the globe now experiencing winter get the summer sun,
their climate would change rapidly, only being delayed by the frozen ground. The second largest influence is air and
water currents that pass over or near the locale. For instance, where ice masses such as a pole are melting under the
Equatorial sun, this cold water or air might flow over a land, cooling it considerably. A boy, sitting on a block of ice
on a warm summer day, will be shivering, not sweating.
Thus, South Africa might find itself with temperatures more like Spring than Summer, though virtually under the new
Equator after the shift, due to the prevailing Westerly blowing cold air and running cold ocean current from the
melting Antarctica. And likewise, Alaska, due to have a virtual tropical climate in the Aftertime, might find this takes
a year to settle in firmly due to the melting of the North Pole ice and the prevailing westerly blowing air and ocean
currents in their direction. Third largest influence is the state of the ground, as frozen ground takes some weeks to
warm up, and warm ground days to freeze. Think of Spring, when the warm steady sun melts the ground, seemingly
within days. Or of Fall, when a cold snap can put ice on the ponds and harden the ground, also within days. This
influence is unlikely to last thus, for more than a week or two, with pockets of lingering heat or cold in the ground, not
the air. Thus, the climate change should be assumed to be the target climate, not the climate being left behind.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: written during the Nov 2, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Human survivors should anticipate the shock of season change in accordance with their pre position and anticipated
post position. Crops already in the ground may produce in the Aftertime climate if close enough to what they expect,
and if pollination has already occurred. However, this should not be counted on, as the number of variables is higher
than man allows for. Most crops will sicken and fail to produce, regardless of man's expectations. The guidelines for
Aftertime planning should be:
1. Wait until after the shift to start new gardens.
2. Plant a test garden, and only when you can grow seed from the plants should you plant for food. If you can't
produce seed, the plants too sickly to mature or the insects not viable to pollinate, then you will eventually waste
all your seed.
3. Flocks and herds can be observed, and managed accordingly. Chickens will eat bugs, relish them, and ducks and
geese nibble on plants along the waters edge. If this survive, and propagate, then lean in this direction in your
plans.
4. Anticipate gardens and crops outside of what is usual for your area, in a wider range, so that disappointments in
plants that fail to thrive in the new climate can be replaced with surprises.
There are variables mankind does not normally consider that will be affecting life after the shift, such that an assumed
plant or animal life would falter and simply die off, and others flourish. These variables have been present in the past,
in your ancestors, when they migrated to new lands, but are not usually passed down to offspring. An immigrant to a
new land would bring seed, perhaps even a pair of prized livestock, and find even with the latitude and seasons similar
to the home land, all die. Local fauna and flora, bacteria, rodents, affects the immigrants, though often unseen by the
humans with high hopes. Thus, the failure is a disappointment but the reasons for failure not grasped. In like manner,
because of factors like acidity of rain, weather shock in insects or even bacteria in the soil, even plants and animals
familiar to an area may succumb, and die off. Opportunistic germs today are affecting the biology of the world, such
that pre-existing illness is causing animal life to sicken. Germs are migrating, infecting in areas not usual, and the
immune systems of the affected lowered by the weather extremes and roiling emanations from the Earth's core.
Thus, in addition to the predictable climate you will shift into, you should anticipate failure in restarting your gardens
and herds and flocks. The best plan is a broad plan, so that a failure does not devastate.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Crop Adjustments
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

To a very great extent, adjusting to crop failure depends on the personality of the individual forced to make an
adjustment. We will get specific.
Take, for example, a farm in the Midwest. Prosperous. Several farm hands. Occasional crop failures but in the
main they can smooth their profits to cover these. Now come the crop failures. First year, the usual fallbacks are
relied upon, although with the talk in the news about weather problems all over, they will be nervous. Second
year, everyone gets brittle. Tempers flare. Long-time farm hands are laid off, with much guilt and regret. Plans
are changed, and arguments ensue. However, there are still savings, and perhaps bank credit, and the expectation
is that the next year will bring sky-high prices, even if the crop is only fair-to-middling. Third year. Shock.
Depression, and we're not just talking financial. Personal gardens are producing enough to feed the family, but
the bank would foreclose if they could find a buyer. Everyone thinks of the dust bowl, the depression, and goes
to the movies a lot!
Now, need this be the scenario? Are there no alternatives? Let us say there is a prosperous Midwest farmer who
listens to the news, eyeballs the Internet, and isn't a stick-in-the-mud. He hears, perhaps rarely but nevertheless
on occasion, about pole shift predictions, and notices that some of these predictions are connecting with his
reality. He decides to prepare for all contingencies. Since the drought is increasing, he stores and recycles water.
Since cattle are dying, he moves to indoor fish tanks to fill his empty barn and prevent evaporation of the water.
Lo and behold, there is a market for the fish! He makes money. He already has a Windmill, and with the winds
increasing, takes more and more advantage of this. Now he has the electricity to irrigate hydroponics, as this guy
is no dummy and he isn't pouring precious water into the ground.
After the cataclysms livestock will die for lack of feed or be eaten. Seeds sown will fail to thrive after germination
from lack of sunlight and the excessive drenching rains. What will the survivors eat? Those who have prepared by
establishing intensive indoor gardening such as Hydroponics and the most protein efficient animal husbandry, Fish
tanks and ponds, will find themselves not only subsisting but subsisting well. Such arrangements require indoor
lighting. Hydroponics can be grown around the clock and fish eat either this produce or water plants that feed off the
community's Sewage Effluent, but the base of this food chain is the hydroponic vegetation. For plants, light is life, for
without it plants die. Such indoor farming, in place prior to the cataclysms, should not rely on lighting from either the
Sun or the utility companies. Both will in essence go out during the decades immediately following the cataclysms.
Power for indoor lighting should rely on harnessing wind, or water flows, or other such mechanical generation that can
be counted upon to be present after the cataclysms.
Food stuffs that can be grown without artificial light and will do quite nicely on the gloomy light supplied by the Sun
are mushrooms, earthworms, and various insects that feed on dead tissue. After the cataclysms bugs will be in
abundance, as dead tissue from both plants and animals is everywhere. This trend can be taken advantage of, as
distasteful as that concept might be to humans who have never eaten a bug. Larva, grown in humus, can be turned into
pureed and creamed soups, puddings, or omelets by skilled cooks. Those eating the fare would never guess that the
base was not cream, milk, and eggs. For those humans who do not prepare, they will find themselves Eating Bugs in
any case, as meals from what they can catch or find growing will be few and far between.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: added during the Jan 18, 2003 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Already, it has been noted that many animals, domestic as well as wildlife, act crazed. Jack rabbits attack, and spiders
spin webs over acres. It is a part of folklore, true, that domesticated animals often portend a quake, by acting nervous,
hiding under beds, or restless. They are listening to what is in the air, increased electrical charges that interfere with
radio transmissions, also another portent of quakes. How will animals behave, during the days preceding the shift and
the shift itself? All animals, including humans, seek to escape what they sense is a crisis, a cinch point. If matters are
bad here, then move, so will be on the move, endlessly. A loud noise sends a herd running, a stampede, and scatters a
flock of birds. Their instincts tell them that something has exploded, or dropped, may be heading their way, so move.
Likewise, portents of thunderstorms are more than just thunder cracks, it is electrical charges in the air. To escape
potential lightning strikes, animals have learned to move, to leave the area, and thus the restlessness of domesticated
animals such as dogs and cats just before an earthquake. Most certainly, this will be the situation for at least a week
going into the shift, and domesticated animals hard to handle for this reason.
What should a pet owner, or farmer, do? In the case of pets, who will be hard to feed and most likely become a meal
instead, they should be put to sleep. This is the kindest thing, but our advice is unlikely to be heeded, so they will run
about, be injured, be starved, be shot, and eventually be eaten. However, to save one's strength for the children, the
injured, the hysterical humans among you, eliminate the pets from the equation, our advice. In the case of farm
animals, who will be able to graze a bit, may survive to increase the herd, they should be put into a field where they
cannot hurt themselves by running about, hysterically. Close quarters such as a barn, a pen, will cause them to injure
themselves against the walls, trying to escape. Left out in a field, they will run about, exhaust themselves, and will
more likely to be prone, resting, when the shift hits than on their feet because of this. Let nature take its course, as
these animals did survive in the past. The key is to provide an environment where they cannot hurt themselves. Barbed
wire, likely to be forgotten by hysterical animals, is not good. Wooden fences, or natural barriers, are better.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Ocean Life
Note: written prior to July 15, 1995

Life in the oceans will not die out. The water will have a green tinge. Little known among the populace, but well
known among scientists, is that the ocean is one of the largest producers of the atmospheric oxygen. After the
cataclysms, the atmosphere oxygen will be rebuilt from the oceans. The oceans will appear greenish to many, and for
good reason. All the fires will have placed a tremendous amount of carbon dioxide into the air, the stuff of which
vegetative grown is made of. With little vegetation on land, the ocean kelp will absorb and utilize this. The oceans will
be lush.
Even those far inland should plan to take advantage of the lushness of the oceans, the fish and kelp, to support humans
survivors. This will not be so dependent upon the air clearning, as the oceans move this food about, fish about, so
fishing anywhere will be more abundant, compared to land life, in the Aftertime. Life in large lakes, as well as oceans,
will fare far better than land based life after the shift. This is in part due to the way sunlight enters water, and the
susceptibility of land based vegetation to mold and bugs and physical assult and the like. Seaweed will not find more
assults than before, but will find more nutrients. Where the sunlight may be less, they can parlay any growth upwards,
using all sunlight, where land based vegetation finds itself decimated periodically, having to start over, etc. Thus,
ocean fishing will be best, due to the broad space it covers and the shared nutrient and fishlife resulting, but land lakes
will likewise likely do better than the shores!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Inland Lakes
Note: written on Jan 15, 2002.

The oceans have resources not available to inland lands, in that the oceans flow around the world. This not only shares
nutrients, but dilutes pollution. The oceans are thus able to gain from being positioned under the equator, where kelp
can gain maximum sunlight. To the degree that an inland lake is free from volcanic ash, is not dumped excessively so
that the water becomes poisoned, and to the degree that the land is under intense sunlight, equatorial preferably, it will
flourish. Water has advantages that land does not, after a pole shift. Ash settles to the bottom, where on land remains
on the surface. Water also traps heat, creating a middle ground where temperatures rise and fall slowly. Thus, life in
the water can survive a winter, where on land would freeze and starve. Water pools often have nutrients that have
drained from the land, during runoff. Where sewage is considered a nuisance by man, it is the basis for much future
growth. From death comes life, in nature. Thus, water pools flourish and is only considered a foreign environment by
man because he is a land animal.
Water based farming should be considered by survival groups at least to the extent that land based gardening is. Fish
often cast off heavy metal pollutants such as lead, and can live without light. Thus, this is a fruitful avenue for survival
groups to consider. Inland lakes should be examined based on the following:
1. Are they downwind from volcanoes, and if so, can they drain or have enough flow such that the pollutants likely
to accumulate can dilute and flush out.
2. Do they have positive run-off, rich in humus or animal droppings, so that plant life in the lake has something as
a nutrient.
3. Are they deep enough to encourage circulation necessary for complex life forms, not just slime algae in shallow
pools, but crustaceans, etc.
4. What flows in, and through, these lakes, such that the lake can be trusted to remain fertile, and will not be
poisoned by those upstream.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Generating Electricity
Note: written Dec, 2002

Modern man is much dependent upon electricity, though only having arrived there within the last hundred years or so.
In primitive countries, communities work hard during the day, sleep at dusk, rise at dawn, and have little need of lights
except for the occasional lamp or campfire. In pre-industrial days, this was likewise the mode, even the interiors of
castles and palaces lit only by lamps, and then dimly. Modern man expects labor saving devices, entertainment,
communication with the world, all at the press of a button. Modern man will have to do a mega-mindshift after the
shift if he thinks this will continue, as his life will be less than communities a century ago, for the following reasons:
1. Where in the past, sunlight even on gloomy days could be anticipated, after the shift for most parts of the world
the light available will seem like going from dawn to dusk, skipping the mid-daylight entirely.
2. Oils and materials to burn, for light, will be scarce or water soaked, what with continuous drizzle in much of the
world, so fires will be a treasured occurrence from carefully dried materials.
3. Batteries and generators will wear out within months, after continuous use by the desperate, with the shock of
what has descended only coming late to these, not avoided.
4. Petro fuels, or fuels from vegetation such as corn or wood gas, will run out without the means to pump, refine,
or grow in the gloom.
5. The lack of parts for mechanical repair, lack of skills in those isolated, and lack of success with crops, will doom
all plans for fuels to be burned in the Aftertime.
6. Skills to build generators collecting power from wind and water will be spotty, and the missing link theory
applied endlessly such that a single link, like battery storage, dooms the plans.
7. Hopes at being rescued, that benign space brothers will arrive, or high tech communities of hybrids, is held close
by those not fully Service-to-Other such that they would not qualify, as the truly Service-to-Other are not
thinking of rescue, but of those needing to be rescued.
In light of all this, what can mankind expect? Nancy has been practicing, walking about her hour for months now, in
the dark such that she must grope to steady herself, and use touch, not sight, as a guide. Lights are used only when
absolutely necessary. Practice this, and see how little you need light to walk through your day! Story telling, group
singing, eating and washing, enjoying the sounds and smells of the evening, none of this requires more than light
enough to make out dim shapes. Those who are used to electric lights, and in groups where the lack of this has
plunged the group into depression, have avenues to generate this. Exercise is one of the great depression lifters, and
racks of old bicycles, with the complainers pumping away, is not only a means of generating lights during the session,
it is a group activity! Group therapy, thus, becomes an exercise session where the 12V batteries are replenished. And
perhaps the children would like to put on a play, practiced in the dark when they are put to bed and should be sleeping,
whispered plans to surprise the adults. The bike gen's can provide a flood light for their stage! Thus, it is not so much a
loss, as a challenge, an opportunity to be resourceful, as all of life is.
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ZetaTalk: Storing Fuel
Note: added during the Nov 30, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

We have stated that fossil fuels will soon run out, so should not be relied upon by survivors for the long term. We
have also stated that refineries and storage tanks of oil and natural gas and gasoline will be broken and set afire during
the shift, creating a holocaust for all nearby. Likewise gasoline stations, fuel pumps, and even tightly sealed tanks may
rupture and leak, also a continuing danger for any nearby. Natural gaslines in streets will run fire along the street,
setting houses ablaze where they would otherwise not be in such danger. Natural gas in lines under cities will cause
explosions, setting the cities on fire and burning many trapped citizens in a painful death. We would advise all to do
what Nancy did, which is to turn off the natural gas lines in the house, turn off at the street, and avoid gas cans or
anything that can explode. What do you gain by a few cans of gas? A few hours of heat or light? And what do you
stand to risk in exchange? Your life? A painful death to others? Since you are going to have to adjust to life without
these explosive fuels in any case, and soon, learn to get along without them!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: New Sources
Note: written Dec, 2002

Mankind today longs for free energy, and constantly talks about this. Consider that after the shift the tools needed for
discovery of any new energy form will be hopelessly reduced. Mankind’s new energy will arrive in his lifetime if he is
solidly Service-to-Other and is in a group controlled by those in this orientation. Then he will find he has high tech
neighbors, or gifts, and life becomes very full of alternative energy sources. If he is not solidly Service-to-Other or in
this environment, then he will live out his life in gloom, happily if he has learned to adapt without resentment, or
sullenly. This is nothing new for mankind, who lives on all parts of the globe, including the gloomy Arctic, happily,
having learned to adapt. And those sullen at having a comfort or toy removed are not new to mankind, or to life on this
Earth.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Perpetual Power Pack
Note: written May 15, 1996.

For centuries man has chased the elusive goal of a clean, portable, never-ending power pack. In some eras this was
termed the perpetual motion machine, as energy in those days was mechanical - windmills, water wheels, or various
springs wound up by cranking devices. In the era of the atomic bomb the elusive goal became cold fusion, and during
the current era of increasingly more efficient and long-lasting batteries it became the perpetual power pack. It is not
simply wishful thinking that drives this search, it is in the collective conscious that such things exist, as exist they do.
Over the eons humans have been in contact with alien visitors surrounded with devices that don't need to be plugged
in, cranked up, or replaced. What makes them run? The search has been on ever since, but during a 3rd Density
existence technology and intelligence are limited to what is appropriate for a spiritual nursery. Will man be introduced
to a perpetual power pack during the Transformation? During the Aftertime, those groups operating firmly in the
Service-to-Others orientation will find that in addition to encountering aliens walking openly among them and
discovering hybrid communities as their neighbors, that they will also be handed portable perpetual power packs. In
view of the circumstances, they will scarcely take note.
Industrialized countries, used to many electrical appliances and vehicles to take them anywhere they desire, will be
distressed after the shift due to what they will term a setback. This is to say, they will feel they have lost over a
century of progress, no longer having their labor saving devices, their conveniences, or their toys. This does not affect
their ability to live, except in those cases where life is being maintained with artificial supports, such as breathing
machines or kidney dialysis. A century ago, industrialized countries were much as Third World countries today, most
of the population busy growing or gathering food, with a few in the trades or professions. Energy was secured from
burning wood, coal, and oils from animals or vegetation, or falling water or the blowing wind. Expectations were low,
so life was not unbearable due to acute frustration. After the shift, acute frustration among those who have lived a soft
life while merrily polluting the globe, will be short lived. They will either learn to live with the situation, or blow a
fuse, or be put out of their misery by others around them tired of hearing the whining.
We have stated that Service-to-Other groups, where isolated from the possibility of takeover by Service-to-Self
groups, will receive technology assistance from ourselves and other visitors participating in the Transformation. How
can a surviving group, intent on being Service-to-Other and perhaps functioning in the main in that orientation, link up
with this?
1. If a group has as their mission to assist the general population, saving whom they can from the devastated cities,
or working in camps that the rich may put up to garner slaves, this technology will not be provided. Where this
might seem cruel or insensitive, this does not assist the Transformation, but becomes a slow death for the
turnover of the planet to those in the Service-to-Others. Ultimately, more pain and suffering result, as those in
the Service-to-Self would use any technology to the worse ends.
2. If a group is living in an area which in general is Service-to-Other, or isolated by natural barrier such as water
or mountains or deserts such that travel to the local is limited or virtually impossible by migrating survivors,
they are highly likely to be guided to where and when they can receive assistance. They should listen to their
inner voice, their subconscious, and follow this, when unlikely suggestions are received. Be open to change, as
moving the group may be required.
3. If a group is open to communication with aliens, visitors from other worlds, and hybrids, and would not
experience high anxiety, they are likewise more likely to receive interaction. It is possible to simply find a black
box battery, unopenably, on your door step, without this open attitude. However, no technology will be given if
anxiety and fear will be greatly increased by this, so having an open heart and mind, not being fearful, is
likewise key.
4. Our technology to assist power needs will likely be in the form of a battery. Thus, where a group has all but the
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power input, this can be hooked up and away they go, off and running. Thus, you should concentrate most on a
setup that could run from a strong battery bank, and worry less about the lack of input when you are off the grid.
This is not to say that you should not be concerned about putting up a windmill or water wheel, as you may in
fact have to operate with that setup, perhaps for the rest of your life. This is to say that the technology piece we
would be providing would be an perpetual battery pack, so plan to plug into this, when the time comes.
Assume each battery to be equivalent to what you use in a car or golf cart or other such portable battery. By this we
mean that it would put out the power you assume now from your fresh car or cart or boat battery, no more no less. It
simply will not run out, or need maintenance. We have adjusted our devices such that most groups can utilize them
directly. Should they be like high voltage grids, few would be able to use them, and they might cause serious injury.
Thus, to plug into your most likely survival group technology, we have structured our gifts in this way. There is
another reason for not providing intense energy in a single box. Should the unlikely event happen, against all
precautions, that a Service-to-Self use be made of these battery packs, the result is not as devastating. Likewise, we
this technology will be a secret, the black box unable to be opened, and just how these batteries work is not for you to
know.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Civilization
Note: added during the Dec 7, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

During every pole shift, civilization was devastated, and advances lost. The great cities of China, uncovered now and
then under farmer's fields, are a mystery. What caused them to disappear? Illness? War? Likewise, the Myan and
Incan ruins, like Egypt after the Jewish Exodus times, a mystery. As Egypt recovered, this is muted, but for centuries
these areas had no civilization save that carried by the survivors, carried down from family to family. The extent that a
civilization survives is dependent upon location, primarily, as if climate changes are devastating then simple survival
supplants attending to the trappings of civilization, and thus the loss. Where one is concerned with eating, a written
language or mathematics are the lesser, and are not passed on. Primitive cultures pass forward information in stories,
myths, often highly truthful, and these can be told in the evening, by the fire, to sleepy children by exhausted parents
or oldsters, as they can scarce do otherwise with their time. But the written language, and technological skills, requires
spare time, and this is what disappears during such times.
In Egypt, during the last shift, their climate change was mild, the survivors did not have to scatter far, and thus
their civilization recouped. In the forthcoming shift, such civilizations as in India will disappear, except as they
are carried about by their citizens in other lands. There, they will be in the minority, and will likely attend to
more pressing matters.
In Europe where islands will result, and the climate improve to be more mild, the many languages and education
level are likely to remain, be passed on to children, and perhaps even result in more languages than present due
to isolation on islands!
As we have stated, the issue of mankind returning to the technology of today is not simply the capability of man, as in
the past mankind would recoup and build again. Circumstances are different this time, not simply dependent upon
spare time, or the ability to return to manufacturing of parts, and holding schools to educate survivors. With the
exception of knowledge, the technological society is unlike to recoup, as parts and manufacturing support are required,
and simply will not take precedence over starvation. Complex technology require complex manufacturing, and
specialized skills increase the stockholder and owner return on investment, but bode ill for recouping the process in the
Aftertime. A specialist, dead, can defeat the entire process. What will doom mankind, in his ambitions to restore is
current perch on the mountain tops, his technological tools and toys, is not the simple process by which mankind
rebuilds after a pole shift, but the changes that will be effected this time. Integration with alien cultures, high tech
cultures, not mankind’s technology but alien, will occur. Those individuals uncomfortable with this interaction will be
removed from Earth, to setup their kingdoms in Service-to-Self worlds, or continue their orientation deliberations on a
new planet, as water creatures. Those left will be the sorts who do not want to punish the others in the group, so will
welcome alien help, as these Service-to-Other souls will be those reincarnating here on Earth. Thus, because
mankind’s technology will be preempted by alien technology, mankind’s technology will be put aside as the lesser,
and discarded.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Short Wave
Note: added during the Dec 7, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Short Wave will be the communication mode of survivors, but this is not a high technology issue. CB and Ham radios
are in many hands, highly popular and much used, world wide. Radios can be cranked up for power, devices that can
be purchased today, and used by the military in the field. No power requirements. PC use in short wave packet relay is
more complicated, but home computers are prevalent, and hackers can adjust to the requirements if they have access to
written instructions ahead of time, and many will! The community does not need all computer functioning, just one. It
does not need major electrical support, just fast peddling on the bike gen rack for the hour. It does not need booster
towers on every hill, as good hearted communities will find they are being boosted beyond their hopes, by helping
hands behind the scenes.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Magnetic Pulse
Note: added during the Dec 28, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Mankind's electrical equipment is sensitive to surges, brown-outs, and the many magnets used in their technology are
affected by strong pulse. Will the pole shift, described as magnetic in nature, utterly destroy mankind’s technology,
carefully packed? What should be remembered is that the pole shift does not change the force of the field in the Earth,
does not change whatsoever the Sun which is oblivious to the passage. Solar Flares are exaggerated nowadays, as the
Sun has been setup to be used as an excuse for the effects the Earth is currently experiencing from the approach of
Planet X. We stated as early as 1995, when ZetaTalk began, that this was the case, the Sun setup for this role, and right
on cue NASA et all issues statements that the solar cycle which was to end in 2000 was going to be a 14 year cycle,
ending in 2003. How did they know this? No one ever challenges NASA, so this was never determined, but let us say
that they made it up.
Go back into history, during all the solar cycles, and see what horrific effects were experienced. Did mankind lose his
compasses? Hardly. There will be spotty Electro Magnetic Pulse, due to the core swirling, but this will be spotty, not
universal. During discussions within Troubled Times on these matters, it was brought forth that there are shields, of
copper wire or whatnot, that can protect against EMP. We would as general advice guard technology against
shattering, being thrown or dropped. EMP is so unlikely, that if it does occur is likely not to have affected the
technology over the hill, down the road, etc. After the shift, mankind will be picking up the pieces, working with what
they have, and bartering with neighbors. This is just another bartering issue to consider.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Safe Water
Note: written on Aug 15, 1995

The Earth, in its abundance, currently provides man with what appears to be limitless fresh water. Except where man
has defiantly chosen to set up housekeeping in the middle of a desert or ocean, fresh, pure water is not expected to be a
problem. It rushes by in streams and rivers, pools in lakes, and if not found on the surface can almost always be found
in the underground rivers and lakes. Should one be concerned about the purity of the water on the surface, one could
always catch the rain which falls, unsullied, from the sky. Up until recently man's only worry about water was how to
transport it and how to avoid it during times of flooding. Since the Industrial Age man has merrily poured poisons into
his drinking water, both on the surface and through seepage into the ground water. Bottled water has become more
than a fad.
After the cataclysms mankind's problems with his water supply will take a quantum leap. Water, from all sources, may
be poisoned, with the old standby, rainwater, failing to provide potable water. During the pole shift volcanoes, old and
new, will violently explode. The resulting ash will sift down from the upper atmosphere for decades, poisoning ground
water. Humans driven to drink this gritty water will find more than grit between their teeth, they will find their nervous
system beginning to fail them, their eye sight fading, and their digestive system intolerant of any food they may find.
We are speaking here primarily of lead poisoning, which is not a problem man expects from the water nature provides.
Lead settles and over eons settles down out of the way, but after a cataclysm the lead heavy mantle has been spewed
out over the landscape, most of this vomit in the form of fine billowing dust.
Will the ground water not be safe? Depends. During the cataclysms the ground is heaved and jerked, and any wells or
piping will be shattered. In that the ground water is as likely to carry poisons as the surface, having filtered down from
the surface, what looks like pure water from underground may be, again, a slow death. Ground water also is subject to
contact with the lead heavy mantle, which most often does not make it all the way to the surface during eruptions. If
one cannot trust the usual water supply, what to do? Distillation processes or recycling water known to be pure are two
approaches likely to provide a steady supply of water. This may seem tedious to those so used to taking fresh, pure
water for granted, but those who prepare for the times ahead will not find themselves suddenly without one of life's
necessities.
Man dies without air in minutes, without water in days, and without food over weeks. Bread may be the staff of life,
but water is life itself!
Note: below added during the Dec 21, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Our advise on distilling water to remove heavy metals such as lead presumes that volcanic ash will be falling, be
included in the rain or fog, and accumulate on the ground. There are several factors to consider. First, the land may be
at a site where little rain falls, outside of the volcanic drift, high so that most heavy ash has dropped before arriving,
and have little problem with this. Second, heavy rainfall may outweigh the lead content, wash this way in good runoff,
such that there is scarcely any accumulation or it is so diluted as to be negligible. Third, the land may be directly in
volcanic ash path, from a volcano that lasts for centuries after the shift, and be unlivable for far longer than the 25
years we have given as a guide. Thus, there is simply no general statements about when ground or rain water will be
OK. One must use their judgment about such matter.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Pollutants
Note: written on Jan 15, 1996.

Mankind lives in an uneasy peace with the poisons he has developed. Some of them, such as lead spewed into the air
by cars burning leaded fuels or the chloride compounds eating into the ozone layer, seem innocuous until a buildup
occurs. Others, such as tankers of acid or jars of caustic lye, are labeled as poisons and treated accordingly. These
poisons, stored in bulk where they are manufactured or by the industries that use them, will explode during the massive
earthquakes the cataclysms bring, and spread worldwide by the hurricane force winds. Add to this the stores of nuclear
bombs, stockpiled during the cold war, which might be triggered during earthquakes, or leak radiation as would
damaged nuclear power plants. How livable will the Earth be, after the cataclysms, when mankind will find all his
poisons have spilled in his backyard?
Several factors will be at play during the cataclysms that are not in place during normal times, and these factors change
the picture.
Poisons, such as acids or caustics, do their worst damage because of their concentration. Diluted, they are
essentially harmless. Your stomach acid, in concentration, would eat through your carpet, but diluted is
something you are scarcely aware of. Between the tidal waves, the torrential downpours that seem endless after
the cataclysms, and the hurricane force winds that accompany the pole shift, dispersal and dilution is very
thorough. There will scarcely be any chemical stores that do not rupture and disperse, during the cataclysms. The
Aftertime will find mankind with a cleaner environment, due to this, as he will be unprepared and unable to get
back into the poison production business for some time.
Where radioactive substances, such as those that go into the production of nuclear bombs or nuclear power
plants, lie buried or cast upon the surface of the Earth after the cataclysms, the locale will be unhealthy, and
would injure those humans living near or on the site. Radiation poisoning can be insidious or devastating, but
will not occur worldwide due to the cataclysms for the same reasons that other poison spills will be minimized.
Radioactive dust, where explosions do occur, will be dispersed so thoroughly that it is rendered harmless. Where
nuclear bombs explode, in their silos or warehouses, and where nuclear power plants rupture and the reactors
proceed for a time unchecked, creating a meltdown - there will be radioactivity in the locale, making this
unhealthy, but these will be localized problems, not airborne problems.
Buried mines, missiles, and armaments will not survive the 15 point Richter scale earthquakes that will jolt the
Earth. Munitions that are triggered by a jolt will, one way or the other, explode, thus rendered harmless except to
those who might be nearby at the time. Just as your cities will not survive, with tall buildings crashing down,
likewise missiles of death will not be spared. Unless deactivated and disassembled, missiles will almost to a one
be destroyed. Hand guns munitions, where the bullets can be padded and kept separate, or are placed in a
protective fluid, may survive. Thus the weapons of war, a type of pollution in our opinion, will be destroyed.
Note: below added during the Dec 21, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session.

Pollution can be viewed from several angles. The bottle of chlorine, considered poison, if poured in a pool will create
havoc, but this is a local reaction. Some pollution, like PCB's, that are long lived and continuously effect, anew,
whatever they contact, are more than a single pollutant, they are an endless pollutant, or so to speak. But others engage
in chemical reactions, and thus are self limited. Some heavy metals also effect the area only for a short time, then go
where heavy metals do, get buried, or trapped in a chemical bond, to be where they were when mankind first
discovered them and engaged them in industrial uses. Thus, when mankind looks upon industrial poisons, maintained
in tanks, they assume a permanent cesspool, but this is not always the case. Were the contents of all these tanks to mix,
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there would be gasses, explosions, and eventually the mix returns to what nature does with these chemicals in the first
place.
The cave man found the Earth in a state, and this state would be achieved in short order if all the poisons in tanks were
left to mix freely. Even radioactivity is only a poison because mankind gathered it together, and if allowed to disburse,
would be as the cave man found it. Thus, where we are advising that mankind not linger about industrial sites for the
shift, nor settle there afterwards, this is not to say that these poisons will retain their impact for long. Especially where
not trapped in small pools, and by this we mean pools, not lakes. Try an experiment. Take the chemicals you fear, that
exist in your local industrial park, and mix them together in a fish tank. This must be proportional to the nearby lake
or river, to be properly diluted. Add fish, and see what happens! You may be surprised to find that your chemicals,
combined, reduce each other's impact! These noxious chemicals were once non-noxious, in nature, and find their way
there again.
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Industrial sites will not be pleasant during or after the shift. Tanks of chemicals, often dangerous or explosive if mixed,
will rupture and mix, spewing death in the surrounding areas. Pooling in the area, even under the continuous drizzle
expected and the hurricane force winds disbursing such chemical mix, they will be around for years, a stinking death
pool. Such areas may be cleaned up in the Aftertime, depending upon the rules that the Council of Worlds imposes.
This is dependent upon the orientation of the survivors in the area, as if solidly under the control of Service-to-Other
leadership, such cleanup would be allowed. If not strongly under such leadership, or in the hands of Service-to-Self,
then it would be considered a continuing lesson for those souls incarnated in the human survivors, and allowed to
continue.
This is, of course, no different than existing situations today, where a quake or industrial accident causes such a mess.
Industrial accidents, in developing countries where rules are relaxed and inhumane situation allowed to be imposed on
the workers, are known today. The Texas/Mexican border has a high rate of birth defects due to the pollution rules
being relaxed by the current President by Coup, who had the worse environmental record of any state in the Union.
Thus, is it not that the Council is imposing pollution, but rather allowing the current human status quo to continue! We
would most certainly advise would-be survivors to not be in the proximity of industrial areas, where such tanks are in
evidence. It is no secret what chemicals are stored there, nor any secret what would occur if mixed! Obviously, the
choice is to be elsewhere, especially since the jobs in these industries will be diminishing steadily going into the time
of the shift. Move!
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Note: written Dec 15, 1999. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Were it not for the convulsions the Earth is about to go through, the coming cataclysms, a mere 100 years in the future
the Earth would be dying. Reactions in plants and animals, starting in the very low level plankton and bacteria begin to
affect wildlife and domesticated animals, and creep up through the soil and waterways, disrupting things so badly that
nature cannot flurish. Where man maintains fields and herds and flocks to sustain human society, this is at its base
nature, and where this gets disrupted all is affected. Enzymes that are necessary in order to get crops to come to fruit or
to bear, and where these get disrupted, mankind would die rapidly. In an effort to prevent that from happening,
mankind is likely to move sharply in the wrong direction, as he has in the past - more fertilizer, more plowing, level
the hills and cut the trees - making all the wrong steps and thus creating the dominoe effect more rapidly.
Fully a quarter of all 3rd Density worlds require cleanup during their transformation, having polluted their worlds in
this way or having disrupted their ecosystem to the point of devastation, so that by the time of their transformation
they are a mess. A full 5% frankly destroy their worlds before their transformation. The ones that do not impact their
ecosystems are ones where the intelligent species on them cannot control their ecosystem. Most worlds are water
worlds. Creatures that swim and paddle about can't really affect their ecosystems. They are at the mercy of their
ecosystems. When 3rd Density worlds are populated by hominoids or land based creatures or for whatever reason they
are able to manipulate their environment, they ruin it. This is a factor of intelligence. It's the child in the nuclear
armaments. It's the child in the cockpit of the jet plane. It's almost inevitable that it will happen. It's not the exception
that mankind is destroying his environment, it's more the rule.
Those who set forth to most aggressively change nature and the ecosystem care not about the outcome. In fact, they
get a kick out of making it rough for others, that they can make it rough for others. The fact that this is a horror to
others or would cause endless grief and agony and that there might be a great societal push against an action is exactly
what the sadistic or power hungry individual finds exciting. They have a surge of a sense of power and control, that
they can get away with this and make this happen. There are nuclear tests going on today for no other reason than that
they know that the majority of the world is agast. They are negatively impacting the genetic structure of humans that
are born in the area. They feel powerful that they can do this, hold life and death in their hands, and they walk about
feeling smug.
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We, the Zetas, destroyed our 3rd Density world through biological warfare which got out of control and therefore as
3rd Density entities we went underground because the surface was swarming with germs that would rapidly kill us off.
One of your science fiction movies, the worst horror, with which you entertain yourselves, was a reality for us. We
lived underground in protected environments that were sterilized and we had sealed doorways. On occasion we would
send forth a genetically engineered volunteer who would attempt to live on the surface and either make it for awhile or
not make it at all, as who wants to live in a cave where they can't see the stars or listen to the breeze. What happened
when our world moved to 4th Density? As we have detailed, when the Earth moves to 4th Density we will be leaving
behind tapeworms and mosquitoes and many pests that are simply parasitic and have no place in a normal life cycle of
any other creature. Not only are they a pest for mankind and the new hybrids, they are also an unnecessary pest
affecting the quality of life for less intelligent lifeforms - birds and mammals and the like who suffer needlessly
because of these pests.
So if we can do this, can we straighten out polution? Yes. This is in the main done even before the transformation to
4th Density. We are already affecting the planet Earth, as we are resident on Earth and intended to be future residents,
ourselves and our hybrids are counted in decisions on whether we can affect our future home. This is not a black and
white matter where mankind has complete control and can run the Earth into a sewer and we have to stand back and
agonize. This is a complicated calculation. There are some areas where we can step in, where we are not going past the
element of doubt and can influence the setting in which mankind is deliberating his orientation choice. We can
certainly after the cataclysms go into a cess pool of chemicals where there may have been a chemical plant, and with
just a dab here and there change the chemical nature of that volatile soup to be something benign rather than
destructive.
Likewise, we can affect nuclear explosions and nuclear messes. We can leave behind radioactive material, and take
only that which is not. This of course leaves the 3rd Density world left behind a rather unpleasant place, but the 3rd
Density world is not intended to be a world that supports life. We can also simply alter radioactivity. Man tends to
think of this as something that takes thousands, perhaps millions of years in half life spans to affect radioactivity, but
what causes radioactivity is the structure of the atom and the nucleus, and this can be altered by chemistry just as the
nature of hydrogen and oxygen forming water is an alteration. All atoms are affected by what they come in contact
with. None stand alone. All of them are affected. Can we stop nuclear explosions? Can we do so today? Yes and no,
depending upon whether this is interfering with orientation decisions of the 3rd Density humans on Earth. This is why
we have made the statement that man would be allowed to destroy his world in a nuclear war, but likewise we can
interfere with other steps that are being taken and can influence the state of the world. Basically, we can't interfere
with the lesson, and where the lesson won't be interfered with we have the right to do so as future residents.
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Just as living beings, such as ourselves and yourselves, can be in different densities, coexisting in the same spot but
being unaware of each other, so planets can and do so coexist. 4th Density planets are not as prevalent as planets in
the root density, for obvious reasons. Planets are moved to 4th Density only to support life in 4th Density, and most
planets do not have any life at all. So what does the Universe then look like, in 4th Density? Sparse. Imagine your
Solar System, its Sun always visible and the orbiting planets among the many stars in the sky. In 4th Density there will
be a Sun, but its appearance will be different - not as bright, and more pale. Will astronomers have to adjust to a new
night sky? Most certainly, as there will be fewer stars and many of the old guides will be gone. However, as this
change will take place shortly after the cataclysms, with all its travails and gloomy cloud cover, any telescopes
operational will be useless. Even today, astronomers require a clear night. When the scientific community has
regrouped, new maps of the sky will be redrawn, with only an occasional scratch of the head as to why the skies, too,
have changed.
After the switch, humans will be able to look directly at the new 4th Density Sun without distress or injury.
Sunburn will be a thing of the past. Where the Sun will be less intense, the winters will be more extreme,
creating an Earth with less land mass in a habitable zone. Rather than a steamy equator, the equator will be
essentially temperate and the poles will occupy almost half the available surface areas. Lest this seem grim, it
should be understood that ice at the poles ties up much water in the form of ice, and the sea level will thus drop
several hundred feet. All in all, a good trade off. Since this will occur some 100 years or more after the pole shift
this should not affect any humans currently worried about surviving the pole shift. All humans surviving the pole
shift will have died, and incarnated safely elsewhere, before this climate change occurs.
After the switch, humans will find their Moon has traveled with them to 4th Density, as its influence on the tides
is something life on Earth has come to rely on and has adapted to. Without the Moon, the many forms of life in
tidal pools would die and the cleansing action of washing tides would cease.
After the switch, humans will find all the plants and animals now on the 3rd Density Earth, their beautiful world,
has also moved. The humans of the future, the hybrids we are developing, will not live in a lifeless 4th Density
world - spare, bleak, without vegetation, song birds, or fish. Where we will leave some agents of disease behind,
the human body will still be subject to stress and degenerative diseases, as well as aging, as all this is inherent in
the genetic structure of the human body. Lions and tigers and wolves will also come along, as without predators
your wild herds would soon create a population problem. The starvation of many versus the occasional quick
kill. Nature will continue as before.
After the switch humans will find that all humans, whether they have graduated to a 4th Density spiritual plane
or not, have moved. For some entities, they will recall living through the cataclysms and then later through a
time when humans seemed more mentally connected and in touch with one another. Then, upon death, they will
be moved to another 3rd Density world, with others who will share these memories. Back to 3rd Density, to
continue their orientation lesson.
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If the Sun moves into 4th Density, will it then leave 3rd Density? Yes. Those portions of the Sun which are inert, used
up so to speak, will remain as a gravitational center for the 3rd Density planets orbiting the Sun, including the 12th
Planet which is not scheduled to become a 4th Density planet in step with the Earth. With less of a gravitational pull,
the 3rd Density planets in your Solar System will move outward, assuming a larger orbit. Life remaining on the
surface of the 3rd Density Earth will freeze to death as the surface of the Earth cools under the diminishing rays from
a dimming 3rd Density Sun. We will leave some undesirables behind - mosquitoes, for instance, which serve no
biological purpose except to feed themselves and support the transport of parasites and disease, and tapeworms, who
likewise are not a necessary link in any symbiotic cycle. The agents of many diseases such as a virus, bacteria, fungus,
or invading parasite will not be moved during the shift. All these will freeze to death.
Ultimately, even the core of the Earth will cool, the lava hardened, but life underground will continue for some
Millennia before the heat at the center of your old home begins to fade. The Men In Black and others coexisting with
you now, in underground homes, are not scheduled to move to 4th Density in step with humans living on the surface.
The Men In Black and other underground inhabitants will live, for some Millennia, with the impression that your Sun
died. Suns do die quickly, and not all have that last glorious burst of life, the Super Nova. Most do not. During the
transition to 4th Density there will be enough fuel left in the 3rd Density Sun to give an orderly death. Those on the
12th Planet, looking through their telescopes, will see a fading Sun, not one that winked out suddenly. They will
assume that the Earth's Moon was torn away during their passage through the solar system, not unexpected as in truth
this is how the Moon was placed as a satellite of the Earth in the first place.
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